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6.8.3.9.3 Principal Long-Term Burnup Credit Isotopes

Based upon the results of the long-term isotope importance evaluations, a preliminary list of
"Principal Isotopes" for long-term criticality control was determined. The 30 principal
isotopes are shown in Table 6.8.3-2.

Table 6.8.3-2. Principal Long-Term Burnup Credit Isotopes

0-16 Tc-99 Rh- 103 Ag-109 Cs-133

Nd-143 Nd-145 Sm-147 Sm-149 Sm-150

Sm-151 Sm-152 Eu-151 Eu-153 Gd-155

U-233 U-234 U-235 U-236 U-238

Np-237 Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241

Pu-242 Am-241 Am-242m Am-243 Cm-245

An additional limit on the number of isotopes in the model was their availability in the
MCNP cross-section libraries. Eight of the identified principal isotopes are not available in
the standard MCNP cross-section sets. The unavailable isotopes include: Tc-99, Cs-133,
Nd-143, Nd-145, Sm-147, Sm-150, Sm-151, and Sm-152. A separate cross-section set will
have to be acquired before evaluations with these isotopes can be performed. A cross-section
library, the Kidman Library, has been identified which contains these isotopes and efforts are
currently underway to acquire it.

6.8.3.10 Neutron Absorber Credit

Using neutron absorbers to control criticality requires calculating the amount of neutron
absorbers required in the criticality control material to keep kff of the WP < 0.95. The type
of neutron absorber must be selected before the amount can be determined. Some of the
neutron absorbers used in the nuclear industry are boron, cadmium, hafnium, gadolinium and
silver-indium-cadmium. Of the five neutron absorbers examined, boron is the most widely
used in the nuclear industry for criticality control; its properties are well known, and it is not
overly costly. The other neutron absorbers are less desirable because of their higher cost,
precious metal content, toxicity, and/or poor material performance characteristics. Therefore,
the remainder of the initial ACD criticality evaluations focused primarily on the use of boron
as the neutron absorber material.

6.8.3.10.1 Neutron Absorbers in Criticality Control Materials

Boron by itself has relatively poor mechanical properties and is normally alloyed or mixed in
small amounts with other, more mechanically sound materials. A limited amount of boron
can be added to a material before the base material properties, particularly ductility, are
adversely affected. Metals such as aluminum, copper, and stainless steel have been alloyed
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with boron to form materials for criticality control and still retain satisfactory mechanical
properties and material performance characteristics. The base material to alloy with boron for
the WP design concept's criticality control material is still under evaluation. The leading
candidate base materials during ACD are encapsulated aluminum and stainless steel.

The stainless steel base material allows the addition of up to 2.25 percent boron by weight in
the SS 304B (SS-B) material (Carpenter Technology Corp., 1993). To retain near peak
mechanical properties, boron weight percents < 1.75 percent are preferred. Section 6.2.5.2 of
this report discusses borated stainless steel in detail. The aluminum base material allows the
addition of up to 5.0 percent boron by weight in the Aluminum-Boron Alloy (Al-B) material,
with < 4.5 percent preferred to retain near peak mechanical properties. The actual amounts of
boron allowable in a given volume of either material are very similar though the percentages
vary due to the weight differences between the base materials. SS-B is being used in the
MMB and UCF WP design concepts while Al-B is being used in the MPC conceptual design
concepts. The SS-B has much better long-term material performance and so is preferred by
the WP development group.

B-10 is the primary neutron absorbing isotope of boron because it has a large thermal neutron
absorption cross-section (-3818 barns). Natural boron contains 18 percent B-10 and -82 percent
B-1 1. The B-10 content of natural boron can be increased through isotopic enrichment to -95
percent B-10. Enriched boron may be used to increase the amount of thermal neutron
absorption without increasing the total weight percent of boron incorporated into a base
material. The disadvantage of using enriched boron would be the increased cost of the
enriched material.

6.8.3.10.2 Implementation of Neutron Absorbers

There are two methods being considered for the implementation of neutron absorber materials
in control materials, control panels and control rods. The two methods are discussed below.

A. Control Panels

Placing neutron absorber materials in panels between fuel assemblies is a common
criticality control method in storage (pool and dry) and transportation. Control panels
can control criticality for both PWR and BWR assemblies. The criticality control
potential of control panels is limited by the interrelated properties of panel thickness
and the allowable weight percentage of boron in the panel's base material. Control
panels alone do not have sufficient criticality control potential to control criticality in
the larger capacity WPs without them becoming very expensive due to excessive
thickness and neutron absorber loading. With control panels containing natural boron,
the kff for the 21 PWR Burnup Credit WP conceptual designs can be lowered up to
-0.10. Using control panels with fully B-10 enriched boron, keff can be lowered up to
-0.20 for the 21 PWR Burnup Credit WP conceptual design. Figure 6.8.3-18 and
Figure 6.8.3-19 show the criticality control potential of the control panels in the MPC
and MMB WPs.
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B. Control Rods

The economic and engineering feasibility of using control rods for disposal criticality
control in the MPC and UCF WPs was examined. The long-term material
performance of control rods is also being considered. The WPD Group has been
examining the use of new reactor control rod assemblies (CRAs), spent reactor CRAs,
and disposable CRAs made especially for WPs. The disposable CRAs are the leading
candidate and have a Ak range between 0.06 and 0.33. Detailed description of each
CRA type is provided below; the individual Ak results are provided in Table 6.8.3-3.
Section 6.10.2.5 discusses the placement of CRAs in WPs in further detail.

1. New Reactor CRAs

The "new reactor CRAs" are unirradiated CRAs designed for use in a reactor, but
instead placed in a WP. New reactor CRAs have sufficient negative reactivity to
control portions of reactor cores; thus controlling criticality in a WP should not
pose a problem. New reactor CRAs have more design restrictions than are
required for WPs (i.e., reactor core interface equipment), so they are more costly
than required for disposal WPs. It is clear that new reactor CRAs are not cost
effective for disposal, nor technically warranted.

2. Spent Reactor CRAs

The "spent reactor CRA" category includes the irradiated CRAs that have been in
a reactor core during power operations. The spent reactor CRAs have to be
disposed of, so they are essentially free from a cost standpoint. There are two
concerns with spent reactor CRAs: 1) the limited number available for placement
in WPs and 2) the spent reactor CRA material's long-term performance. Spent
reactor CRAs are currently considered likely to be placed in WPs so evaluations
of their criticality control potential are being reviewed. The criticality control
potential of spent silver-indium-cadmium (Ag-In-Cd) CRAs have been examined
and other types will be investigated in the future. (EPRI NP-1974, 1981)

3. Disposable CRAs

The "disposable CRA" category includes CRAs specially designed for use in WPs
for long-term criticality control. Unborated stainless steel, borated stainless steel,
boron carbide ( 4C pellets), and borosilicate glass control rods have been
considered for disposable CRAs. Evaluations of the criticality control potential of
each of these types of disposable CRAs have been performed. The addition of
Zircaloy, Inconel, or stainless steel cladding around each type is also being
considered to improve the long-term materials performance of the disposable CRA
material.

Preliminary results are shown in Table 6.8.3-3 for full length CRAs in all fuel assemblies of
the 21 PWR MPC Bumup Credit Conceptual Design. Control rods are modeled in all guide
tubes of B&W 15x15, 3.75 percent enrichment U-235, 0 GWd/MTU fuel. The Akff
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reported in the table are the differences between a case without control rods (water filled
guide tubes) and cases with the listed types of control rods. Note that these results do not
include the reduction in effectiveness due to long-term degradation and neutron absorber
depletion.

Table 6.8.3-3 shows that CRAs are an excellent method of criticality control. However, there
is a difficulty in that not all fuel assemblies are capable of accepting control rods. All BWR
assemblies and a relatively small number of PWR assemblies do not have the control rod
guide tubes to allow the insertion of control rods. Information gathered from the Waste
Acceptance Group and EEI projections indicates that there are -2400 PWR assemblies (-2
percent of total number) which will be unable to accept CRAs.

Table 6.8.3-3. Criticality Control Potential of Disposable Control Rod Assemblies

I Control Rod Material [ Decrease in eff I

Unborated Stainless Steel (SS 316L) 0.06

Borated Stainless Steel (SS 304B6A, natural boron) 0.22

Borated Stainless Steel (SS 304B6A, enriched boron) 0.30

Boron Carbide (B4C pellets, natural boron) 0.33

Borosilicate Glass (Code 7740, Pyrex) 0.23

Spent Ag-In-Cd control rod (77% Ag, 11% In, 9% Cd, and 3% Sn 0.26
representing -3.5 xlO 21nvt fluence over the entire rod length)

The use of control rods is not envisioned as the only criticality control measure for disposal.
They will provide an additional measure for the small percentage of spent nuclear fuel
assemblies with high stored energy (criticality potential). Evaluations are underway to
examine the effect of other fuel types (CE,W, etc.), other WP designs (capacities), partial
length rods, and CRAs with fewer control rods. These evaluations, the cost estimates, and
other evaluations are being compiled in a Design Analysis report on the viability of CRAs for
disposal criticality control. This information will be included in the WP ACD Final Design
Report, June 1995.

6.8.3.10.3 Neutron Absorber Required For Long-Term

Maintaining criticality control with neutron absorber credit is dependent upon retaining the
boron in the criticality control material. There are two mechanisms to be examined whereby
the boron in the criticality control material might be removed over the 10,000 year time
period. The first mechanism is the physical removal of the boron by means of leaching of
the boron and/or the preferential corrosion of the boron-containing material with the resultant
physical relocation of the boron. The second mechanism is the depletion of the boron by the
subcritical neutron flux in the WP. When a boron atom absorbs a neutron it is depleted, and
is no longer as useful in controlling criticality.
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Without long-term material tests to confirm the removal rate of boron, some initial
engineering estimates have been made for the loss rate of B-i0. These evaluations indicate
that 20 percent of the B-10 could be removed from the control materials over the 10,000
years of disposal isolation.

Based upon a 20 percent total B-10 loss, the initial amount of B-10 required has been
calculated. The amount of B-10 required for long-term criticality control is shown in
Equation 6.8.3-2 below.

% B-10 Required = 100 - 100 100 - 100 = 25%
(100 - % Removed) (100 - 20%)

(Equation 6.8.3-2)

Assuming no loss of boron over the entire time period indicates that there is no problem in
controlling criticality, as shown in Figure 6.8.3-20. With loss of B-l0 factored in, a problem
develops in the later years, as shown in Figure 6.8.3-21. If 25 percent additional B-10 is
included initially, criticality control is shown for the entire time period, as shown in Figure
6.8.3-22.

6.8.3.11 Moderator Displacement Filler Material

An analysis examined the design approach which utilizes filler material for moderator
displacement criticality control, to obtain a measure of the benefit of this approach. This
criticality analysis basically assumed a worst-case circumstance of: a) no burnup credit, b) no
neutron absorber materials, and c) the sudden catastrophic breaching and flooding of the WP.
Iron shot was chosen as the moderator-displacing filler material. For this initial scoping
analysis, all the free space within the WP/canister (i.e., among the fuel rods in an assembly,
inside the empty guide tubes, and around the outside of the basket) was filled uniformly
(smeared properties) with various compositions of iron shot and water. Various mixtures
were examined because the effectiveness of moderator displacement criticality control
depends on the quantity of moderator displaced by the filler. This in turn depends upon the
quantity of filler which may be emplaced into the WP/canister. The total quantity of iron
shot filler is dependent on the density of the bulk material and the percentage fill.

Results of the scoping investigations are presented on Figure 6.8.3-23. For the case of graded
shot and 85 percent fill, kff is about 1.04. For the case of mixed grade shot and 100 percent
fill, kff is about 0.95. This still exceeds the acceptable limit when including the bias. While
the limit is exceeded, these preliminary results do show a significant reduction of criticality
potential (-0.25 Ak). Basically, the shot conditions chosen do not result in sufficient
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moderator displacement. Refinement of the criticality analysis model is planned for the next
fiscal year, which may alter these results and conclusions. A combination of burnup credit,
and/or credit for supplemental neutron absorber materials, could result in the moderator
displacement criticality control approach being viable. (M&O, 1994f)

NOTE: The foregoing criticality analyses basically assumed a worst-case circumstance of:
a) no burnup credit, b) no neutron absorber materials, and c) the sudden catastrophic
breaching and flooding of the WP. Subsequent to this investigation, Performance
Analysis should assess the probability of such an extreme occurrence. The more probable
circumstance would be a non-catastrophic WP breach resulting in slow intrusion of
moderator (water), at a rate so slow as to result in coincident oxidation of the iron shot.
The slow intrusion of water and resultant conversion of iron to iron oxide would slowly
reduce available internal void space, thereby slowly reducing the criticality potential even
further. A secondary aspect of oxidation of the iron shot is the slow creation of a
swelling, welding mass of iron oxide which would function as mechanical packing to
inhibit movement (collapse) of other materials internal to the WP (fuel rods, fuel pellets,
and/or basket materials). Furthermore, the swelling mass of iron oxide would provide a
degree of chemical buffering which would inhibit further corrosion.

6.8.4 Radiation Shielding (Radiation Safety) Evaluations

6.8.4.1 Background

Radioactive materials such as SNF and DHLW glass can pose two types of radiation hazard,
internal and external. The internal radiation hazard comes from the ingestion or inhalation of
radioactive material into the body. The internal radiation hazards are controlled by using
engineered and natural containment barriers. Containment barriers are used to prevent the
release of the radioactive material, so no radioactive material can get into the body. The goal
of the MGDS is to provide a set of natural and engineered containment barriers that will
isolate the radioactive material for 0,000+ years. Radiation shielding evaluations are
concerned with the external radiation hazards. The external radiation hazards are a concern
during emplacement operations (the first -100 years) when there is human occupation in the
potential repository.

6.8.4.1.1 External Radiation Hazards

The external radiation hazards from radioactive material come from different types of
radiation hitting a body. There are many different types of radiation, including alpha-particles
(a), beta-particles (), neutrons (n), and photons (gamma-rays (y) and x-rays). Many of the
types of radiation are short ranged and mostly a concern as an internal radiation hazard
(alpha). Two of the types of radiation listed are not short ranged, neutron and photon (or
gamma) radiation. It is these two types of radiation which are the major radiation from the
WP because they can penetrate the intact containment barriers.

SNF and DHLW have major neutron and photon radiation sources. These neutrons and
photons are created by radioactive decay of nuclides and also from secondary reactions
caused by the radiation released from the decaying nuclides interacting with the surrounding
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materials. The photon (gamma) sources come directly from the decay of actinides, activation
products, and fission products and from the secondary (protony) and (ny) reactions. The
neutron sources come from spontaneous fission and (a,n) reactions. Spontaneous fissions
occur in unstable actinides such as U-238, Pu-238, Pu-240, Pu-242, Cm-242, Cm-244,
Cm-246, and Cm-248. These isotopes will randomly emit neutrons to achieve a somewhat
more stable state. The (,n) reactions occur when a high energy a particle from a decaying
fission product or actinide (such as Pu-238, Am-241, Am-243, Cm-243 and Cm-244), strikes
an oxygen atom, and gives off a neutron as the oxygen atom becomes a neon atom. Other
(a,n) reactions, besides those with oxygen, may occur in DHLW glass depending upon its
composition. Different glasses can contain Al, B, Be, F, Li, Mg, and Na, all of which can
undergo (,n) reactions.

The neutron and gamma sources are produced when materials are irradiated in the neutron
radiation field of a reactor. These sources may be classified as actinides, activation products,
and fission products. Actinides are elements with atomic numbers (Z) 2 89. The uranium
isotopes in fuel, U-235 and U-238, are actinides, and other actinides are formed by neutron
capture and alpha decay of uranium. Activation products are formed when stable elements
absorb a neutron(s) and become radioactive. The Co-60 activation product in the fuel
assembly end-fitting is of major concern in fuel with short cooling times due to the strong
gamma-rays it emits. Fission products are isotopes generated by the fission process. A split
fissile atom (U-235, Pu-239, Pu-241) generates neutrons, energy, and atom fragments. The
atom fragments are the fission products (Chilton, Shultis and Faw, 1984).

6.8.4.1.2 Radiation Exposure

The neutron and photon radiation from WPs which hit tissue causes damage dependent on its
type, strength, and energy level. The amount of radiation damage to tissue is called radiation
dose. Radiation doses are measured in units of rems or Sv (Sieverts), where 100 rem = I Sv.
Radiation doses to individuals are dependent on both the time they spend in a radiation field
and the strength of the radiation field. The strength of the radiation field is given as a dose
per unit time at a given distance from the radiation source. The dose per unit time is called a
dose rate. Dose rates are normally reported in units of mrem/hr or mSv/hr at a given
distance.

Radiation exposure levels and limits are given as an allowed annual or quarterly radiation
dose. Dose levels are normally given in units of rem or Sv per year or per quarter.
Therefore for a given dose limit, a time limit is calculated for working in a radiation field of
a given dose rate. Alternatively for a given dose limit, a shield thickness is calculated that
will reduce the dose rate enough to allow a person to operate in an area for the required
amount of time.

Similar to its ability to damage tissue, radiation can also damage materials such as the
integrated circuits (IC) in computer systems. The radiation exposure and damage to material
are expressed in different units. In the case of the IC, the exposure would be
measured/recorded in units of silicon/rads (Nucleon Lectern Associates 1984).
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6.8.4.1.3 Radiation Shielding

The amount and material(s) of radiation shielding needed for a particular application is
dependent upon the type, strength, and energy level of the radiation source being shielded.
The types of radiation, neutron and/or photon, determine the type of material chosen.
Neutron sources are best shielded by light materials containing elements with low atomic
numbers, such as water. The photon or gamma-ray sources are best shielded by heavy, dense
materials containing elements with high atomic numbers, such as lead or depleted uranium.
The strength and energy level of the radiation source will determine the amount or thickness
of shielding material needed.

For mixed radiation sources of neutron and photon radiation (as SNF and DHLW), the
component with the greater source strength will determine the primary material to be used in
a shield. Multiple shield material layers are typically used to shield mixed radiation sources
unless one source type is much stronger than the other. Multiple shield material layers may
also be used when a high energy source causes a secondary radiation source (i.e., high energy
neutron causing a secondary gamma source).

6.8.4.2 Regulations and Requirements

The MGDS regulations affecting radiation shielding have requirements for both radiation
protection and for allowable materials. The regulations and their effect are discussed below.

6.8.4.2.1 Radiation Protection by the WP

The general design criteria for radiological protection and shielding requirements for the
GROA are specified in Title 10 CFR Part 60.131.(a):

"Radiological protection. The geological repository operations area shall be designed to
maintain radiation doses, levels, and concentrations of radioactive material in air in
restricted areas within the limits specified in Part 20 of this chapter. Design shall include:

(1) Means to limit concentrations of radioactive material in air

(2) Means to limit the time required to perform work in the vicinity of radioactive
materials, including, as appropriate, designing equipment for ease of repair and
replacement and providing adequate space for ease of operations

(3) Suitable shielding

(4) Means to monitor and control the dispersal of radioactive material

(5) Means to control access to high radiation areas or airborne radioactivity areas
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(6) A radiation alarm system to warn of significant increases in radiation levels,
concentrations of radioactive materials in air, and of increased radioactivity
released in effluents. The alarm system shall be designed with provisions for
calibration and for testing its operability."

The section applicable to radiation shielding concerns is 60.131(a)(3). Section (2) also
applies by requiring that the time to perform certain tasks be determined, thereby determining
what dose rate is acceptable in a given area. The acceptable dose rate criteria determines
what amount of shielding is suitable. Sections (1) and (4) are concerned with internal doses
and Section (5) and (6) are concerned with operations equipment.

The performance objectives for radiological protection and shielding requirements for the
GROA through permanent closure are specified in Title 10 CFR Part 60.11 L.(a):

"Protection against radiation exposures and releases of radioactive material. The
geological repository operations area shall be designed so that until permanent closure has
been completed, radiation exposure and radiation levels, and releases of radioactive
materials to unrestricted areas, will at all times be maintained within the limits specified
in Part 20 of this chapter and such generally applicable environmental standards for
radioactivity as may have been established by the Environmental Protection Agency."

The radiation exposure and radiation levels discussed in Title 10 CFR Part 60.111 .(a) are
applicable to radiation shielding concerns also. To summarize this regulation, suitable
shielding is required until permanent closure of a repository. What shielding is suitable is
dependent upon the human occupation and equipment present in the area being shielded. The
containment of radioactivity after repository closure is not a radiation shielding concern.

The "Part 20" that Title 10 CFR Part 60.13] .(a) and 60.111 (a) refer to is Title 10 CFR Part
20. Title 10 CFR Part 20 gives the standards for protection against radiation. It has
provisions for 1) radiation protection programs specifying doses which are as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA), 2) gives radiation dose limit for members of the public, and
3) specifies worker occupational dose limits. Worker occupational dose limits are of most
concern, because the WP is envisioned to be in a controlled environment (away from the
public) from the time of containment barrier closure to the time of repository closure.

The occupational dose limits have been in Title 10 CFR Part 20.101.(a) and (b) but effective
January 1994, Title 10 CFR Part 20.1201.(a) replaced Title 10 CFR Part 20.101.(a) and (b).
Title 10 CFR Part 20.1201 gives the occupational dose limits for adults. The annual
occupational dose limits from Title 10 CFR Part 20.1201(a)(1) are:

"(1) An annual limit, which is the more limiting of -
(i) The total effective dose equivalent being equal to 5 rems (0.05 Sv); or
(ii) The sum of the deep-dose equivalent and the committed dose equivalent to any
individual organ or tissue other than the lens of the eye being equal to 50 rems (0.5 Sv)."
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The requirement documents for the repository (MGDS-RD (M&O, 1993i) and EBD-RD
(YMP 1993a) in general refer to the CFR (Title 10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 60, and 40 CFR 191).
The documents list no specific requirements for occupational doses other than mentioning the
inclusion of ALARA principals based upon the NRC Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10.

The DOE has its own general radiation protection requirements outlined in its Radiological
Control Manual based upon DOE Order 5480.6 (DOE, 1994). The DOE radiological control
manual has annual worker occupational dose limits similar to Title 10 CFR Part 20's (5 rem),
but also specifies administrative control levels (2,000 mrem per year). The intent of
administrative control levels is to ensure that a worker, whose dose is approaching the
administrative control level, is not receiving excessive radiation doses from poor radiation
work habits or required access to a highly radioactive area.

6.8.4.2.2 Material Constraints

The MGDS requirements from Title 10 CFR Part 60.135 state the basic design criteria for the
MGDS WP and its components. The common neutron shielding materials fail to meet two of
the MGDS WP Title 10 CFR Part 60.135 requirements. The chemical composition
(hydrocarbons, water, hydrogen) of the common neutron shielding materials can accelerate the
corrosion of the WP by microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) (Title 10 CFR Part
60.135.(a)) and acidic dissolution of metals [Title 10 CFR Part 60.135.(b)]. Also, most of the
common neutron shielding materials are flammablelpyrophoric [Title 10 CFR Part 60.135.(b)].

Interactions with the Nevada state government for the proposed Yucca Mountain MGDS have
indicated its opposition to the burying of hazardous materials in an MGDS. To conform with
this position the use of non-hazardous materials has been sought for the MGDS WP. The
non-hazardous materials selected also have better material performance properties.

Some amount of shielding is required for protection of the containment materials. The strong
radiation fields generated by the SNF and/or DHLW can be detrimental to the containment
barriers. The high radiation fields cause the dissociation of the water vapors in the air and
formation of acidic compounds on the surface of WPs which will attack the outer containment
barriers. This process is referred to as radiolysis. The containment barriers themselves will
provide some radiation shielding which may control the radiolysis process.

The WPs are being designed with containment barrier materials which can provide shielding.
The amount of shielding provided is dependent upon the thickness of the containment
barriers. No materials whose only purpose is shielding, especially neutron shielding
materials, are located in the WP disposal containers. The neutron shielding materials cannot
meet the material performance requirements needed for a WP.

One concept being evaluated is to place the shielding material outside the containment
barriers in a "shielding sleeve." The shielding sleeve could possibly contain materials which
do not meet long-term material performance requirements, in that the materials do not have to
last for the containment period but the materials selected must not adversely affect the WP
containment barriers. The effect these materials have on the containment barriers is still
being addressed.
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6.8.4.3 MGDS Target Dose Rates

Radiation shielding entails protecting workers and equipment from radiation sources. At this
point in ACD activities the radiation shielding for people is a concern. The work performed
for these evaluations was aimed at computing and limiting dose rates to people. To comply
with this goal, a target dose rate was established for WP radiation shielding.

Using a base of 250 work days per year or 2,000 hours per year and specifying up to one
hour per day in the radiation field, the Title 10 CFR Part 20.1201(a)(i) 5 rem annual
occupational dose limit allows a 20 mrem/hr radiation field. The current target dose rate for
MGDS activities has been established at 20 mrem/hr at 2 meters from the shield surface. The
base 250 work days per year does not account for vacation or training time so some
additional margin of safety exists for the target dose rate.

The established target dose rate incorporates some remote operations in the MGDS. For areas
or positions which will require more time in the restricted radiation area, lower target dose
rates will need to be established. Since these times and occupation positions are still being
defined, the ACD activities have focused on using the 20 mrem/hr target dose rate.

The target dose rate for the fully self-shielding, shielding sleeve concept has been lowered to
10 mrem/hr at 2 meters. This dose rate is the same as that specified by the transportation
regulation from Title 10 CFR Part 71. This dose rate would allow more direct access to WPs
as far as radiation protection is concerned, but high temperatures near WPs may still limit any
close proximity to the emplaced WPs.

Many of the current repository design concepts use shield doors between the access drifts
(tunnels for human access) and emplacement drifts (the tunnels where WPs are emplaced). A
preliminary dose rate of 0.25 mrem/hr on the access drift side of the shield doors for closed
and filled emplacement drifts has been mentioned/discussed. The 0.25 mrem/hr dose rate
corresponds to a 500 mrem annual exposure assuming 2,000 work hours per year. The 500
mrem annual exposure is a suggested general radiological criterion for new facilities from
DOE's Radiological Control Manual. (DOE, 1994)

6.8.4.4 Strategies for Limiting Dose Rate

A basic property of the SNF and DHLW which is to be disposed in the MGDS is the high
radioactivity. Because limiting the dose to workers is a major radiation protection goal
(ALARA), methods for limiting the dose rate to workers have been devised. The two
methods are shielding and remote handling. With these two methods, three strategies for
limiting the dose rate from WPs are being considered; shielding WP sleeve, self-shielding
containment barrier, and emplacement transport shield.

The shielding sleeve strategy places shield materials, specific to the shielding needs of the
source, around the outer containment barriers of the disposal container in a "sleeve." In the
case of SNF WPs, a concrete shielding sleeve has been considered. The shielding sleeve
strategy would not necessarily need remote handling and would allow manned inspection of
the WPs. (See 6.8.4.10)
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The self-shielding containment barrier strategy thickens the outer containment barrier to
reduce the dose rate. The metallic outer barriers for the SNF WPs are not optimum neutron
shields so the barriers must be quite thick. This strategy would require remote handling
unless the additional weight and cost of an extremely thick containment barrier are
acceptable. (See 6.8.4.9)

The emplacement transport shield strategy uses the incidental shielding of the WP and a
shield carried on the WP emplacement transporter to reduce the dose rate. The transport
shield can have optimized shield materials, which are not allowed around, or in, the emplaced
WP. This strategy relies upon remote handling operations. The option presented in Section 8
uses this strategy. (See 6.8.4.8)

An option of combining the self-shielding WP and transporter shield strategies is possible.
The idea is that the two strategies in tandem would provide the necessary shielding. The
problem is all the disadvantages for both strategies still apply.

6.8.4.5 Scope of Radiation Shielding Calculations

The radiation shielding calculations needed to completely investigate the strategies and
conditions of interest would require a significant time period to perform. Rather than taking
all the possible combinations of calculations, a smaller set of calculations was performed.

The radiation shielding calculations performed for these evaluations focused on the more
limiting cases. For shielding concerns, PWR SNF on average is a greater radiation source
than BWR SNF. For this reason, the radiation shielding calculations focused on PWR SNF.

DHLW containers are expected from four sites and the characteristics of DHLW from each
site are different. The radiation shielding calculations performed for the DHLW container
evaluations focused on the Savannah River Site DHLW. It was chosen for the analyses
because there is more information on the DHLW from Savannah River Site than the other
sites.

Radiation exposure/dose rate information for human tissue (rem, mremlhr) and computer
chips (silicon/rads) is needed. The human dose rates information takes precedence and is the
current focus of the shielding evaluations. The silicon/rad information for remote handling
equipment will however be developed in the future.

6.8.4.6 Shielding Model

The various radiation shielding evaluations for this report were performed with an updated
version of the ANISN-W computer code, ANISNBW. The ANISN computer code uses a
one-dimensional discrete ordinates transport calculational model. The shielding material
cross-sections were from the BUGLE-80 Cross-Section Library via the GIP computer
code. (BWNT, 1993Aa) (BWNT, 1993b) (ORNL, 1980)
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The start of the process of building a radiation shielding model was the generation of a
radiation source. The radiation source information for SNF is calculated from ORIGEN2
runs, based upon the fuel characteristics desired. The radiation source data for DHLW came
from the CDBH, HLWDB. The current release of the CDB contains detailed information
only about the Savannah River Site DHLW. Some information about the Hanford DHLW is
also included but it conflicts with some recently released reports from Westinghouse, the site
M&O contractor. With a radiation source determined, the next step was dealing with the
materials present. (ORNL, I 993b) (BWNT, 1991)

The materials present in the WP concepts (MPC, UCF, MMB, DHLW) were the next part of
the shielding models generated. The isotopic concentrations in the various materials were
used to determine number densities. The number densities are used in the cross-section
mixing code to generate the material specific cross-section sets from the isotope cross-section
library. The sets are used in the model to calculate the attenuation of the radiation source.
The isotope cross section library used was the BUGLE-80. The GIP computer code was used
to mix (generate) the material specific cross-section sets.

The geometry of the WP concepts was then modeled to reflect the various material
thicknesses of the design. With the geometry information entered into the input deck, the
calculational model was ready to be run.

The source terms, cross-sections, and material thicknesses in the one-dimensional,
homogenized source region models were used to evaluate the DHLW container and SNF WP
designs. The dose rates were calculated at the radial mid-plane of the cylindrical WPs. This
position is very symmetric for the SNF WP, so the one-dimensional model is a valid
approximation. The radial mid-plane position for the three and four DHLW container WP
may not be as symmetric, so a two-dimensional r-O should be performed for non-scoping
work; but the source homogenization should account for the non-symmetry conservatively.
The homogenization of the WP source region is a conservative simplification in which the
source is smeared evenly over the volume of the source region. Compared to the actual
source, the homogenized source provides less shielding of the inner fuel assemblies by the
outer fuel assemblies in a large WP.

6.8.4.7 Parametric Radiation Shielding Calculations

The goal of parametric WP radiation shielding evaluations is to calculate the shielding
requirements and/or dose rates for various shield materials, material thicknesses, and source
terms for the WP designs. The shielding requirements and/or dose rates calculated in the
parametric shielding evaluations are used to determine the effects of changing various
components of the WP designs. The results of the parametric shielding evaluations are
compiled to produce a listing of shielding required to reach a target dose rate for the specified
design materials. This allows the scoping activities to narrow the selection process for the
various design concepts. The parametric evaluations also allow some preliminary value
engineering activities for the designs. Once the scoping effort settles on a few specific
designs, the time consuming detailed work for the selected designs can begin.
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Parametric or scoping calculations have been used to evaluate the different WP (SNF and
DHLW) designs. Materials, material thicknesses, capacities (SNF assemblies and DHLW
containers), and SNF characteristics were changed to see the effects on the WP dose rates.

Shielding evaluations have been performed with Alloy 825, mild carbon steel (AISI 1010),
low carbon steel (A516), stainless steel 304L, stainless steel 316L, aluminum, and depleted
uranium (DU) as shielding materials in the various WP designs. Aluminum or stainless steel
304L has been used as a I cm thick basket container in some of the designs. Inner
containment barriers with thicknesses of 0.95 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.54 cm, 3.5 cm, or 5.08 cm of
Alloy 825, stainless steel 304L, or stainless steel 316 L have been used in various designs.
Outer containment barriers with thicknesses of 10 cm, 11.5 cm, 12.7 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 40
cm, 45 cm, or 50 cm of mild carbon steel (AISI 1010) have been evaluated for various WP
designs.

The MGDS WPD group has studied shielding for several WP designs. The MGDS WPD
group has evaluated the 2, 4, 12, 16, 21 and 24 PWR MMB WP designs. The majority of the
computational work on MPC designs by the MGDS WPD group has been for the 21 PWR
MPC Burnup Credit design. A limited amount of work has been done on other PWR
assembly WP designs including the 12 PWR Burnup Credit WP design, the 17 PWR Flux
Trap WP design, the 24 PWR Bumup Credit WP design, the Universal Container System
(UCS) design, and the old MGDS WPD MPC design (precursor to the MMB design).
Computational shielding evaluation efforts have focused upon the PWR assembly WPs rather
than the BWR assembly WPs because the PWR assembly WPs are more restrictive, in terms
of shielding, than the BWR assembly WPs.

For the DHLW container packages the MGDS WPD group analyzed a 1 SCP-DHLW
container; and 1, 3, and 4 DHLW container packages. The SCP-HLW container is a thin
walled (1 cm) container; the DHLW container's WP has corrosion barriers of similar
thickness as the standard SNF WP designs.

6.8.4.8 Emplacement Transport Shield

The emplacement transport shield strategy places the necessary shielding on the emplacement
transporter. At the MGDS, the loaded and sealed WP would be moved and emplaced
underground by the emplacement transporter. This transporter would have sufficient shielding
around it to limit the dose rate to an individual to the target levels. Once emplaced
underground, the WP would not have sufficient intrinsic shielding to allow unprotected human
access to the emplacement drifts. Temporary, movable "shadow" shielding would be used if
human access were required. The strategy for dealing with the non-shielded WP after
emplacement is still under development by the MGDS systems integration and underground
group. The emplacement transport shield thicknesses will provide the necessary shielding
required for alternative postemplacement strategies to meet the target dose rates.

The conceptual design of the WP emplacement transport shield is as follows: A standard
three layer or sandwich approach to shielding was used, with a layer of neutron shielding
material between layers of gamma shielding material. The gamma shield, consisting of a
heavy material, should be close to the package to reduce the shield weight. Secondary
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gamma rays from (ny) reactions in the neutron shield require a gamma shield outside the
neutron shield. These shield material layers can be arranged in various configurations (e.g.,
cylinder, rectangle, half-cylinder etc.). A sketch of the WP and transport shield for the
cylindrical arrangement is shown in Figure 6.8.4-1.

The initial materials chosen for the transport shield model were 5 percent boron-polyethylene
for the neutron shield and lead for the gamma shields. These materials were chosen because
they are commonly used in the nuclear industry and their use is well proven as shielding
materials. Alternative materials were also reviewed in this evaluation and still other materials
are to be reviewed in the future. The shielding layers are encased in a thin (0.5 cm) outer
layer of stainless steel 316L to provide structural support for the shields and containment for
the lead. A 30 cm air gap between the WP and the transport shield for handling equipment
was also included.

The transport shield thicknesses required to meet the target dose rate for different capacity
WPs are shown in Table 6.8.4-1. The 21 PWR WP designs, with the minimum corrosion
barrier thickness, requires the emplacement transport shield to have 5.0 cm of lead in the first
gamma shield, 5.25 cm of 5 percent boron-polyethylene in the neutron shield, and 1.25 cm of
lead in the second gamma shield.

For the 21 PWR WP designs in a transport shield, alternative materials were tried in place of
the lead in the gamma shield material. The resulting shield thicknesses are shown in Table
6.8.4-2. The depleted uranium (DU) gamma shields case has 3.0 cm of DU in the first
gamma shield, 4.5 cm of 5 percent boron-polyethylene in the neutron shield, and 0.5 cm of
DU in the second gamma shield. The steel gamma shields case has 10.0 cm of steel in the
first gamma shield, 3.5 cm of 5 percent boron-polyethylene in the neutron shield, and 2.0 cm
of steel in the second gamma shield. Tables 6.8.4-3 and 6.8.4-4 give information on the
DHLW package transport shields; they are similar to the WP tables.

The dose rates from the minimum corrosion barrier thickness WPs with different numbers of
assemblies were calculated in earlier scoping evaluations. The results are shown in Table
6.8.4-5. The 21 PWR WP designs have an -3600 mrem/hr dose rate, 2 meters from the WP
surface.

The old MPC baseline design dose rates are similar to the MMB designs, with a 0.95 cm
inner containment barrier. The baseline MPC WP design was changed recently. Shielding
calculations for the new MPC WP baseline design are still in progress. The dose rates for the
MMB WP design, with the 3.5 cm inner containment barrier, would be very similar to the
new MPC design.

The new baseline design's dose rates will be reduced by the extra stainless steel basket
material. Some earlier scoping evaluations for the MGDS WPD group's MMB WP designs,
3.5 cm and 5.08 cm inner containment barrier, have an amount of shielding material similar
to that of the new baseline MPC designs and should have very similar dose rates. These dose
rates are shown in Table 6.8.4-6 for minimum corrosion barrier thickness WPs with different
numbers of assemblies.
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Figure 6.8.4-1 Conceptual Waste Package and Transport Shield Arrangement
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Table 6.8.4-1. Transport Shield Thicknesses and Weights (20 mrern/hr at 2 meters)

Number of Waste Waste First Neutron Second Transport Waste Total
PWR Package Package Gamma Shield Gamma Shield Package Weight
Assemblies Inner Outer Shield Shield Weight Weight W.P.+T.S.

Barrier Barrier
[cmcm]m [cm [cm) [cm] [tonnes] [tonnes] [tonnes]

2 0.95 10 4.00 2.25 1.25 f_19.79 12.90 32.69

3.50 10 2.75 1.75 1.00 115.31 15.80 31.11

4 0.95 110 4.25 3.00 11.25 [_23.29 J_17.65 40.94

3.50 110 1 3.00 2.50 1100 118.38 21.13 39.41

12 0.95 110 14.75 4.50 [1.25 33.25 34.07 67.32

3.50 110 3.50 4.00 11.00 26.70 39.18 65.88

16 0.95 I_10 5.00 5.00 1.25 f_39.24 J_42.65 81.89

_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ 3 . 5 ll__ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 11__ _ _ _ 1 1__ _ _ _ _ I1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3-50 1 10 3.50 4.25 1.25 31.70 48.72 80.42

21 0.95 f_10 5.00 5.25 1.25 41.70 J_50.52 92.22

3.50 10 3.50 4.50 1.25 33.69 57.08 90.77

Transport Shield:
Gamma Shield:
Neutron Shield:
PWR SNF:

30 cm from Waste Package Surface, Encased in 0.5 cm Stainless Steel Support Walls
Lead
5% Boron-Polyethylene
3.92% Initial Enrichment U-235, 42.21 GWd/MTU Burnup, 22.48 Years Cooling Time
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Table 6.8.4-2. Additional Cases, Transport Shield Thicknesses and Weights

Waste Package: 21 PWR MMB Waste Package Design Radius:
Length:

87.6 cm
483 cm

Case First Neutron Second Transport Waste Total
Gamma Shield Gamma Shield Package Weight
Shield Shield Weight Weight W.P.+T.S.

l 11 [cm] [cm] [cm] [tonnes] [tonnes] [tonnes]

Lead Gamma Shield (Reference) 5.00 5.25 1.25 41.70 50.52 92.22

Depleted Uranium Gamma Shield 3.00 4.50 0.50 38.28 50.52 88.80

Steel Gamma Shield 10.00 3.50 2.00 53.83 50.52 104.35

Reduced Handling Gap (15 cm) 5.00 5.25 1.25 34.89 50.52 85.41
9%

Transport Shield:
Gamma Shield:
Neutron Shield:
PWR SNF:

30 cm from Waste Package Surface, Encased in 0.5 cm
Lead, Depleted Uranium, or Steel
5% Boron-Polyethylene
3.92% Initial Enrichment U-235, 42.21 GWd/MTU Bun

Stainless Steel Support Walls

raup, 22.48 Years Cooling Time
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Table 6.8.4-3. DHLW Transport Shield Thicknesses and Weights (20 mrem/hr at 2 meters)

Number Inner Outer First Neutron Second Transport DHLW Total
DHLW Barrier Barrier Gamma Shield Gamma Shield Package Weight
Containers Shield Shield Weight Weight W.P.+T.S.

[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm) [cm] [tonnes] [tonnes] [tonnes]

I SCP 1.00 0 7.00 J_0.75 1.25 18.95 2.79 21.74

1 0.95 10 2.05 0 0 8.92 11.54 20.46

3 0.95 10 3.50 0 0 17.79 29.14 46.93

4 0.95 10 4.00 0 0 21.77 34.99 56.76IV�
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Transport Shield:
Gamma Shield:
Neutron Shield:
DHLW:

30 cm from DHLW Package Surface, Encased in 0.5 cm Stainless Steel Support Walls
Lead
5% Boron-Polyethylene
Savannah River Plant Glass, 20 Years Cooling Time
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Table 6.8.4-4. Additional Cases, DHLW Container Transport Shield Thicknesses and Weights

Number of DHLW
Inner Barrier:
Outer Barrier:

Containers: 4
0.95 cm
10 cm

Case # Gamma Air Gap First Neutron Second Transport DHLW Total
Shield [cm] Gamma Shield Gamma Shield Package Weight
Material Shield Shield Weight Weight W.P.+T.S.

I___________ I_______ ______ [cm] [cm] [cm] | (tonnes] I[tonnes]I [tonnes]I

Reference I Lead |30 |4.00 |0 - o | || 21.77 | 34.99 [ 56.76 1

1 Steel 30 8.00 0 0 29.57 34.99 64.56

2 DU 30 2.00 0 0 18.50 34.99 53.49

3 Lead 15 4.00 0 0 18.01 34.99 53.00

all

Transport Shield:
Gamma Shield:
Neutron Shield:
DHLW:

30 cm from DHLW Package Surface, Encased in 0.5 cm Stainless Steel Support Walls
Lead
5% Boron-Polyethylene
Savannah River Plant Glass, 20 Years Cooling Time
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Table 6.8.4-5. WP Radial Radiation Dose Rates

Radiation Waste Package Surface: I meter from Surface 2 meters from Surface
Dose Rates

Number Total Neutron Gamma Total Neutron Gamma Total Neutron Gamma
PWR Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose
Assemblies [mrem/hrJ [mrem/hr] [mrem/hrl [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr]

2 8557 237 8320 2263 57 2206 1292 33 1259

4 10877 340 10537 3225 92 3133 1882 53 1828

12 12653 473 12179 5094 173 4921 3201 107 3094

16 14007 524 13483 5639 192 5448 3544 119 3425

21 14184 537 13646 5926 204 5722 1 3764 128 1 3637

24 14270 542 13728 .6013 209 5804 3861 132 3729

vow

PWR SNF:
Inner Barrier:
Outer Barrier:

3.92% Initial Enrichment U-235, 42.21 GWd/MTU Bumup, 22.48 Years Cooling Time
0.95 cm
10 cm
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Table 6.8.4-6. WP Radial Radiation Dose Rates, Alternate Inner Containment Barriers

Radiation Dose Rates Waste Package Surface: 1 meter from Surface 2 meters from Surface

Number Inner Total Neutron Gamma Total Neutron Gamma Total Neutron Gamma
PWR Barrier Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose
Assemblies [cm] [mrem/hrl [mrem/hrl [mrem/hr] [mrem/hr] [muenvhrI [mrem/hr] [mrrem/hrl [mre/hr] [mrem/hr

2 3.50 2491 184 2307 686 46 640 395 26 368

5.08 **1226 157 1069 345 40 304 199 23 176

[4 J_3.50 3202 264 2939 981 74 907 576 43 533

1 {_5.08 j 1591 j 225 1366 495 64 431 292 37 254

[12 I3.50 4067 J381 3686 11531 131 1400 944 80 865

5.08 2049 J_326 1722 J 777 113 664 481 69 411

16 3.50 4215 408 _3807 1722 152 1571 1087 94 993

5.08 j 2131 {349 11782 [875 131 744 554 82 472

21 3.50 4276 J418 3858 1810 161 1649 1155 101 1054

5.08 2165 j358 1807 1 920 1139 781 588 88 501

PWR SNF:
Outer Barrier:

3.92% Initial Enrichment U-235, 42.21 GWd/MTU Burnup, 22.48 Years Cooling Time
10 cm
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6.8.4.9 Shielding Waste Package Outer Barrier

The shielding outer barrier strategy is simple in principle: make the outer barrier thick
enough to provide the required amount of shielding. However, manufacturing and closing of
the shielding outer barrier pose design problems. The extra thicknesses require special
manufacturing techniques and additional costs. The closure of the thick shielded lids takes
extra time and incurs additional costs. There is also the waste of burying the huge amount of
metal shielding that is only required for the first -50 years of a 1,000+ year WP life.

In general, the required thickness for a shielding outer barrier increases roughly
logarithmically with the number of assemblies in the WP. Large variations in the basket
internals (flux trap basket versus not flux trap) will change this. Figure 6.8.4-2 contains a
plot of the number of assemblies versus outer barrier thickness to achieve the target dose rate
with the MPC design basis SNF (M&O, 1993f; M&O, 1993g). The 21 PWR WP design
requires an 38 cm (15 in) thick shielded outer barrier to achieve the target dose rates. A very
similar outer barrier or disposal container thickness is required to achieve the target dose rate
with the MGDS System Studies design basis SNF (M&O, 1993t). A radial dose profile for a
21 PWR WP design with shielding outer barrier is shown in Figure 6.8.4-3.

The shielding outer barrier thicknesses for the DHLW container WPs are different than for
the SNF WPs. The preliminary calculations indicate that the DHLW container WPs will not
require such thick outer barriers. This may change as new measurements are
measured/generated for the DHLW sources. The SCP-DHLW container design does not have
an outer barrier for shielding. The DHLW packages with 1, 3, and 4 DHLW containers have
an inner containment barrier (Alloy 825) and an outer containment barrier (mild carbon steel).

6.8.4.10 Waste Package Shielding Sleeve

The WP shielding sleeve strategy takes the standard unshielded WP concepts and places a
shielding sleeve around the disposal barriers/container. The shielding sleeve is not part of the
containment barriers and so would not have the long-term material performance requirement
that the containment barriers have. Without the long-term material performance requirements,
the shield sleeve can be made out of actual shielding materials. This strategy would allow
human access in close proximity to the emplaced WPs from a radiological standpoint
(thermal/temperature issues are another concern).

The SNF neutron source component tends to dominate the shielding needs of the WP
shielding sleeve. When sufficient neutron shielding material is placed in the sleeve, no
additional gamma-ray shielding material is needed. The MPC WP designs (both 12 and 21
PWR) require an -42 cm (161/2 in) thick concrete shielding sleeve to achieve the target dose
rate of 10 mrem/hr at 2 meters carrying the design basis fuel discussed in Section 6.3. A
radial dose profile for a 21 PWR MPC conceptual design WP in a shielding sleeve with the
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Waste Package Radial Dose Rate Profile
21 PWR MPC Burnup Credit Design in Shielding Disposal Container
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MGDS design basis SNF from Section 6.3 and the MPC design basis SNF (M&O, 1993f;
M&O, 1993g) are shown in Figure 6.8.4-4. Figure 6.8.4-5 contains plots of the radial dose
profile for a 12 PWR MPC conceptual design WP in a shielding sleeve with the MGDS and
MPC design basis SNF. The MPC WP designs (both 12 and 21 PWR) carrying the MGDS
System Studies average fuel (M&O, 1993t) with the -42 cm (161/2 in) thick concrete shielding
sleeve have a 2 meter dose rate of approximately 4 mrem/hr.

The shielding sleeve thickness discussed above does not take into account the environment in
which the sleeve is to be placed. The hot dry environment envisioned in many of the
potential repository thermal scenarios will drive the water out of the concrete shield material,
lowering its effectiveness. The 42 cm concrete shielding sleeve, with its water removed,
would have a 2 meter dose rate of approximately 25 mrem/hr instead of the 10 mren/hr it
provided initially. To prevent loss of water from the shield, the concrete would need to be
encapsulated in steel. A 1 cm thick steel wall around the concrete is sufficient to retain the
water. The encapsulated concrete shielding sleeve (40 cm of concrete and 2 cm of carbon
steel) provides shielding approximately equivalent to the 42 cm thick all concrete shield (with
water).

6.8.5 Neutronics Results

6.8.5.1 Past and Current Results

A number of important results were realized from these evaluations.

* The strategy of burnup credit/neutron absorber for criticality control in a high capacity
WP design will work. Past conceptual WP designs have used it to one degree or
another, but this evaluation combined all the elements. The calculations performed for
this evaluation also show that the high capacity WP requires the inclusion of burnup
credit.

* The criticality potential of SNF changes with time. The criticality potential initially
decreases for the first 100 to 200 years, then increases to a local peak in the out years
(-10,000 years). This yields important new information about long-term criticality
control for older SNF.

* Boron in a stainless steel base material has been selected, initially, as the neutron
absorber/criticality control material in the MMB WP basket design. Boron in an
aluminum base material has been selected, initially, as the neutron absorber/criticality
control material in the MPC WP basket design. The rate of B-10 depletion was
determined, and that rate gives the relative amount of extra B-10 that must be added
to meet the long-term criticality control requirements in the MGDS.

* The results indicate that some B-10 enriched boron will be required to control
criticality for the 21 PWR WP design loaded with 3.00 percent initial enrichment U-
235, 20 GWd/MTU burnup fuel. The alternative to using enriched boron would be to
change the design to increase the thickness of the criticality control material.
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Dose Rates At Distances From A Waste Package
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* The results indicate that no enriched boron will be necessary for the basket criticality
control material, using the MPC design basis SNF characteristics (3.75 percent initial
U-235 enrichment and 37 GWd/MTU burnup). The lack of enriched boron would
yield a substantial savings per package.

* CRAs appear to be a possible disposal criticality control measure for the majority of
PWR SNF assemblies. Material performance tests will have to confirm their long-
term acceptability.

* The results from the moderator displacement evaluations showed that the iron shot
candidate filler material was not able to provide sufficient criticality control alone
initially. Iron shot filler material will provide sufficient criticality control in
conjunction with other control measures or if sufficient oxidation occurs after the iron
shot is placed in and around the SNF assemblies.

* The required transport shield thickness and weight impose additional carrying
requirements on the emplacement transporter. These requirements can affect the type
of transporter used in the MGDS. The calculated transporter shield thicknesses also
indicate the shield requirements for movable "shadow" shielding or borehole shield
plugs.

* The alternative emplacement transport gamma shield material results show a weight
savings from using the higher density materials. In choosing the gamma-ray shielding
material, the weight savings provided by using DU must be balanced against its higher
cost.

* The WPs require shielding for only a relatively short amount of their lifetime.
Providing shielding on a reusable platform such as the emplacement transporter is
therefore more efficient and economical.

* The shielding WPs outer containment barrier strategy will require very thick outer
barriers. The thickness will determine welding closure times of the outer barrier at the
MGDS. The welding closure times can affect the time schedule for emplacement
operations.

* The fully shielding WP sleeve strategy can easily provide the required amount of
shielding. The strategy may have some major failings in its short term performance
and its effect on the long-term performance of the containment barriers.

6.8.5.2 Future Plans

While examining the results from these evaluations it has become apparent that other
calculations and evaluations are needed. The validation of criticality and shielding models
against other codes and/or experiments is an important additional evaluation needed. Some of
the important criticality evaluations needed include the amount of water in the WP necessary
for criticality, the effect of varying axial burnups, mixing of SNF assemblies with different
SNF characteristics in a WP, the depletion of the materials in the fuel over the long time
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period, and the total reevaluation of the new WP design with the new criticality design basis
SNF characteristics.

Detailed two- or three-dimensional evaluations of each WP design are required as well as
evaluations of neutron activation of the WP components and engineered barriers in the MGDS
by the subcritical neutron flux over the time of operation. The neutron activation of cobalt
impurities found in the stainless steel of the new baseline design is especially important due
to the high strength gamma dose from the activated Co-60. The evaluation of the radiation
exposure and shield requirement for remote handling equipment (cameras, computers, etc.)
will have to be completed. Another set of evaluations for the future is the detailed
evaluations of the operations mode chosen on the basis of these scoping calculations. The
operations mode evaluations will include calculations of shield door thicknesses, "safe"
distances from open shield doors, and other similar calculations.
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6.9 WASTE PACKAGE RISK ANALYSIS

6.9.1 Background

Waste package (WP) risk assessment consists of: (1) estimating the effects of hazards on WP
integrity, (2) identifying likely consequences of breaches of that integrity, and (3) estimating
the magnitude of consequences involving radioactive release. Risk analysis encompasses only
the first two. These analyses are strongly dependent on parameters of the WP environment
and on the performance of WP materials when exposed to likely hazards over the entire waste
isolation period. The analyses conducted thus far are based on the current state of knowledge
of these parameters. As the site characterization process improves the accuracy of forecast of
WP environmental parameters, and as the testing of WP materials and waste forms increases
the accuracy of forecast of long-term WP integrity, these risk analyses will be re-computed
from existing models.

The probabilities used in this analysis have been selected for the 10,000 year time period
when the criticality risk achieves a secondary peak because the decay of neutron absorbers is
more rapid than the decay of fissionable nuclides. Over this long a time period, the
difference between thermal loading strategies is of secondary importance.

6.9.2 Methodology

We have identified six likely processes which form a sequence leading up to a criticality
event. We have also identified seven scenarios which associate probabilities with these
processes; these probabilities are given in Table 6.9.2-1. The scenarios are represented by the
columns, and the processes by the rows.

The probability of criticality for each scenario (column) is the product of the probabilities of
the basic processes. Only the first two processes (infiltration and concentration) are
independent. The probabilities used in the remaining rows are actually conditional
probabilities. In the process names given in the first column of Table 6.9.2-1, the prior
conditions are identified after the , according to the convention of probability analysis. The
combined probability for each scenario is then simply the product of the individual
probabilities of the elements in the rows directly above.

Three of these scenarios use the estimated nominal environmental probabilities for most of
their events. The other four are enhanced risk scenarios contingent on specific initiating
events. The probabilities for these initiating events are given in the first row of Table 6.9.2-1,
for the scenarios to which they apply. At this time we can only suggest values for the
probabilities associated with such events.

In conventional risk analysis terminology all the processes listed in the first column of Table
6.9.2-1 could also be called events; however, we have used the term "process" to emphasize
the fact that they are likely to occur eventually, the only question being the magnitude of the
parameters involved, and the duration until they do occur (reflected by their probability of
occurrence or conditional probability of occurrence).
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Table 6.9.2-1 Process/Event Probabilities Leading to Criticality
(Preliminary Estimates for Illustration Only)

Scenarios

l Enhanced Climate Crack | Tectonic
Processes | Nominal Backfill Filler corrosion* change increase | disaster

Initiating Event na na na 0.02 0.001 0.01 0.000001

Infiltration 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.01 na

Concentration 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 na

Breachllnfiltration 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.5

Leachllnfiltration & Breach 0.1 0.1 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Stnct-non-fldrlnfiltration 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Pondinglinfilt & Breach 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Overall Risk 5.00e-08 5.00e-10 5.00e- 1 9.00e-09 5.00e- 10 4.50e-09 2.50e-10

*Assumnes that we have rules excluding corrosion enhancing materials from waste emplacement area
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The one exception to this terminology is the first line of the table, initiating event, which applies
only to the scenarios begun by an unusual (unexpected) event.

6.9.3 Likely Processes

The following paragraphs describe the processes listed in Table 6.9.2-i and the rationale for
the estimates of probability.

Infiltration (independent/unconditional): Probability of an infiltration rate greater than 1mm/yr.
Infiltration means water incident on the repository, not necessarily on a WP.

* Nominal: Determined primarily by mean annual precipitation and evaporation

* Climate change: Will increase basic infiltration rate, as shown in the climate change
scenario column.

Concentration (independent/unconditional): Channeling of moisture into cracks/fractures which
can drip directly on the WP.

* Backfill: If this is used, flow will be permitted only when backfill seals and cracks.

* Enhanced fracture: Increased probability of a flowing fracture directly over the WP

Breach (conditioned on infiltration and concentration):

* This estimate assumes a specific infiltration and concentration; the probability can be
increased by some enhanced corrosion mechanism (e.g., MIC, acid chemistry)

* We have assumed that the WP will be designed to withstand the largest credible
rockfall; if a larger than credible rockfall did exist, it would have to be handled by an
alternative path, independent of infiltration and concentration.

Leach (conditioned on infiltration, concentration, and breach):

* For a given probability of infiltration, concentration, and breach, the probability of
leaching away neutron absorber material (primarily boron) is only affected by the
presence of filler material, which inhibits leaching.

Structural-non-failure (assemblies remaining relatively intact so that there is sufficient inter-
rod spacing for moderating water, conditioned inversely on infiltration, concentration, breach,
and leach, which all can be represented in surrogate by the probabilities for breach and
leach):

* The probability of non-failure is completely determined by these conditioning events,
so it is the same for all six failure scenarios.
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Ponding (conditioned on infiltration, concentration, breach and inversely on leach):

* Ponding requires infiltration from the top faster than outflow from the bottom. Hence,
the conditions which favor leaching will inhibit ponding and vice versa. It is possible
to have both ponding and leach under special conditions, such as the following: (I)
the container is something like half filled and leaking out the sides; (2) material is
leached out the bottom through holes which subsequently re-seal. Analysis of such
possibilities would be incorporated into refinements of the appropriate probability
estimates. They would not require alternate pathways.

* The precise dependence on these conditioning factors is determined by other factors
such as the number and location of penetrations (holes in the container).

* Filler material will inhibit ponding just as it inhibits leaching.

6.9.4 Scenario Variations

6.9.4.1 Scenarios with only Expected Processes

The probabilities of the six basic processes refer to the exceedance of a parameter value
which characterizes the impact of the process on the risk of criticality. The first scenario is
the nominal, and the others are possible mitigating strategies which decrease the risk of
criticality.

Nominal: Summarizing the above discussions, infiltration due to present precipitation and
evaporation; concentration of water is due to observed major cracks; breach is due to the
limited concentrations of mineralogic corrosives.

Backfill: Similar to the nominal scenario, but with the addition of backfill material to fill the
drift before repository closure. The backfill considered here consists of two layers:

* A sloped, fine grained layer above the WP that will conduct infiltrating water to the sides
of the drift.

* A coarse grained layer filling the remainder of the drift.

* The short term temperature increase immediately following the emplacement of backfill is
not expected to increase any risk to long-term container integrity, provided the design
controls this temperature increase to within the current maximum temperatures for the WP
surface and the fuel cladding.

The effect of backfill on the risk calculation in Table 6.9.2-1 is to lower the probability of
concentration of water on the WP surface. This effect has been estimated conservatively as a
reduction by only a factor of 100 (by comparison with the nominal scenario). This is
consistent with an assumption of only a single layer of backfill, which is also conservative
since the two layer backfill may be impractical by remote operation (which will be the
constraint unless the WP is completely self-shielding).
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Filler: Similar to nominal, but the presence of the filler material reduces the probability of
leaching of neutron absorber and reduces the probability of water ponding within the package
(more precisely, it inhibits the concentration of moderator when the water does pond). The
effectiveness of filler could be reduced if some of it is leached or washed away. This
possibility may be analyzed in the future (see Section 6.9.5 below).

6.9.4.2 Unexpected Scenarios

All of the following scenarios are characterized by one unexpected initiating event. The
probabilities assigned to these events are conservative but conjectural, since no models have
been developed for their occurrence over time periods of up to 10,000 years.

Enhanced corrosion: Similar to the nominal scenario, but with the presence of corrosion
enhancing liquids, which could come from microbial metabolism. For the present estimate
the total risk of enhanced corrosion turns out to be smaller than the nominal scenario because
we have assumed a policy of excluding man-made materials which could enhance corrosion,
so that there is a low probability for the initiating event.

Climate change: Increased probability of infiltration, due to increased rainfall, reduced
evaporation, or both.

Crack increase: Increased density of cracks which concentrate the water. This could result
from failure to identify areas of high crack density (which would, therefore, be unsuitable for
emplacement) or from some post-emplacement large seismic event.

Tectonic disaster: Raising of water table by some strong volcanic or geothermal activity;
sinking of mountain and subsequently flooding of the basin. Since the occurrence of this
scenario implies flooding, it does not require any further probability of infiltration or
concentration, and the probabilities of breach and leach are no longer conditional on
infiltration. Furthermore, following such an event, a breach at any part of the package would
result in coverage of all the fuel; therefore, a higher probability of breach is assumed for this
scenario.

Notes for the unexpected scenarios:

* The last scenario, tectonic disaster, would dominate (and, hence, be mutually exclusive
with) any of the other scenarios, with the possible exception of enhanced corrosion.

* All these unexpected scenarios use the nominal probabilities after the initiating event,
except for tectonic disaster, which assumes infiltration and concentration.

6.9.5 Future Development

This is an interim report on work in process. The following investigations are necessary to
further develop this methodology into a reasonable risk assessment:
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* The sixth process, ponding, must be more precisely characterized by the following
parameters: (1) depth of ponding, (2) the amount of boron neutron absorber leached, and
(3) the amount of filler remaining in the package (only applicable to the filler scenario).

* With the availability of the more complete and accurate parameter characterization,
criticality will be estimated from the appropriate Monte Carlo neutron transport code,
using the sufficiently complete isotopic composition (as a function of age, burnup and
initial enrichment). Ages of 10 years and 10,000 years will be used. The former reflects
the fact that the highest kff occurs before age 20, and the latter reflects the broad peak in
keff at 10,000 years. Of course, it is recognized that the events/processes in Table 6.9.2-1
are inconsistent with an early criticality event (since there is no time for seepage and
corrosion and flooding are impossible while the package is above the boiling temperature
of water), so any early criticality would have to result from an alternative pathway, which
would be shown to have very small probability.

* Alternative pathways (which this analysis considers to be virtually impossible) for part or
all of the process chain, such as the following:

* Package breach from rockfall (mentioned above).

* Early (within 100 years following emplacement) flooding and package breach.

* Probability estimates given in Table 6.9.2-1 must be refined to reflect the most recent
results from site characterization and performance assessment, and to reflect differences in
thermal loading strategies.
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6.10 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

6.10.1 Performance Requirements

6.10.1.1 Regulatory Requirements

The design of the WP and specifications for the EBS will be impacted by regulatory
requirements that apply to both the preclosure and postclosure periods. The regulations that
the design must meet include, but are not limited to, the regulations and applicable sections
listed in Table 6.10.1-1.

Table 6.10.1-1. Regulations and Applicable Sections

Regulations Applicable Section

l____ __ JPreclosure Postclosure

10 CFR 20 20.1201-20.1208 N/A

10 CFR 60 60.135(b),(c), 60.131(b)(7), 60.113, 60.135(a),
60.137, Subpart F, and 60.112, and 60.21(c)
60.111

10 CFR 960 960.5-l(a)(3) N/A

40 CFR 191* N/A 191.13

*Regulation has been remanded for Yucca Mountain and a new regulation will be developed.

The preclosure requirements taken from the above references are detailed below:

A. Handling

1. The WP must remain intact as a unit that contains the waste and provides for
safe handling of the waste, at least until the end of the period of retrievability.

2. The WP must be capable of sustaining normal handling and packaging
operational loads without loss of containment, and of withstanding design bases
accidents either without loss of containment or with a limited release of
radionuclides as required in 10 CFR 20.

B. Criticality Control

The internal waste distribution in waste emplacement packages shall be such that
nuclear criticality shall not be possible unless at least two unlikely, independent, and
concurrent or sequential changes have occurred in the conditions essential to nuclear
criticality safety. The calculated effective multiplication factor kff must be
sufficiently below unity to show at least a 5 percent margin after allowance for the
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bias in the method of calculation and the uncertainty in the experiments used to
validate the method of calculation (10 CFR 60.131).

C. Unique Identification

Provide a label or other means of identification for each waste emplacement
package. The identification shall not impair the integrity of the waste emplacement
package and shall be applied in such a way that the information shall be legible at
least to the end of the period of retrievability. Each waste emplacement package
identification shall be consistent with the waste emplacement package's permanent
written records (10 CFR 60.135 (b) (4)).

D. Explosive, Pyrophoric, and Chemically Reactive Materials

The waste emplacement package shall not consist of explosive, pyrophoric, or
chemically reactive materials in an amount that could compromise the ability of the
underground facility to contribute to waste isolation or the ability of the geologic
repository to satisfy the performance objectives (10 CFR 60.135(b)(1)).

E. Free Liquids

The waste emplacement package shall not contain free liquids in an amount that
could compromise the ability of the WPs to achieve the performance objectives
relating to containment of HLW (because of chemical interaction or formation of
pressurized vapor) or result in spillage and spread of contamination in the event of
WP perforation during the period through permanent closure
(10 CFR 60 135(b) (2)).

F. The encapsulating or stabilizing matrix associated with spent fuel or used with
reprocessed waste shall be designed to limit the availability and generation of
particulates in case of an accident occurring during preclosure (10 CFR 60.135(c)(1)
and (2)).

G. The repository (and therefore the WPs emplaced therein) shall be demonstrated to be
technically feasible on the basis of reasonably available technology and that the
associated costs be reasonable (10 CFR 960.5-l(a)(3)).

H. The repository (and therefore the WPs) must be designed to preserve the option of
waste retrieval throughout the period during which wastes are being emplaced and,
thereafter, until the completion of a performance confirmation program and
commission review of the information obtained from such a program
(10 CFR 60.11 (b)(l)).

1. The repository (and therefore the WPs) must be designed to permit implementation
of a performance confirmation program (10 CFR 60.137 and Subpart F).
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The primary postclosure regulatory requirements are from 10 CFR 60, particularly the
engineered barrier performance objectives in 60.113. This section mandates two specific
performance objectives for the WP and EBS after the closure period of the repository and
divides the post-closure period into two time periods, conventionally referred to as the
"containment" and "controlled-release" periods.

A. Containment

"Containment of HLW within the WPs will be substantially complete for a period to
be determined by the Commission .... [but] not less than 300 years nor more than
1,000 years after permanent closure of the geologic repository."

B. Controlled Release

The controlled-release requirement applies to the EBS, which includes the WPs.
"The release rate of any radionuclide from the engineered barrier system following
the containment period shall not exceed one part in 100,000 per year of the
inventory of that radionuclide calculated to be present at 1,000 years following
permanent closure."

These two requirements have been addressed, as Issues 1.4 and 1.5, respectively, of an issues
hierarchy that has been detailed in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP). These issues address
the question of whether the two performance objectives have been met.

The overall system performance objective in 10 CFR 60.112 relates to limits on the releases
of radioactive materials to the accessible environment following permanent closure as
established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Other requirements from 10
CFR 60 also need to be addressed. These include 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D) on comparative
evaluation of alternative designs that would provide longer radionuclide containment and
isolation, and 10 CFR 60.137 and 10 CFR 60 Subpart F on performance confirmation data
that could impact the long-term prediction of WP/EB performance.

6.10.1.2 Other Performance Requirements

In addition to the regulatory requirements, other performance requirements have been
described in the WP Design for Site Characterization Plan, Chapter 8 (YMP 1991b) and the
Engineered Barrier Design Requirements Document (YMP 1993a).

Some of the more important requirements are given below.

A. Limit the spent nuclear fuel temperature to 350'C (TBV).

B. Limit the high-level waste glass temperature to 400'C (TBV).

C. Limit the maximum temperature of TSw2 rock to 200'C ( m into the rock for
borehole) (TBV).
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D. Limit the TSw3 (vitrophyre tuff) maximum temperature to 115'C (TBV).

E. Maintain EBS performance under rock-induced loading.

F. Limit WP rupture due to tectonic processes and events.

G. Limit the dispersal of radioactive materials from the WP in the event of accidents or
other dynamic effects.

6.10.2 Current Status

The performance of the container materials and the spent fuel waste forms has been
evaluated. The former was done for the M&O system studies while the latter was performed
to assist the design effort.

6.10.2.1 Container Performance

The initial attempt to determine the life of the corrosion-resistant and corrosion-allowance
containers utilized a simple binary approach. The containers were assumed to be degraded by
dry oxidation at a constant rate independent of time and temperature until the container
surface dropped to the boiling point of water, whereupon degradation was assumed to be by
aqueous corrosion, again with a constant rate independent of time and temperature. The
definition of the time-temperature profile would then determine the amount of degradation by
oxidation and corrosion. This approach was not very satisfying and a cursory examination of
the literature was undertaken to obtain some data for oxidation and corrosion as a function of
time and temperature so that predictive equations could be obtained.

Dry oxidation data for iron-based materials in the temperature range 100-250'C is almost
nonexistent. Most of the data on dry oxidation is from atmospheric exposures over long
periods in various environments including rural, semi-industrial, industrial, and marine. Data
are available for many materials exposed for up to 20 years. The data, with the exception of
those for marine environments, tend to fit an exponential equation with corrosion rates
decreasing with time, suggesting the establishment of a protective film. (Mist in marine
environments contains chlorides, which tends to inhibit the formation of protective films.)
The time exponent usually falls between 0.3 and 0.6. Previously, this time effect was
neglected in that a constant oxidation rate (20 pm/yr) was provided. From the environmental
data given in the ASM Handbook for carbon steels an exponent of 0.57 was calculated. This
would yield an expression for penetration, P = 1.156 pm * /57, where t is in days. Thus, the
penetration for one year is 33 pm, for two years it is 50 pm, and for 10 years it is 124 pm,
which agrees with the data. The average penetration rates are then 33, 25 and 12 pm/yr for
one, two and ten years, respectively. The variation is on the order of ±25 percent.

The ASM Handbook provides one set of data at elevated temperatures, 4540C (850'F) and
538-C (1,000-F), for air oxidation of carbon steels for about one year. (Similar data are
provided for a steam atmosphere.) The time exponent was about 0.3, suggesting that a more
protective and therefore more tenacious oxide film is developing at the higher temperatures
than at the ambient temperatures discussed above. The penetration equations from the data
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provided are P = 2.01 pm - to" for 4540 C and P = 5.35 pm tO33 for 5380C. For one year,
the penetrations would be 14 and 38 pm, respectively.

If the same process can be extrapolated to lower temperatures, then the penetration equation
would follow the same form with the same exponent, but with a different coefficient. The
coefficient can be estimated by using the Arrhenius equation, in which the temperature
dependence is proportional to eQIRT, where T is the absolute temperature, Q is the activation
energy, and R is the gas constant. (The coefficients for 300'C and 2000C are 0.2 pm and
0.02 pm, respectively.) The activation energy for this process, which is presumably due to
diffusion of oxygen through the oxide film, was calculated to be 57.1 k/mol. This compares
favorably to data provided in a review by R. Freer, which gives the activation energy for the
diffusion of oxygen in FeO as 83.6 kJ/mol and in Fe3O4 as 71 kJ/mol. The value of Q (57.1
kJ/mol), when divided by R, yields a value of QIR of 6870 K. Thus, the entire equation for
penetration can now be written as P = 25,500 pm* t033e 870 . If an expression for penetration
is needed in years, the equation becomes P = 178,700 pm t(yr)033e 70 T.

This approach provides much smaller penetration values for temperatures in the range of
repository interest. For example, the penetrations at 200'C would be 0.09, 0.19, 0.40, 0.86
and 1.84 pm after 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000 years, respectively. The error is likely to be
larger because of the method of extrapolation. However, even at 1000C, these values are very
low, which would make degradation by dry oxidation negligible.

The available data for corrosion of carbon steels in aqueous environments were also reviewed.
Most of the data are for flowing river waters. These data follow a time dependency with an
exponent ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. One set of data relates to static exposure in Gatun Lake
for up to 16 years. This set of data was used by Westinghouse (1982) as their basis for design
of WPs in tuff. The time dependency was found to have an exponent of 0.47. From this
data, they generated an equation for penetration, P = 200 pm t(yr)047.

The Westinghouse report also estimates the effect of temperature using a very limited data set
for corrosion rate of cast steel and iron in brine and seawater. They found a value of QIR of
2850 K. From a very sparse data set in a report by S. Pednekar (1987), a value of QIR =
2300 K is obtained for T < 850 C. Thus the Westinghouse data appear to adequately represent
the temperature dependence for corrosion of carbon steels in static waters. This report
provides a combined penetration equation, P = 2,525,000 pm t(yr) 0 4

7 e-28
5 0 Kff They

estimated an error band of about ±25 percent. The penetrations at 100°C would be 1.2, 3.6,
10.6, 31.2 and 92.0 mm for 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000 years, respectively. The corrosion
rate for these periods would then be 1.2, 0.36, 0.11, 0.03 and 0.01 mmlyr. The calculated
penetrations at 50°C would be 30 percent of those calculated at 100OC. The Westinghouse
report also evaluates a pitting factor which is the ratio of pitting attack to general corrosion.
The Gatun Lake data set yields a range from 2.6-3.4. (They then use a value of 4.0 for
conservatism.) This is roughly consistent with values obtained for the pitting factor by D.
McCright (McCright and Weiss) of about 0.9-3.2. The pitting factor would be used as a
multiple of the penetrations calculated using the above equation.

The recommended penetration equations can then be summarized as follows:
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For high-temperature oxidation, P = 178,700 pm t(yr)O3 3e-6870K/T

For general corrosion for T < 850C, P = 2,525,000 pm t(yr)0-4 7e- 5 0 K/T

For general corrosion with a pitting factor, P = 10,100,000 pm t(yr)047eK2850 K.

The corrosion correlations have been used by the PA staff as part of the analysis for TSPA-
1993. The focus of that effort was the performance of the total system compared to the NRC
and original EPA requirements. Some analysis was performed on WP lifetimes. However,
these analyses did not focus on evaluating the design concepts and comparing design options.
This will be the focus of future work within the WP group.

In regard to aqueous corrosion, the containers will be subjected to degradation if they are
exposed to below-boiling conditions with water or water films available. Thus, the corrosion
will be a strong function of the thermal load of the WP. Temperature profiles for several WP
and drift spacings have been generated through the use of a finite element code that includes
details of the WP design. One particular set of calculations considers a 21 pressurized water
reactor assembly MPC with 42.2 GWd/MTU burnup fuel 22 years out-of-reactor, inside a
disposal container within a 7.6 m (25 ft) diameter drift and a constant drift-to-drift spacing of
15.9 m (52.2 ft). The surface temperatures of the WPs were also determined as a function of
time for a smaller 4.3 m (14 ft) drift. Three thermal loadings were analyzed: 49 kW/ha (20
kW/acre), 141 kW/ha (57 kW/acre) and 247 kW/ha (100 kW/acre). These represent low,
medium and high thermal loads. The medium thermal load is similar to that in the Site
Characterization Plan. The medium thermal load is the worst in regard to WP integrity in
that a large fraction of the early emplacement time falls within the aggressive zone of 60'C to
the boiling point.

The high thermal loading has a temperature profile that does not cross into the aggressive
zone until many thousands of years have passed. This helps ensure that the containment
requirement is met, and contributes to meeting the controlled release requirement. The low
thermal loading temperature profile passes through the aggressive zone early in the
emplacement period. It is possible to mitigate this condition through very long-term cooling
of the WPs before emplacement. However, the low thermal load will create conditions
conducive to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC).

Preliminary calculations have been performed by Thomas Buscheck of LLNL on the relative
humidity of the atmosphere surrounding the WPs, as a function of temperature and time.
These calculations indicate that the higher thermal loads yield dryer conditions than the low
thermal loads. This also delays the initiation of MIC, which is most significant under warm
and moist conditions.

The potential for MIC was evaluated. Mesophilic heterotrophs are usually active in the range
of 10 to about 450C, with the peak at about 200C. These are likely to be the major
contributors to the potential for MIC at Yucca Mountain. Thermophilic heterotrophs are
active in the range of 450C to the boiling point of water. These species have not been found,
but their potential appearance cannot be ruled out. For MIC to occur, the microorganisms
must establish a biofilm on the surface, which requires moisture and an energy source. The
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organisms can create micro-environments conducive to their survival, many times in
conjunction (synergism) with other microorganisms. Many microorganisms are resistant to
radiation fields. Most materials are susceptible to MIC. Titanium and titanium alloys appear
to be an exception. In all cases, the impact of MIC can be reduced by dehydrating the rock
surrounding the waste.

The thermal loading of the repository, then, influences the environment that the
WP/engineered barriers will experience and, thus, the thermal zones through which the WPs
pass. The higher thermal loads will ensure that the transitions into the lower repository
thermal zones will occur much later in time. This will help ensure that the containment
requirements are met. Radionuclide decay will also reduce the potential releases of the short-
lived isotopes. Intermediate to low thermal loads ensure that the WP is in a relatively
aggressive environment during the containment period. This requires that the likelihood of
MIC be established under these conditions and, if likely, requires that materials and designs
be developed that resist or reduce MIC.

6.10.2.2 Waste Form Performance

The oxidation and dissolution studies being performed at LLNL, PNL, and ANL are
continuing. Alteration rates have been supplied by them to the TSPA-1993 exercise.

No major modifications to these functions have been made this year. One critical set of
experiments at PNL, useful to design, is temporarily on hold. This experiment involves the
oxidation of small samples in the Thermogravimetric Analyzer. The weight change as a
function of time gives information about the oxidation state of spent fuel. The device will
determine the threshold at which the structure converts from U4 09 to U308 with a large
increase in surface area. It is estimated that this threshold occurs at about 250'C. It is time
and temperature dependent. The threshold is important for consideration of the time and
temperature when substantially complete containment is lost. If containment is lost below the
temperature threshold, then lower rates of radionuclide release would be expected when the
spent fuel is contacted by water.

The performance of cladding has also been investigated. This has been reported in Section 4.

6.10.2.3 Fill Gas Performance

Four aspects of helium release from the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository at
Yucca Mountain have been considered: (1) What are the chemical and radiological conse-
quences of releasing helium to the environment? (2) How fast will helium escape from a WP
and how will helium release from a WP affect its thermal performance? (3) Will helium
release from fuel rods affect thermal performance of the WP? (4) How much helium will be
produced in the WP by ox decay and what are the effects of helium production? These
questions are discussed in more detail below. Conclusions are as follows:

Since helium is chemically inert and not radioactive, its release will not have any chemical or
radiological consequences nor is it expected to enhance or inhibit the transport of "4C or other
radionuclides.
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Helium leak specifications are so stringent that the rate at which helium will escape from an
intact WP will be very low. Only a small fraction of the helium will escape during the
period of substantially complete containment (1000 yr); nearly all will be retained until the
time of WP breach. If air replaces the helium fill gas, the peak temperature of the waste will
increase, and for WPs that fail very early, additional degradation of the cladding or fuel may
result. But if a package lasts through the period of substantially complete containment, the
heat generation rate will be so low at the time of breach that little temperature rise will result.

Since the thermal conductivity of gases is essentially independent of pressure, helium release
from fuel rods to the interior of the WP will not affect thermal performance.

The rate of helium production by a decay will be low. The production over 106 years will be
comparable to the initial helium inventory of a WP.

Helium is chemically unreactive. No mechanism has been identified by which it could
increase the aggressiveness of the environment or affect the transport of 4C or other
radionuclides. For any inert fill gas, however, the loss of fill and intrusion of air may pro-
duce more aggressive conditions inside a WP.

Natural helium consists of two stable isotopes, He and 4He, so it is not radioactive. Three
radioisotopes exist, 5He, 6He, and He, but these and their radioactive daughters all have half
lives of less than one second, and inventories of these isotopes will be extremely small.
Accordingly, helium release does not pose a radiation hazard.

Helium will be present as a pressurization gas inside the fuel rods and as a fill gas in the
WP's free space. From fuel rod geometry and pressure, the amount of fuel rod pressurization
gas in a 21 PWR WP is estimated to be 210 mol. Similarly, from the amount of free space
in a WP, the amount of fill gas is estimated to be about 190 mol, so the total amount of
helium in a WP at emplacement is about 400 mol. Up to 63 x 106 kg of heavy metal, or
about 6300 WPs, could be emplaced in the proposed repository, so the entire helium
inventory at emplacement would be about 2.6 x 106 mol.

The inventory of helium is modest. For a drift with a diameter of 5.5 m at 323 K and with
two thirds of the drift volume filled with waste or backfill, the entire helium inventory of a
WP will suffice to fill the air spaces in about 1.4 m of drift, or only about 26 percent of the
length of a WP.

Helium has a very high thermal conductivity; among gases only that of hydrogen is larger.
High thermal conductivity is beneficial because the interior of the WP is kept cooler and
degradation of materials is slower. However, if the helium is replaced by air, the peak
temperature will increase. Calculations are in progress to determine the amount of
temperature increase. The heat generation rate of spent fuel drops greatly during the first few
hundred years after discharge, so a high thermal conductivity is less important at later times.
As is discussed below, keeping helium in the WP for a few hundred years does not appear to
be difficult.
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The permeation rate of a gas through a flawless metal barrier is the product of its diffusivity
and concentration gradient. The solubility of helium in metals is small, so the concentration
gradient is also small, and the diffusivity is small as well. As a result, permeation of helium
through a flawless metal barrier is exceedingly slow at typical WP temperatures, and
significant leakage can only occur through a flaw, such as a crack or pore. Detectable flows
can occur through flaws that are too small to be detected by radiography. Information on
diffusivity and solubility of helium in metals is scarce, but diffusion through zirconium is
discussed below.

Two types of leakage may be distinguished: loss of pressure and diffusional leakage through a
flaw. For a pressurized, leaky WP, both processes will occur. For a pressurized container
with a large hole, the overpressure of helium will leak out, then air will diffuse in as helium
diffuses out. The two processes will be treated in turn.

A 21 PWR WP, filled to atmospheric pressure at 300 K, would attain a pressure of 203 kPa
(1 atm gage pressure) at 600 K. The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section II1,
specifies a maximum leak rate for nuclear vessels of 10-7 atm-cm3/s = 4.5 x 10- mol/s. This
is about ten times the minimum detectable leak rate (Westinghouse, 1993), so such leaks are
readily detected. To reduce the pressure of a WP to atmospheric pressure, 97 mol of helium
must leak out. If we assume the leak rate specified above, the gage pressure will decay
exponentially with a time constant of 97 mol / ( 4.5 x 10-12 mol/s) = 2.2 x 10'3 s = 6.9 x 105
yr. As a result, only a small fraction of the helium can leak out during the period of
substantially complete containment.

To calculate the rate of diffusional leakage, it is first necessary to know the size of the leak.
To determine the size, the leak may be approximated by a cylindrical pore. From the
Poiseuille equation (M&O, 1993n), we find that a pore with radius 0.91 m produces the
specified leak rate.

By applying Fick's first law (M&O, 1993n), we obtain a molar flow rate for diffusional
leakage j = 5.3 x l0-` mol/s. The concentration of helium in the WP will again decay
exponentially. The leakage rate and gas volume yield a time constant of 1.8 x 10' s = 5.8 x
106 yr.

Much larger leaks will occur if the WP is breached, up to nearly instantaneous release of all
helium.

Helium release from the fuel rods to the interior of the WP will reduce the pressure in the
rods and increase the pressure of the fill gas. The thermal conductivity of gases is roughly
independent of pressure, so leakage of fuel rod gas will not affect thermal performance for a
helium-filled package.

Diffusion of helium through the cladding will not result in significant leakage. From
published diffusion data (G. T. Murray, H. Kuzuu, and V. Klints, 1965), it may be calculated
that over 100 yr at 600 K, helium will diffuse only 6 m into the cladding. This is much
smaller than the thickness of the cladding, so the amount of helium lost by diffusion will be
negligible. By 100 yr, the fuel temperature will drop well below 600 K and, since diffusivity
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decreases strongly as temperature decreases, longer disposal times will produce little
additional diffusion.

Typical cladding defects have equivalent diameters on the order of 10 pm. Because of the
large pressure difference between the gas inside and outside a fuel rod, gas could potentially
flow through the defect at sonic speed, producing a rapid loss of internal pressure. However,
clogging of the defect by particles could restrict the flow. A small quantity of radioactive
particles may be ejected through the defect, but these will be contained by the WP.

Additional helium will be produced inside the fuel rods by a decay, but the rate of production
is low. A report from the Swedish KBS project (Berggren, 1980) states that one BWR fuel
rod will produce about 4000 cm3 (STP) over 106 yr, and that some of this gas may be trapped
in the fuel. For a WP with 40 BWR fuel assemblies, the total gas production by a decay is
about 450 mol over 106 yr. A similar amount of gas production is expected for a WP with 21
PWR assemblies. Since only a small quantity of helium is produced during the period of
substantially complete containment, no deleterious effects are expected.

6.10.2.4 Preliminary RIP/YMIM Design Analyses

WP Development has access to two programs for modeling of WP degradation: RIP
(Repository Integration Program) 3.13 by Golder Associates and YMIM (Yucca Mountain
Integrating Model) 2.0 by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). These
programs are used to evaluate the containment and control of release provided by various WP
designs.

The purpose of this effort is not to reproduce the results of TSPA-1993. Instead, it is to
develop a WP model that can be used to contrast the performance of different WPs.

6.10.2.4.1 Contrasts Between RIP and YMIM

RIP and YMIM were written by different teams for different purposes. As a result, there are
substantial differences between them.

RIP was developed as a stand-alone program of broad scope. It was intended to provide
complete capability for repository modeling. Descriptions of processes are typically abstract,
such as statistical distributions or simple functions.

In contrast, YMIM was intended as the WP degradation model for the total system perfor-
mance analysis code developed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The version used in
this work was specially modified to allow it to be used as a stand-alone program. Models of
degradation are generally more detailed and mechanistic than those used with RIP.

YMIM currently models WPs only; RIP models an entire repository. By turning off parts of
RIP, the calculation can be restricted to a portion of a repository, such as the EB.

YMIM models a single WP environment. (Multiple environments can be modeled by running
YMIM repeatedly with different environment definitions.) It reports the fraction of WPs that
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has failed, the amount of fuel oxidized or altered, and the rate of nuclide release as functions
of time. YMIM is deterministic in the sense that the data determine the results completely.

RIP can model several environments. The results it reports are similar to those of YMIM.
RIP is probabilistic. It makes repeated calculations (realizations), sampling probability
distributions for each realization.

YMIM has a fixed set of models for corrosion, fuel oxidation and alteration, and so on, but
LLNL has indicated that it will extend the models as needed. A future version may allow
users to define their own models, but that version is not expected before July 1994.

RIP provides a simple programming language, so it can be extended by the user.

RIP is generally more flexible and extendable than YMIM, but YMIM provides more detailed
modeling of WP degradation.

Since YMIM offers a fixed set of models, the user need only provide the numbers for these
models. In contrast, a RIP model normally requires the user to define functions for the
degradation modes as well as numbers. As a result, it is generally easier to prepare a data set
for YMIM.

The data sets developed during TSPA-1993 to describe the EBS were available for the work
reported here. In contrast, the data files provided with YMIM were "templates," that is, they
showed the appropriate form for the data but were not intended to provide a faithful
representation of actual WP characteristics.

6.10.2.4.2 The RIP TSPA-1993 Data Set

TSPA-1993 considered several models of the proposed repository. The primary differences
between these models are the thermal loadings, thicknesses of inner and outer barriers, and
the treatment of initiation and rate of corrosion. Variations among the calculations are dis-
cussed below.

The TSPA-1993 model for the proposed repository was developed in two parts, which were
integrated later. The first part is the EBS model, which includes the waste with its inventory
of radionuclides, the primary barriers (corrosion-resistant and corrosion-allowance), the
secondary barrier (cladding or pour canister), and the invert, which is assumed to be crushed
tuff. The second part of the TSPA-1993 model describes the geological isolation system.
This report focuses on EBS performance, so only the EBS model is discussed.
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The repository contains SNF and HLW. The SNF is packed in MPCs, each of which contains
21 PWR assemblies. Initial thermal loadings of 28.2 W/m2 (114 kW/acre), 14.1 W/m2 (57
kW/acre), and 7.04 W/m2 (28.5 kW/acre) are considered. The fuel is described in Appendix
A of Reference 1. The packages have corrosion-resistant inner barriers with thicknesses of
9.5 mm or 35 mm. These are contained in corrosion-allowance outer barriers with
thicknesses of 100 mm, 200 mm, or 450 mm. For each calculation, the same inner and outer
barrier thicknesses are used for all SNF and HLW packages.

Large-scale heat flow will result in spatial variations in temperature and rock saturation. To
account for such spatial variations, the repository is modeled as a series of concentric rings,
each of which has its own temperature and saturation histories. The latter are given as piece-
wise constant functions of time. The saturations were obtained from calculations for a
smeared heat source. Ring I is the central disk; ring 7 is the outermost ring. The first six
rings contain SNF. In each of these rings there are 1078 packages with 9.74 Mg of initial
heavy metal per package. Ring 7 contains 3829 packages of HLW. No temperature variabili-
ty within a ring is considered.

RIP treats containment by primary and secondary containers. These are not identical with the
inner and outer barriers mentioned above. Instead, the primary container is taken to be the
outer and inner barriers together. For SNF, the secondary container is the fuel cladding, and
for HLW it is the pour canister. No credit is taken for any of the secondary containers.

During the process 39 nuclides of 22 elements are treated. Each has one decay product, and
18 of the nuclides decay directly to stable daughters. Three nuclides (14C, 6CI, and 291) are
gaseous. No stable nuclides are included. The inventories per package are identical for the
six SNF rings. RIP divides the radioactive inventory into three parts: the free, gap, and
bound fractions. The free fraction is exposed upon failure of the primary container; the gap
fraction is exposed upon failure of both the primary and secondary containers; and the bound
fraction is exposed upon alteration or dissolution of the waste matrix. Since no credit is
taken for any of the secondary containers, the free and gap inventories are lumped as gap
inventory. For HLW, the entire inventory is in the bound fraction. For SNF, the inventories
of 4 C, 135 CS, 1291, 79Se, and 99Tc are divided between the gap fraction and the bound fraction.

As mentioned previously, RIP treats both primary and secondary containers. No credit is
taken for the secondary containers; they are assumed to fail immediately.

Two models for initiation of corrosion and two models for corrosion rate are used; these are
combined to give four models of corrosion. Each calculation uses one of four models of pri-
mary container failure. The models for initiation are that corrosion begins when temperature
falls below 1000C or when rock saturation exceeds 0.08. Calculations of temperature and
saturation are all external to RIP.

The models of corrosion rate are "the Stahl model" and "the Lamont model." For both mod-
els, calculations of corrosion lifetimes are external to RIP. They are represented in RIP by a
single failure mode called "general corrosion." In the Stahl model, the rate of corrosion has
an Arrhenius dependence on temperature. The expected package lifetimes were calculated,
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external to RIP. The lifetimes are broadened into uniform distributions by assuming variation
in package life by ±25 percent. The distributions are specified as data for RIP.

A similar process was used with the Lamont model, but the results are represented by Wei-
bull distributions.

The dissolution rate is the product of the dissolution rate constant, the specific surface area,
and the fractional area wetted. The fraction of waste wetted depends on the local rock satura-
tion. For saturations greater than 0.08, all the exposed waste in a given ring is wet;
otherwise, it is all dry.

The dissolution rate of SNF depends on the carbonate concentration, pH, and temperature.
The dissolution rate of HLW is a complicated function: for temperatures below 100 0C, it de-
pends on pH and temperature; for higher temperatures it depends on pH only. The tempera-
ture dependence is approximately continuous.

When gaseous radionuclides are exposed, they are immediately released to the first pathway.
In contrast, nongaseous radionuclides must be advectively or diffusively transported to the
surface of the WP before they are released.

For advective transport, the maximum transport rate is the product of the filtration velocity,
the effective catchment area, and the concentration of the radionuclide in solution. The effec-
tive catchment areas are all set to the same uniform distribution from 8.5 m2 to 46.5 m2 . The
filtration velocities vary from ring to ring and depend on time and thermal loading. For a
thermal load of 7.04 W/m2 (28.5 kW/acre), the infiltration rate is 10- mm/yr for all rings and
all times. For 14.1 W/m2 (57 kW/acre), it varies up to 0.0584 mm/yr. Much larger infiltra-
tion rates, up to 80 mm/yr, are seen at 28.2 W/m2 (114 kW/acre).

For diffusive transport, the maximum transport rate is the product of the effective diffusion
coefficient, the geometric factor for diffusion, and the concentration of the radionuclide. The
effective diffusion coefficient is the product of the actual diffusion coefficient and the tortuos-
ity. Because of the dependence of tortuosity on saturation, the effective diffusion coefficients
vary with saturation. They are given here as second order polynomials in rock saturation, all
with the same functional form. A single diffusion coefficient is used for all radionuclides.

In calculating release rates, the releasable amount of a nongaseous radionuclide is taken as the
smaller of the exposed mass of radionuclide per package and the saturation concentration
times the volume of water in contact with the waste. The volume of water for SNF and
DHLW is taken to be the products of the thickness of the water layer and the corresponding
specific surface areas.
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Saturation concentrations (solubilities) of the nongaseous elements are specified in various
ways. The natural logs of the solubilities of Ac, Am, Np, Pu, Sm, and U are specified as
functions of pH and temperature. Cm has one stochastic for temperatures above 550C and
one for lower temperatures. The remaining elements have stochastic solubilities without pH
or temperature dependence.

Each group of WPs discharges into its own pathway, which corresponds to the invert under
the packages. The invert is taken to be 0.5 m of crushed tuff. To describe transport through
the invert, RIP calculates groundwater velocities for radionuclide transport from the waste to
the accessible environment. (Since this is an EBS model, the accessible environment is
anything outside the EBS.) The velocity for a given ring is set to the larger of the advective
velocity and the diffusive velocity. The advective velocity (pore velocity) is the water infil-
tration rate divided by the product of the porosity and saturation. The diffusive velocity is
that for steady-state diffusion: the effective diffusion coefficient divided by the pathway
length.

The volume flow rate for solution flowing past one WP is the product of the pore velocity,
the effective porosity, and the cross-sectional area of the pathway.

6.10.2.4.3 RIP Evaluations

Twelve RIP calculations were performed to determine the effects of different corrosion rates.
They were based on calculations in TSPA-1993, but an error of a factor of 1000 was
corrected in the TSPA-1993 infiltration rates for a thermal load of 28.2 W/m2. It was
assumed that the outer barrier had a thickness of 100 mm and that the Stahl model of
corrosion with initiation according to the saturation criterion was applicable. Calculations
were performed at three thermal loads: 28.2 W/M2, 14.1 W/m2, and 7.04 W/m2 . For each
thermal load, calculations were run (I) with corrosion rates as specified in TSPA-1993 and
with (2) half that corrosion rate. For each of these, calculations were run with (1) an inner
barrier that fails quickly and (2) an inner barrier that fails 1000 years after the outer barrier.
The calculations simulated 10,000 years of disposal in 100-year time steps, and each calcula-
tion used 100 realizations.

Compliance with the substantially complete containment requirement of 10 CFR 60.113 is
sensitive to the assumptions about corrosion. All calculations predicted no container failures
during the first 300 years. Only two calculations showed failures at 1000 years, those at
thermal loadings of 28.2 W/m2 and 14.1 W/m2 with the larger corrosion rate and an inner
barrier that fails quickly. The fractions of containers failed were 23 percent and 48 percent,
respectively. The large number of failures in these calculations shows that, if the current
models for corrosion and failure are accurate, achievement of substantially complete
containment is strongly dependent on corrosion rate.

Normalized releases from all WPs over 10,000 years are shown in Table 6.10.2-1.
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Table 6.10.2-1. Normalized Releases From WPs Over 10,000 Years

Mean
Thermal Normalized

Load Corrosion Life Yr -
W/m2 Rate Inner Barrier Release

28.2 high 0 2.74

28.2 high 1000 2.14

28.2 low 0 0.44

28.2 low 1000 0.31

14.1 high 0 8.44

14.1 high 1000 7.24

14.1 low 0 3.90

14.1 low 1000 3.10

7.04 high 0 2.70

7.04 high 1000 2.07

7.04 low 0 0

7.04 low 1000 0

It is seen that the addition of a 1000-year inner barrier provides only a modest decrease in the
mean normalized release, but decreasing the corrosion rate of the outer barrier provides a
more substantial increase. The intermediate thermal load allows the largest releases, and the
high and low thermal loads give very similar releases.

The values given above are subject to substantial uncertainty. For example, at a thermal load
of 28.2 W/m2 , the packages do not corrode until rewetting occurs. Upon rewetting, however,
the packages experience high corrosion rates for a long time. Package failures are thus
closely spaced in time and a rapid increase in release is calculated. Such abrupt releases may
well be an artifact of the model. Because of heterogeneities in the rock, rewetting of the
packages will be spread over time, so releases should be more gradual.

6.10.2.4.4 YMIM Data Set

A preliminary data set was constructed from the sample data files supplied by LLNL.
Changes to the data are as follows: Container failure was described by the model of Lamont
as described in Appendix F of M&O 1993k. The composition of the groundwater was taken
from Wilder (1976). Mass of fuel per rod and fuel pellet diameter were taken from Nero
(1979). Temperatures were those for the central disk of the repository (M&O 1993k) as
specified in the TSPA-1993 RIP data set for a thermal loading of 28.2 W/m2. Inventories of
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individual nuclides, their half-lives, and their solubilities were also derived from the TSPA-
1993 RIP data set. The pulse amount and rod surface inventory were set to zero.

Refinement of the YMIM data set is planned.

6.10.2.4.5 YMIM Evaluations

One calculation was run with YMIM. The output of YMIM is quite different from that of
RIP, so comparisons of their results are difficult. However, it is worth noting that the
container failures occurred between 16,000 and 20,000 years after emplacement, so releases
during the first 10,000 years are zero for all nuclides.

Additional YMIM calculations are planned.

6.10.2.5 Use of Control Rod Assemblies for Criticality Control

Some spent fuel assemblies contain control rod assemblies; if these are left in the fuel
assemblies at disposal, they will provide additional criticality control. The Waste Acceptance
System Requirements Document (DOE/RW-351P) clearly states that control rods are part of
spent nuclear fuel, so control rods will be accepted from utilities. It is not clear, however,
whether control rods will be emplaced with the spent fuel or disposed of separately.

Under current regulations, a HLW repository must comply with the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA). RCRA and its implementing regulations impose strict
controls on the release of cadmium from solid waste. Although control rods represent a
significant inventory of cadmium, a comparable inventory will be present as fission products.
Rough corrosion calculations suggest that control rods are not an RCRA hazardous material.
A preliminary assessment of spent fuel suggests that it is also not an RCRA hazardous
material.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Section 2(23) and 10 CFR 961.11 define spent
nuclear fuel as "fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradiation, the
constituent elements of which have not been separated by reprocessing." This definition is
ambiguous. A broad interpretation might state that fuel includes entire fuel assemblies plus
control rod assemblies. A narrow interpretation might state that fuel includes only fuel rods.

The Department of Energy has made the definition more specific in the Waste Acceptance
System Requirements Document, Section 6.1, which states that spent nuclear fuel includes
"nonfuel components inserted in PWR fuel assemblies, including, but not limited to, control
rod assemblies, burnable poison assemblies, thimble plug assemblies, neutron source assem-
blies, instrumentation assemblies". This is a clear decision by the DOE to accept control rods
as part of spent nuclear fuel. Other requirements documents (the Mined Geologic Disposal
System Requirements Document, the Engineered Barrier Design Requirements Document, and
the Repository Design Requirements Document) use the same definition.

Many control rods use a metallic neutron absorber with a nominal composition of 80 percent
silver, 15 percent indium, and 5 percent cadmium (by weight). The neutron absorber is
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typically enclosed in tubes of UNS S30400 (Type 304 stainless steel) or UNS N06625
(Inconel 625) (EPRI NP-1974). As of 1980, about 45,000 silver-indium-cadmium control
rods had been used in the U. S., and rods of this type are still in production. The toxicity of
cadmium must be considered if they are to be placed in the repository. Because of the
modest corrosion resistance of the control rod cladding, no containment credit can be taken
for the cladding.

The dominant transmutations are "3 Cd - "4Cd, 51n _+ "6 Sn, '09Ag -* "Cd, and 107Ag -* '08Cd.
Since cadmium is formed but not consumed, increases in the cadmium content can occur
during reactor exposure.

RCRA requires the Administrator of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency to publish a
list of hazardous wastes that are subject to regulation. RCRA is implemented by 40 CFR 264
and 40 CFR 261. The Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) is used to deter-
mine whether a material is hazardous. In this test, pieces that will pass through a 9.5 mm
sieve are mixed in an extractor for 18 hours. The mass of the extraction fluid is 20 times that
of the sample. The extraction fluid is an aqueous solution of acetic acid at a pH of 2.88 ±
0.05 or acetic acid and sodium hydroxide at a pH of 4.93 ± 0.05. At the end of the test, the
fluid is analyzed. The material is hazardous if any of the following elements is present in
more than the specified concentration, reference Table 6.10.2-2.

Table 6.10.2-2. Element and Hazardous Concentration

I Element I mg/L

Ag 5.0

As 5.0

Ba 100.0

Cd 1.0

Cr 5.0

Hg 0.2

Pb 5.0

Se 1.0

Neither 10 CFR 60 nor 40 CFR 264 indicates that a high-level nuclear waste repository is
exempt from RCRA requirements, so both chemical and radiological regulations currently
apply.
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EPRI NP-1974 specifies how many control rods were manufactured for use in the U.S.
through about 1980. On the basis of that number and the nominal composition of the
neutron-absorbing alloy, the inventory of cadmium in control rods is about 5000 kg.
However, that value is undoubtedly low because additional silver-indium-cadmium control
rods have been manufactured since the report was issued. For comparison, data from the
Characteristics Data Base indicates that approximately 8000 kg of cadmium will be present as
fission products. Other hazardous fission products will also be present in spent fuel and
HLW glass. Therefore, the waste might be hazardous according to RCRA definitions even if
the control rods are removed.

Experimental data on dissolution of silver-indium-cadmium does not appear to be available.
However, EPRI NP-1974, which was written after RCRA became law, makes no mention of
toxicity in its discussion of disposal considerations.

To assess the probability that silver-indium-cadmium will be classified as hazardous by the
TCLP, consider a test on a 5 mm sphere of the alloy. Choosing this particle size is reason-
able because it is smaller than the openings in a 9.5 mm sieve, but it is still close to the
transverse dimensions of a control rod. The sphere has a mass of about 0.6 g, so it would be
tested in 12 g or about 12 mL of extraction fluid. The material will not be classified as
hazardous if less than 12 g of cadmium is removed during the test. Coherent dissolution is
expected because the alloy is a single phase, so if less than 240 g of alloy is dissolved, the
material will not be classified as hazardous. To dissolve that much alloy in 18 hours requires
a corrosion rate of 0.4 pm/day.

This corrosion rate is substantial, and a smaller rate is expected. Shreir (Shreir, ed., 1976)
states that silver is thermodynamically stable in acetic acid and is widely used to handle
sodium hydroxide. Since silver is the primary component of the alloy, we may tentatively
conclude that silver-indium-cadmium control rod alloys will not be classified as hazardous
waste.

In an EPA contractor report (S. Cohen and Associates, 1990), a bounding estimate was made
on the concentration of RCRA elements in 2 liters of water as a result of corrosion release
from PWR and BWR fuel rods. Values for cadmium were 6.8 x 10-5 and 2.5 x 10-5 ppm,
respectively. Estimated concentrations of RCRA elements were also determined for PWR and
BWR fuel assuming a uranium dissolution of 10 mg/L. These values were 1.2 x 10-3 and 6.7
x 10-4 ppm, respectively. Thus, these extremely conservative calculations indicate that
dissolved cadmium concentrations will be very small and that spent fuel without control rods
should easily pass the TCLP test.

6.10.3 Approach

PA is the process for demonstrating regulatory compliance. The results of that process
become the product, which along with the WP/EBS design, is submitted to NRC. The
WP/EBS PA interfaces with, and is governed by, the repository PA Management Plan. The
strategy of using a conservative design for the WP/EBS to demonstrate compliance with
regulatory requirements also involves the use of a defensible and conservative PA.
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Key performance parameters of the WP/EBS materials and/or components, which are invoked
to demonstrate compliance through PA, must be modeled with adequate confidence. These
submodels should be deterministic and/or mechanistic to provide confidence of their validity
over repository time periods. The submodels are the base of the PA model hierarchy.

The models to be developed will be placed in the context of an overall model hierarchy. This
model hierarchy will provide the vehicle for the WP/EBS PA-determined resolution of SCP
Issues 1.4 (Containment) and 1.5 (Release Control). At the base of the hierarchy, and
providing the technical basis for the PA calculations, are the submodels which characterize
quantitatively the performance parameters or responses of the WP/EBS materials/design in the
repository environment. As the model hierarchy proceeds to higher level models (designed
component integrated responses) these performance parameter submodels may be simplified,
but must remain defensible at the mechanistic submodel level. The testing activities
described in this plan and/or the SIPS provide the basis for the use and defense of these
submodels. The higher level PA analyses provide feedback for the prioritization of test
activities and sensitivity analyses (required for design and performance allocation activities).

The PA process starts with a set of assumptions regarding the performance of each of the
barriers and a tentative allocation of that performance to meeting the requirements. A first
cut was provided in the SCP. The next step will be to provide a review of these allocations,
with the addition of the performance of other containment barrier materials suggested by the
design and materials testing efforts. Models will be developed that describe the degradation
of the waste forms and the containment barrier materials. The model development effort is
strongly tied to the materials testing and submodel development activities. Input will also be
provided by long-term performance testing of the containers, as well as in situ testing.

The PA effort is also closely linked to the design effort, particularly for the selection of
materials, material geometries, and environmental scenarios. The fabrication history of the
prototype containers and the various barriers will also be reviewed to confirm that the
specifications have been met. Particular attention will be paid to the nondestructive and
destructive examination of closures for microstructural stability.

Another important input into the PA effort is the set of environmental scenarios to consider
over the repository lifetime. The repository environment will evolve over time. The likely
scenarios will need to be considered and assessed for their impact on the performance of the
barriers. The conditions on the surface of the WPs will be dependent upon the environment
as altered by the decay heat from the WPs and the design of the EBS.

The goal of this effort is the development of detailed mechanistic models that adequately
describe each degradation and release mode, as well as the other portions of the system that
need to be modeled. Using the inputs described above, conceptual models will first be
developed. These will be supported by the testing program which includes mechanism
characterization, service condition determination, and accelerated tests. The models will be
enhanced as results from these test programs become available. Performance predictions can
then be made that can be tested using confirmation tests.
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The models will, to the extent possible, include the variability of the material being degraded.
If complete mechanistic understanding cannot be obtained, partial understanding will be
sought. This follows the approach given in ASTM Cl 174-91. Lastly, if neither full nor
partial mechanistic understanding is possible, bounding models will be utilized. Validation
will be performed for each model developed. It is worth noting that total validation in the
classic sense is not achievable given the time frame of repository performance. However,
partial validation may be possible with the aid of natural analogs, both for the
corrosion-allowance WP materials and the waste forms. Long-term (several years to several
decades) and in situ testing can also add confidence that the degradation modes are
understood.

This model development approach is shown schematically in Figure 6.10.3-1. The approach
shows the parallel nature of the model development and the testing efforts. Model and test
plan development are closely coupled. Results from the early tests strongly impact the
evaluation of the conceptual model, while results from confirmation tests and long-term tests
impact the final model. Model validation involves both the long-term test results and
information from appropriate natural analogs.

The degree of detail provided in each of the submodels will vary depending on the
contribution that each is expected to make to the degradation process. For example, the
degradation of the corrosion allowance materials due to a localized corrosion process is
expected to be small. Thus, the submodel that describes this process can be bounding, rather
than totally mechanistic. This assumption, of course, will be confirmed as an outcome of
testing or degradation mode surveys. A similar approach will also be taken for waste form
release, for example, for the release of radionuclides from hardware.

The submodels developed for each degradation mode must be adapted for system application,
as shown in Figure 6.10.3-1. This implies that the system model must be less complex and
be bounded by the results predicted by the more detailed submodels. However, the
parametric tendencies provided in the submodels must be retained in the system models, and
the overall predictions must also be retained.

PAs will determine whether the candidate designs meet the requirements for "substantially
complete containment" (SCC) and "controlled release" as defined in 10 CFR 60.113. The
parameter values given in the SCP will be compared with those generated as a result of the
test program. The focus of the WP/EBS effort will be on the near-field release and not the
total system performance. The assessments will include a range of environmental scenarios.
Release will be calculated based on WP, waste form and near-field models. The potential
release of radionuclides as a result of the total calculated breaches will be evaluated using
source terms developed for each scenario based on the waste form performance (source term)
data. Compliance focuses on the release from the EBS and not on the individual WPs. The
computational models will include the releases from the packages and the EBS based on the
most likely water migration processes. These releases will be integrated, by the Total System
PA activity, over all the processes as a function of time to determine the release to the
accessible environment.
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Experimentally-derived performance measures will be compared with those predicted by the
subsystem level and total system level computational models. These performance measures
are based on the allocation of performance to each of the barriers and the performance
parameter goals previously established. PA provides suggested changes to these values and
therefore interfaces with both the design and testing activities. Both qualitative and
quantitative sensitivity and uncertainty analyses will be performed to show that compliance
has been achieved with sufficient margin. PA will become more detailed and complete as
performance measures become available.

6.10.4 Future Plans

The activities performed under model development by the national laboratories and the
CRWMS M&O are generally separated into research and engineering activities, respectively.
Currently, the work that requires the development of a mechanistic understanding of container
materials and waste forms is within the scope of the national laboratory effort. These models
are the base of the performance assessment hierarchy pyramid. The intermediate and upper
levels of the pyramid are the subsystem and system models, including the development of a
WP performance model that interfaces between the mechanistic models and the system
models.

Metal barrier performance modeling that will be performed by LLNL is described in the
LLNL SIP for Metal Barrier Selection and Testing. Glass and spent fuel waste form behavior
modeling that will be performed by LLNL is described in the LLNL SIPs on Glass Waste
Form Testing and Spent Fuel Waste Form Testing. Integration of the results of these
activities will be performed by the CRWMS M&O. However, parametric and validation
testing that supports the model development will be performed by LLNL.

Early submodels have been incorporated into LLNL's YMIM (Yucca Mountain Integrating
Model) and the RIP (Repository Integration Program) code developed by Golder Associates.
These codes will be exercised to evaluate the performance of the design concepts. Specific
submodels will be updated and added to these codes as they become available.
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6.11 WASTE PACKAGE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT TASKS

The purpose of the Waste Package Engineering Development program is to develop nuclear
waste disposal container designs which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will find
acceptable and will license for disposal of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and defense high-level
waste (DHLW) glass within a tuff repository. The Waste Package Engineering Development
Task Plan (M&O, 19931) satisfies the requirement for a description of planned waste package
development activities, as specified in the Waste Package Implementation Plan (YMP 1993f)
(WPIP). The Development Task Plan covers the entire engineering development period,
which will continue through conclusion of the License Application Design (LAD) phase.

Most of the SNF will arrive at the repository site packaged in sealed multi-purpose canisters
(MPCs); the balance will arrive as uncanistered fuel (UCF) assemblies. The container portion
of the UCF waste package (WP) and the MPC disposal container (WP) are of similar design,
are approximately the same size, and serve the same function, that of isolating the waste for
the prescribed period of time. The waste package engineering development program applies
to both the MPC WP and the UCF WP, and also includes DHLW WP development. As part
of this development process, evaluation of each waste package concept will be based on both
technical feasibility and cost effectiveness of the manufacturing processes (i.e., waste package
fabrication, closure, and inspection).

The specific engineering development tasks involve test and evaluation of full or reduced-
scale sections of various waste package design concepts during the ACD phase. The tasks
will focus on key manufacturing uncertainties specific to each design concept. As the
manufacturing processes are developed, and as the results of the prototype testing become
available, proposed process specifications will be developed and preliminary fabrication
drawings generated for each of the selected ACD and LAD design concepts.

Early in the LAD phase of the program, the evaluation of concepts developed during ACD
will be completed and the final two (primary and alternative) waste package designs for SNF
and DHLW will be selected. The required manufacturing processes will influence the
selection of the designs selected for further evaluation and refinement. Manufacturing studies
during LAD will include prototype fabrication and engineering test series that will be
completed on the prototype units and results incorporated into the LAD designs. The test
series will determine if the waste package design requirements have been met.

6.11.1 ACD Waste Package Preliminary Designs

Over the repository lifetime, the waste package containment barriers will perform various
functions which will change with time. During the 100-year or longer operational period, the
barriers will function as the vessel for handling, emplacing, and retrieving (if necessary) the
contents of the waste package. This will be followed by the 1,000 year containment period,
and then the period of controlled release extending to 10,000 years. During the first 1,000
years following repository closure, the containment barriers will be relied upon to provide
substantially complete containment of the radionuclides, and to impede release of
radionuclides by aqueous transport from those waste packages which have breached during
the subsequent controlled release period. However, breached containment barriers are
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expected to continue to inhibit transport of liquid water into, and radionuclides out of, the
waste packages. The use of a multibarrier design will result in a lower breach rate,
distributed over a longer period of time. This will ensure that the release rate limits are met.

Several preliminary SNF waste package designs have been developed thus far in ACD, to
accommodate both large and intermediate waste package sizes, and to investigate alternative
means of fabrication. These designs include both MPC SNF and UCF SNF. Waste package
preliminary designs for disposal of DHLW have also been examined, to a lesser degree.

By the nature of the Advanced Conceptual Design Phase, essentially all of the design inputs
needed for the design work are as yet unverified design inputs. Thus, discussions of these
designs in the following subsections are discussions of unverified conceptual designs, rather
than of designs which may be supported by verified design inputs. Those design inputs yet
requiring verification include: MPC physical characteristics including number of SNF
assemblies, disposal container barrier materials and thicknesses, criticality control material
selection, design basis fuel selections for thermal and neutronics analyses, selection of
repository thermal loading design basis, and emplacement parameters including drift size and
waste package spacing.

Early in 1994, the SNF waste handling and disposal design basis was formally changed from
the smaller SCP-CDR concept, implementing the larger drift emplaced MPC-based concept.
This was a fundamental change in repository design philosophy, from small package borehole
emplacement to large package in-drift emplacement. The nominal MPC will be designed to
accommodate a very high percentage of all known and expected SNF assembly characteristics
(geometric, thermal, and neutronic). That SNF not included would be considered nonstandard
fuel and handled separately, as discussed in Section 6.2.

This change in design basis has the effect of focussing ACD activities, somewhat narrowing
the range of investigations. The remaining design options are the multibarrier configurations,
which include the metallic unshielded and shielded waste packages, and the
nonmetallic/metallic designs. The waste package nominal designs are presently based on the
unshielded metallic multibarrier configuration, with the other options being essentially
variations on the same design approach.

The MPC designs are sized to contain the largest possible number of SNF assemblies, subject
to several constraints as discussed in Section 6.2.3. Preliminary designs, corresponding
primarily to reactor facility crane limitations of 75 ton and 125 ton, have resulted in
intermediate and large MPC design configurations. Upon arrival at the repository, the sealed
MPC will be placed into a multibarrier MPC disposal container (also referred to as a MPC
waste package). The MPC remains sealed unless it is determined to be necessary to add filler
material, in which case the MPC would be cut open at the repository, filler added, and then
resealed. The MPC design must include a basket design which is capable of meeting the
criticality and thermal limitation requirements for storage, transportation, and disposal.

In addition to the MPC waste package, a UCF waste package design will also be required.
Presently, the UCF waste packages are designed to SNF capacities similar to those for the
MPC. The disposal container multiple barriers are essentially the same whether for a MPC
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waste package or a UCF waste package. The UCF waste package design must include a
basket design, but the basket only needs to meet the thermal limitation and criticality
requirements for disposal.

Since the MPC request for proposal has just been released, for the first block of MPCs and
associated casks and supporting equipment, the MPC basket design is as yet of a conceptual
nature. As a result of somewhat differing design and performance requirements, and due to
the MPC basket design being as yet conceptual, the UCF waste package basket preliminary
design is proceeding in parallel with, rather than being a near-duplicate of, the MPC basket
design.

Two UCF waste package basket design configurations have been evolved, one formed of
interlocking slotted plates assembled in an "eggcrate" fashion, and the other formed from
square tubes bundled together. The basket must perform three functions: criticality control,
serve as a heat conduction path from the interior of the waste package to the shell (inner
barrier), and structural support. The basket designs employ stainless steel-boron alloys for
criticality control and structural support, plus aluminum plates to enhance heat conduction.

6.11.1.1 Multibarrier Disposal Container Designs

The nominal design for the metallic multibarrier disposal containers is the same for all the
waste packages (MPC, UCF, and DHLW waste packages), consisting of a corrosion-resistant
20 mm thick Alloy 825 inner barrier and a corrosion-allowance 100 mm thick A 516 carbon
steel outer barrier. The cylindrical shell may be fabricated of clad material, formed by roll-
and-weld. The lids would not be of clad material; the bottom lids would be individually
welded in place by the fabricator, and the top lids individually remotely welded in place after
loading the appropriate disposal container either with a MPC, UCF assemblies, or DHLW
canisters. Selection of DHLW waste package outer barrier material is still under review,
subject to change for low temperature, wet repository conditions.

6.11.1.2 Uncanistered Fuel Basket Criticality Control Material

Criticality control design for the UCF waste package baskets is provided using stainless steel
alloyed with natural boron. Recently, ASME has approved Code Case N-510 for materials
conforming to ASTM A 887-89, which covers several grades of 304 stainless-boron alloys
(Types 304B4, 304B5, and 304B6, Grade A). Extension of the code case to include several
lower boron alloy compositions is being considered. The Grade A material is manufactured
by powder metallurgy techniques, and it is presumed that the technique would be equally
applicable to 316L stainless steel. The 316L stainless steel is the preferred composition to
provide for basket long-life corrosion resistance, which is essential to maintaining the long-
term spatial distribution of the criticality control material within the waste package for the
disposal periods being considered.

Analyses of PWR waste packages, based on properties of 304B6A alloy (containing 1.5 to
1.74 percent by weight natural boron), indicate that 10 mm material thickness between
adjacent PWR SNF assemblies is adequate for long-term criticality control, which includes
25 percent additional boron to allow for long-term depletion of initial boron loading. The
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essential factor for criticality control is the total quantity of boron present; for example, 20
mm thickness of 304B3A alloy (0.75 to 0.99 percent boron) would have approximately
equivalent effectiveness compared to 10 mm of 304B6A alloy.

Analyses of BWR waste packages has yet to be performed; however, providing criticality
control for BWR assemblies will in general be similar or less taxing than for PWR assem-
blies. That is, it is reasonable to assume that the total amount of boron within a PWR waste
package would be sufficient to provide criticality control for a BWR waste package of
equivalent size. Comparing basket designs for the equivalent 12 PWR and the 24 BWR
waste packages, either the stainless-boron alloy thickness or the percent boron loading should
be reduced by 25 to 30 percent to result in equivalent total boron loading. When BWR
analyses are performed, it may be found that an even larger reduction is possible. Reducing
the amount of criticality control material to the extent possible is important, as the high cost
of the material tends to result in basket cost being a major fraction of total UCF waste
package cost.

Aluminum-boron alloys and copper-boron alloys have been considered, but these alloys would
not provide adequate long-term performance in acidic solutions (such solutions could possibly
occur in the repository environment following breach of the containment barriers). All basket
materials must have adequate corrosion resistance necessary to ensure that spatial distribution
of the criticality control material is adequately maintained for the period required.

6.11.1.3 Waste Package Design Descriptions

A total of three waste package design concepts have been developed thus far in ACD, which
has resulted in a total of six design layouts, when considering waste packages for both PWRs
and BWRs and of different sizes. However, none of the design details may be considered as
being final; the designs are all based on unverified design inputs, and the necessary analyses
(including structural, criticality control, and thermal) have yet to be performed by the Waste
Package Design group, so as to either validate or cause revision of the choices for the various
design details. The six design layouts are:

* 21 PWR/40 BWR Large MPC Disposal Container
* 12 PWR/24 BWR Intermediate MPC Disposal Container
* 21 PWR UCF SNF Waste Package with Interlocking Basket
* 12 PWR UCF SNF Waste Package with Interlocking Basket
* 12 PWR UCF SNF Waste Package with Tube Type Basket
* 24 BWR UCF SNF Waste Package with Tube Type Basket

The present requirement to consider multiple waste package sizes results from two factors. In
the case of the MPC, the two sizes are the largest which can be accommodated based on
reactor facility existing crane load limitations. However, current repository thermal loading
studies are considering a range of waste package thermal outputs, corresponding to various
waste package sizes (SNF capacities). Thus, to support the repository thermal loading studies,
two different sizes of UCF waste packages are also being investigated during ACD, having
SNF capacities equivalent to the MPC waste packages. Two DHLW waste package sizes, to
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contain 4 or 3 glass canisters, are also being investigated, corresponding generally to the large
and intermediate MPC and UCF waste package sizes.

All of the designs incorporate the multibarrier disposal container configuration. The same
handling configuration is used for all waste packages, whether a MPC waste package, UCF
waste package, or a DHLW waste package. An extension of the waste package outer barrier,
similarly on each end as a "skirt," results in the waste package ends being recessed. There
are three holes equally spaced around each skirt in this design. Each set of holes may be
engaged in various ways: e.g., a fixture with radially actuated pins which move similar to the
bolts in a safe door; or instead devises may be affixed to the holes. This configuration
provides for handling the waste packages both empty and after filling and closure. Alterna-
tive waste package handling configurations will be investigated in the future.

Handling features for the closure lids have yet to be detailed, but are envisioned to be a
single low-profile trunnion of equal size attached to each lid. The MPC conceptual design
lifting feature (M&O 1993g) consists of six threaded blind holes in the outer lid; this feature
would be used to lift the complete MPC (even after the optional addition of filler material).
This same feature would be used to lift the MPC top end should the top be cut off for
addition of filler material. No insight is yet provided into the features for handling the MPC
shield plug.

Details of each of the waste package designs is shown on a number of figures, which have
been grouped together within Appendix B. The set of figures for each design begins with an
isometric representation taken from the CAD (computer-aided design) solid modeling,
followed by a series of figures detailing the waste package components and assemblies.
Dimensional tolerancing has yet to be perforned; this will be deferred to Title 1. The several
designs are each described in the following subsections.

6.11.1.4 MPC Disposal Containers - Waste Packages

The MPC conceptual designs (M&O 993g) resulted in just the two MPC sizes, large and
intermediate (the reference uses the term "small" instead of intermediate); the large MPC size
containing either 21 PWR or 40 BWR SNF assemblies, and the intermediate MPC containing
either 12 PWR or 24 BWR SNF assemblies. The sealed MPC will be placed into the
disposal container, following which each of the two closure lids will be welded into place.

The large 21 PWR/40 BWR MPC disposal container is shown on Figures B.l-l through B.l-
4. The intermediate 12 PWR/24 BWR MPC disposal container is shown on Figures B.1-5
through B.1-8.

6.11.1.5 Uncanistered Fuel Waste Packages with Interlocking Basket

The 21 PWR waste package with interlocking basket is shown on Figures B.2-1 through B.2-
15. The 12 PWR waste package with interlocking basket is shown on Figures B.2-16 through
B.2-30.
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The conceptual design of the interlocking basket is similar to that of an eggcrate, assembled
from a series of slotted plates so as form the necessary basket shape. The basket assembly is
divided axially into four criticality control material "lifts," as shown on Figure B.2-9. An
exploded view of a complete basket showing all lifts was previously shown on Figure 6.2-12.
Assuming that additional structural support is needed, those lifts are axially separated by short
structural lifts fabricated from 316L stainless steel, as shown on Figures B.2-8 and 6.2-13.
Presently, all basket members are 20 mm thick, a value which is yet to be confirmed by
structural analysis.

Composition of "basket members" which comprise the criticality control lifts is as follows:
the centermost basket member(s) are each an assembly of 10 mm 316B6A alloy plate plus
10 mm aluminum plate, mechanically sandwiched together (refer to Figures B.2-9 and
B.2-27). The aluminum plates provides enhanced heat transfer paths to the waste package
shell. The outermost basket members are made of 20 mm 316L stainless steel, since stainless
steel-boron alloy is not needed in these members. The intermediate basket members are of
20 mm 316B3A alloy.

It is anticipated that structural analyses will allow reductions in nominal thicknesses for both
the outermost and intermediate basket members and structural members. In the case of the
intermediate basket members, reduction of member thickness would have to be accompanied
by a corresponding increase in percentage boron loading. Similarly, the structural analyses
will also address whether structural lifts are in fact necessary, and then address the sizing and
required number of structural lifts and end structural lifts. Analyses are also required to
assess the consequences to the overall waste package criticality control due to the presence of
the structural lifts, which contain no boron. Such analyses will directly influence waste
package basket mass and cost, and slightly influence waste package size.

Various angle-iron guides and other structural forms are installed within the interior of the
waste package to provide basket structural support and to guide installation of the basket,
made of the same material as the inner barrier, Alloy 825. Structural analyses of this basket
support hardware will be performed in the future. The permissibility of changing the
structural support material to lower-cost 316L stainless steel will be determined in the future.

6.11.1.6 Uncanistered Fuel Waste Packages with Tube Type Basket

The 12 PWR waste package with tube type basket is shown on Figures B.3-1 through B.3-1 l.
An isometric sketch of a 12 PWR basket assembly is shown on Figure 6.11.1 -1. The 24
BWR waste package with tube type basket is shown on Figures B.3-12 through B.3-21.
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The tube basket conceptual design is based on bundling together a number of identical full-
length square tubes so as to form the necessary basket shape. PWR tubes would be formed
by bending 5 mm thick 316B6A alloy sheet into a square tubular shape, approximately 4.6 m
long. (It has been demonstrated that the approved 304B6A (Grade A) stainless-boron alloy
may be bent around a radius 1.5 to 2 times material thickness, or about 8-9 mm radius.) A
longitudinal electron beam weld, or possibly a mechanical crimp of the two seam edges,
could be used to close the tube longitudinal seam. As mention previously, 316L stainless
steel-boron alloy is not a Code Case material; furthermore, welding of the approved 304
stainless-boron alloys is not now permitted. Both approvals would need to be secured, to be
allowed to perform a tube seam weld for this type of basket design.

The BWR tubes are presently shown as 5 cm thick 316B4A alloy; however, future structural,
thermal and criticality control analyses may be expected to allow reduction to approximately
3.5 mm thick 316B6A alloy. Such a change would result in substantial reduction of basket
mass and cost, as the 316B6A alloy would be only slightly more expensive than the 316B4A
alloy.

Use of several interlocking aluminum plates is also introduced into the tube type conceptual
design, as may be seen on Figures B.3-2 and B.3-13, to provide an enhancement of heat
transfer paths to the waste package shell. The plates separate the tubes into clustered
assemblies, as shown on Figures B.3-10 and B.3-21.

Various angle-iron guides and other structural forms are installed within the interior of the
waste package to provide basket structural support and to guide installation of the basket,
made of the same material as the inner barrier, Alloy 825. Structural analyses of this basket
support hardware will be performed in the future. The permissibility of changing the
structural support material to lower-cost 316L stainless steel will be determined in the future.

6.11.2 Waste Package Manufacturing Process Development

The purpose of the Waste Package Engineering Development tasks is to perform the requisite
engineering development and manufacturing process development for fabrication, closure, and
inspection of MGDS waste disposal packages. These waste disposal packages will be the
variety of waste package and MPC disposal container design configurations put forth for the
disposal of both SNF and DHLW. The engineering development tasks will complement not
only the waste package design evaluations, but also the Engineered Barrier System and
MGDS system design and Performance Assessment evaluations. These tasks will focus on
the waste package conceptual design configurations and sizes which evolve from the various
discipline studies such as thermal, neutronics, handling and emplacement, etc.

The sizes, wall thicknesses, and materials of construction of the containers will require
consideration of a range of manufacturing processes, as a result of limitations of those various
processes. Similarly, a range of container closure design configurations and welding
techniques will also be considered, driven by concerns of weld-induced stress minimization,
the possible requirement for postweld stress reduction treatment, and by non-destructive
evaluation (NDE) inspection capability and limitations. Technical feasibility and cost
effectiveness of the various fabrication and closure concepts will be the focus of engineering
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development tasks during the ACD phase of the program. Throughout the ACD and LAD
phases, the manufacturing processes and their associated cost will be developed in more
detail. During LAD, this work will focus on the final two MPC disposal containers and/or
waste package designs.

The engineering development process is based on a proven Industrial Engineering process
(Roberts, 1983). At present there are five identified Waste Package Engineering Development
tasks:

1) Container fabrication, including stress minimization

2) Remote closure, including weld-induced stress minimization

3) Remote NDE process

4) Remote in-service-inspection

5) Waste package internal filler material infiltration/uniform distribution.

The engineering development activities include:

1) Preparation of a Technical Requirements Document for each individual task, including
interface requirements

2) Review of manufacturing process facilities and/or engineering test laboratories

3) Approval of Test Plans from manufacturing process facilities and/or engineering test
laboratories, prepared in response to Technical Requirements Documents

4) Technical management of manufacturing process development and testing activities

5) Creation of waste package engineering and manufacturing process specifications, based
on results of the development tasks.

The following sections will discuss activities and current status of the above-noted
development tasks, excepting remote in-service-inspection, which has not yet begun.
Discussion of remote closure and remote NDE are combined.

6.11.3 Technical Requirements Documents and Test Plans

Technical Requirements Documents (TRD) will be created for the individual waste package
development tasks, or in combination in the case of remote closure and NDE. The TRD will
describe the task objective, scope, requirements, background, and areas expected to require
developmental testing. These development task activities will also include: review of
prospective manufacturing process facilities and/or engineering test laboratories, review and
approval of Test Plans (TPs) submitted by the manufacturing process facilities and/or test
laboratories, and subsequent technical management of the process development and testing.
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The final product of the Waste Package Engineering Development task will be those waste
package engineering and process specifications determined to be necessary for the
manufacture and inspection of the waste package.

6.11.4 Waste Package Fabrication, Assembly, and Inspection

The presently developed SNF conceptual designs for MPC WP and UCF WP are illustrated in
Figures B.I-1, B.1-5, B.2-1, B.2-16, B.3-1, and B.3-12.

Both inner and outer containment barriers would be manufactured to ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section III standards, although the containers would not be code
stamped as they are not actually pressure vessels. The presently selected waste package
container fabrication technique is rolled and welded clad plate for the cylindrical shell,
welded with longitudinal seams; inner and outer barrier lids would be separate non-clad
pieces. Both the bottom lids and top lids have been sized slightly thicker than the wall to
ensure that the weld effective throat exceeds wall thickness. The empty WP assembly would
be heat treated and inspected after fabrication.

There is a concern as to the cylindricity of both the MPC disposal container inner surface,
and of the MPC as well. The presently assumed diametrical clearances of 30 mm will have
to be studied in the future, to establish cylindricity specifications for the inner barrier
compatible with the MPC, which are attainable and yet economically reasonable.

6.11.4.1 Closure Welding Background

The leading welding method for the WP closure welds is automated remote narrow-gap
welding (Eichhorn and Borowka, 1990), with the expectation of using the same equipment for
both inner and outer barrier closure welds. Stresses in the waste package closure region
originate in the welding process, due both to material heating and to material shrinkage upon
cooling. Thus the more potentially rewarding approach will be to choose welding techniques
which inherently minimize stresses induced during welding, rather than to perform postweld
stress relief heat treatment. Zero-clearance high-energy processes such as electron beam
welding (EBW) most nearly achieve the goal to minimize stresses. Narrow-gap welding is
relatively superior to V-groove processes when applied to heavy sections, due to the narrow
fixed-width of the weld joint.

Automated welding processes (preprogrammed computer controlled) are now clearly recog-
nized as having desirable features in terms of improved efficiency and output by virtue of
increased deposition rates, higher arc efficiency, and fewer weld defects; and computer
monitoring/control of process variables enhances weld quality. (Automated processes do not
involve human interaction in the control process; however, process monitoring may be
performed by both computer analysis and human observation, at which point human
intervention in the process would be possible.) The benefits of automated narrow-gap
welding techniques may be best realized when applied to thicker sections; to reduce joint vol-
umes, reduce/control distortion, and increase joint completion rates.
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6.11.4.2 Nondestructive Evaluation Background

One of the five WP development tasks specifically addresses the subject of NDE. Tentative
selection of NDE methods suitable for remote operation in a radioactive environment has yet
to be accomplished. Conventional radiographic evaluation is impossible, and dye penetrants
address only surface defects, reducing conventional inspection possibilities to eddy current
and ultrasonic techniques. Ultimately, the limitations of the feasible NDE techniques could
force reconfiguration of the inner and/or outer closure joint configurations (i.e., inner and/or
outer closures to be other than the selected conceptual design flat plate lid configurations).
For this reason the WP closure and NDE development tasks must be combined.

6.11.5 SNF Waste Package Closure and Inspection

One of the Waste Package Engineering Development tasks is to select and develop a remote
closure welding process which is technically and economically acceptable, and which will
also minimize weld-induced stresses. Two reports from LLNL (B&W, 1988 and 1990)
provide information on B&W Fuel Company's previous work on waste package designs, and
fabrication and closure methods.

Installation of the WP closure lids will take place in a hot cell at the MGDS repository
surface facility Waste Handling Building, following placement of the waste-filled MPC into
an MPC disposal container, UCF into a waste package, or DHLW into a waste package.
Each of two closure lids must be separately remotely welded into place, remotely inspected,
and the weld joint possibly heat treated to complete the envelope for each corrosion barrier.
The primary development concerns are the interrelated concerns of closure joint design
configurations. Each joint design configuration: must be remotely fabricable by a proven
welding technique, must be remotely inspectable in the environment of elevated temperatures
and high radiation resulting from the nuclear waste, and should result in lowest possible
postweld tensile stress conditions. Of the many techniques which shall be considered during
development, the narrow-gap weld does hold forth some promise as being already developed
for thick sections and remote operation.

Various standard industrial remote closure welding processes will be investigated, consider-
ing: technological readiness and process adaptability to the specifics of this application, the
quality of closure welds (weld integrity, and good mechanical properties of the welds and the
heat affected zones), economy and time involved in making the closure welds (high
deposition rate and minimizing the amount of weld filler material), and viable methods for
repair of defective welds or for container replacement if weld repair should be unfeasible.
Additional considerations include: fully automatic remote closure welding equipment, the
ability to use the same equipment for both the thin inner weld and the thick outer weld, and
inherent tolerance or hardening capability of the welding equipment to the anticipated levels
of radiation exposure.

Closure of either the MPC WP, UCF WP, or DHLW WP would be the same, except that the
radiation intensity in the area of the closure would be less for the MPC case, due to the
presence of the MPC shield plug and lids. As may be seen from WP conceptual designs such
as shown on Figure B. 1-4, the inner and outer lid welds will be vertical narrow-gap welds.
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The advantages of narrow-gap welding are: 1) improved economy and closure times as a
result of minimum filler metal use, 2) good mechanical properties in the weld and heat
affected zone due to relatively low heat input, 3) fully automatic operation in all welding
positions, and 4) reduction of weld-induced stresses and/or distortion.

The narrow-gap weld technique is normally associated with steel thicknesses in the range of
25 to 300 mm, or even greater. Narrow-gap metal-inert-gas (MIG) deposition rates of up to
8 kg/hr have been demonstrated. The narrow gap width (generally 10-20 mm) and the
potentially proportionally greater depth of the gap have promoted the development of a
number of automated process-oriented welding head guidance systems. These already-
developed remote automated systems essentially constitute the equipment needed for remote
waste package closure welding, except that the equipment would need to be radiation
hardened.

The multiple and interrelated concerns of the remote welding technique, weld joint
configuration, weld-induced stress minimization, and remote weld joint inspectability present
challenges which must be overcome during Waste Package Engineering Development.

6.11.5.1 Selected Narrow-Gap Welding Process

Preliminary screenings of various standard industrial remote closure welding processes have
been performed to select reasonable candidate method(s) suitable for support of ACD
activities. Narrow-gap welding (NGW) employing gas-metal arc welding (GMAW) has been
presently selected as the leading welding method for waste package closure welds. The NGW
process is chosen for the features of reduced weld material volume, and correspondingly
reduced closure welding times (M&O, 19931; Eichhorn and Borowka, 1990).

The NGW process has been selected over V-groove processes because of: applicability to
heavy sections, welding time reduction due to greatly reduced weld joint volume, and the
advanced state of the development of NGW remote guidance and control (B&W, 1988). The
sides of the NGW weld groove are normally U-shaped (near-vertical side walls and a rounded
bottom). GMAW is chosen for its high deposition rate. A recently developed NGW system
utilizing GMAW, with completely integrated process and guidance control (Eichhorn and
Borowka, 1990), is described later.

The gas-metal arc welding process is chosen over gas-tungsten arc welding (GTAW) due to
higher deposition rates, generally from 5 to 10 times higher. Oconee experience has produced
deposition rates of 0.45-0.9 kg/hr (1-2 b/hr) using GTAW; the NGW non-optimized GMAW
demonstration (single-wire) process results described herein (Eichhorn and Borowka, 1990)
produced deposition rates of 2.8-3.1 kg/hr (6-7 lb/hr). Rates approaching 9 kg/hr have been
reported for 2-wire GMAW; this would correspond to a single-wire rate approaching 4.5 kg/hr
(Metals Handbook, 1971).
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6.11.5.2 Electron Beam Welding Process

Selection of the high-energy single-pass vacuum EBW process has for the present been
preempted by the relatively slower multiple-pass NGW GMAW process. (Single-pass
indicates that a full-depth weld is completed in a single pass through the close-fitted butt
joint.) This decision was predicated on: 1) the comparative technological readiness of NGW
GMAW, and 2) designs for the Waste Handling Building studies would be more conservative
as a result of factoring in the longer weld times for NGW GMAW (slower throughput).

EBW has not yet been dismissed, as EBW does have some very desirable features, such as:
only a single weld pass is required to complete a weld, the near-zero-gap weld requires no
filler material and minimizes shrinkage, the intense almost-instant local heating results in far
less heat input and very substantial reduction in size of the heat-affected zone, and weld joint
distortion is nearly eliminated due to performing a full-penetration weld in a single pass.
However, other features of EBW are less desirable, including: high equipment costs, high
power requirements, a vacuum chamber is required, close tolerance required for the joint
(nuclear waste heat could distort the joint), the need to manage beam energy emanating from
the weld back-side (will affect joint design), and the difficult aspects of weld initiation and
termination may affect joint design.

6.11.5.3 Nondestructive Evaluation

Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) comprises a range of test methods for detecting
discontinuities (flaws) in a material without causing damage. There are five principal NDE
test methods: (dye) penetrant testing, magnetic-particle testing, eddy-current testing,
radiographic testing, and ultrasonic testing. Radiographic testing would not be considered
unless equipment should be developed in the future which would utilize the internal radiation
emissions as a radiographic source. Selection of a suitable NDE technique(s) for waste
package closure welds has yet to be accomplished; such selection will be the subject of future
development work (M&O, 19931).

Any discussion of NDE requires a clear definition of the term "defect." A defect is a
discontinuity that creates a substantial risk of failure in a component or structure during its
service life. Although the aim of NDE is to detect defects, it provides evidence of flaws as
well. The significance of these flaws and whether or not they are actually defects must be
determined (that is, every detectable flaw will not necessarily fit the definition of a defect).

The first three NDE methods are limited to detection of surface-breaking, or possibly near-
surface, flaws. To be of use for closure weld inspection, the method would have to be
employed between successive welding passes. Such inspection would be performed within
the confines of the narrow weld groove, and any possible remaining inspection material
residue would have to be satisfactorily managed so as to avoid any subsequent impairment of
weld quality. Inspection after each pass has definite advantages, as repair could be affected
before that pass is overlaid. However, note that further limitations of each method may
preclude consideration of its use (these limitations are discussed briefly in the ASM
Handbook, pp. 1081-1088). Should one of these methods prove feasible, it is possible that
the rate of inspection could be as rapid as the welding speed forward, in which case NDE
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would be concluded somewhat coincidentally with the welding, rather than performed
postweld.

Ultrasonic NDE may be found most feasible, as long as the technique can be successfully
applied to the waste package section thicknesses for each material. It is presumed that
ultrasonic NDE would be performed postweld; as a result, this assumption has been adopted
for purposes of estimating the total time for waste package closure operations.

6.11.5.4 Advanced Narrow-Gap Welding System Description

The following describes an example of a recently developed advanced narrow-gap welding
system (Eichhorn and Borowka, 1990) with completely integrated process and guidance
control, with no external measuring devices, controlled only from measurement information
taken directly from the electrical process variables. This system assures not only correct weld
head positioning, but also uniform buildup of weld layers despite changes in gap width
(regulation of fill ratio by varying welding speed). The compact welding head structure
results in a gap width of only 10 to 15 mm as being adequate for workpiece thicknesses up to
200 mm. The demonstration weld head, applied to a low-alloy steel workpiece 100 mm thick
with 12 mm groove width, produced a weld "with the exception of the root pass, the seam is
perfect" (Eichhorn and Borowka, 1990; the root defect was knowingly accepted to limit
testing cost).

The single-wire rotating-tube welding method produces an oscillating movement of the arc
from side-to-side in the gap. Low-spatter pulsed-arc metal transfer is used, which is suitable
over a wide range of operation. The principal aim of the welding head guidance system is to
deduce correcting signals from the electrical process variables, for lateral positioning and
distancing of the welding head (the arc itself being used as a feedback transducer to form the
distance profile of the welding spot, as the arc scans the welding site as part of the oscillating
movement). The oscillating motion and tailoring of the pulsed-arc on-time profile permits
dwell at the sidewalls to assure adequate penetration.

The system employs the GMAW process, which is sometimes also identified as metal-inert
gas (MIG) welding. GMAW can be accomplished in all positions; continuous wire feed
enables long welds to be deposited without starts and stops; and minimal postweld cleaning is
required because of the absence of heavy slag.

Eichhorn and Borowka state that the welding head guidance system results in "noticeable re-
duction in the equipment costs ..... and considerably shortens the welding downtimes, as a
result of its integrated process control and quality assurance functions."

6.11.5.5 Narrow-Gap Welding Process Parameters

The following listed NGW process parameters are taken from Eichhorn and Borowka (the
parameters were not optimized with regard to deposition rate):
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Workpiece thickness 100 mm
Narrow-gap width 12 mm
Welding speed forward 110 mm/minute
Weld buildup rate 4.5 to 5 mm/pass
Workpiece material St 52-3 (presumably German [DIN] 1.7138, 52MnCrB3,

similar to SAE 5OB50 low-alloy steel)

6.11.5.6 Waste Package Closure Operations Total Time Estimates

The foregoing NGW welding parameters have been applied to several waste package sizes to
calculate estimated welding times. These uninterrupted welding time estimates will be subject
to adjustment in the future, for several reasons:

* The aforementioned parameters were not optimized for weld deposition rate
* Normal interruptions to operation; e.g., connecting a new coil of wire, etc.
* Improvements may be expected over this 1989-90 technology
* Parameters suitable for the inner barrier nickel alloy may be different than for steel
* Waste package lid (weld) thicknesses may change as the conceptual designs evolve.

Welding time calculations are based on conservatively oversized lid thicknesses of 25 mm for
the inner lid and 110 mm for the outer lid (versus nominal barrier thicknesses of 20 mm and
100 mm). Choosing the non-optimized, conservative lower weld buildup rate of 4.5 mm/pass
results in total number of passes per lid for closure being 6 and 25 for the inner and outer
lids, respectively. Welding time and NDE time estimates are as follows:

Inner Lid Outer Lid Calculated Calculated Sum of Time for QC
Weld Weld Inner Lid Outer Lid Calculated Inspection &
Diameter Diameter Weld Time Weld Time Weld Time Documentation

Waste Package mm mm hours hours hours hours ()

Large MPC 1568 1602 4.5 19.1 23.6 6.0
Small MPC 1297 1331 3.7 15.8 19.5 6.0
DHLW WP 1566 1600 4.5 19.1 23.6 6.0
Large UCF WP 1419 1453 4.1 17.3 21.3 6.0
Small UCF WP 1086 1120 3.1 13.3 16.4 6.0

Note (): Engineering estimate, total for both inner and outer welds,

Total time for closure operations includes time for welding, NDE, and all other hot cell serial
closure operations which must be performed in addition to the welding and NDE. Time
estimates for the other operations are presented in detail in the following subsection, and
include: equipment mounting/dismounting, joint preheat and/or heat treatment and cooldown,
plus time required for quality control (QC) inspection and documentation. Total times for
closure operations are as follows:
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Inner Lid Outer Lid Inner Lid Outer Lid Total Weld Total Time
Weld Weld other Weld other Weld Time w/QC for Closure
NDE Time NDE Time Operations Operations Insp./Doc. Operations

Waste Package hours (2) hours (2) hours (3) hours (3) hours hours

Large MPC 8.5 18.3 5.0 15.0 29.6 76.4
Small MPC 7.7 15.9 5.0 15.0 25.5 69.1
DHLW WP 8.5 18.3 5.0 15.0 29.6 76.4
Large UCF WP 8.1 17.0 5.0 15.0 27.4 72.5
Small UCF WP 7.1 14.0 5.0 15.0 22.4 63.5

Note (2): Engineering estimate, including QC inspection and documentation.
Note (3): Engineering estimate, including QC inspection and documentation; Section 6.11.5.7.

The engineering estimates for NDE time are presently assumed to occur postweld and to
require a time interval proportional to weld time (which relates to weld circumference and
material thickness) plus a constant interval. The assumed factors are: 1) inner lid NDE = 1.0
times weld time plus 4 hours, and 2) outer lid NDE = 0.75 times weld time plus 4 hours.
The estimated times include QC inspection and documentation. The estimates are
unsubstantiated engineering estimates and lack the methodical justification such as presented
for weld times.

Section 6.11.5.7 presents more information on waste package design details. It also details
weld preheat requirements for the waste package materials of construction, and requirements
for postweld heat treatment. Also, note that the time estimates are made for only those
operations which must take place serially within the waste package closure hot cell, beginning
with the waste package or the MPC disposal container already filled, ready for inner lid
placement.

The foregoing tabulations include the DHLW WP, sized to contain four Savannah River pour
glass canisters. The presumption at this time is that the DHLW WP outer barrier would be
carbon steel, the same as the other WPs. That material selection may change in the future, to
a non-ferrous alloy.

The possible use of filler material in the waste packages and MPCs is an option yet to be
decided. In the event that some of the MPCs must be opened and filler material added,
reclosure welding times for the MPC may be assumed to be similar to those of the inner lid
of the MPC waste package, plus the assumed additional time for NDE and other operations.
However, opening, filling, and reclosing an MPC would, for some scenarios, be performed
separately and in parallel with waste package closure.

6.11.5.7 Waste Package Closure Serial Operations Time Estimates

The following time estimations are based on multibarrier waste packages and MPC disposal
containers comprised of a 20 mm inner barrier of Alloy 825 and a 100 mm outer barrier of
A 516 carbon steel. Time estimates for the various operations involved in closure, except for
individual welding times and weld inspection times, have been assumed to be the same for
both the large and small waste packages (21 PWR and 12 PWR sizes). The time estimates
are best judgment engineering estimates, except for the narrow-gap welding time estimates.
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Welding time estimates may be traced back to the demonstrated work (Eichhorn and
Borowka, 1990), as detailed in the preceding subsection.

The time estimates are made only for those operations which must take place serially within
the waste package closure hot cell, beginning with the waste package or the MPC disposal
container already filled, ready for inner lid placement. Any operations which may be
performed preceding inner barrier lid placement have been excluded. An example of such
operation might include final preparation of weld surfaces. The option to add filler material
at the MGDS to some/all of the waste packages or MPCs has not been included in the time
estimates, as the requirement to use filler material has yet to be established.

Preheat Temperature

Required preheat temperatures are: 16'C (60'F) for Alloy 825, and 107C (225F) for A 516.
(In the following, the word shell refers to the disposal container without lid, as received from
the fabricator.) The inner shell is assumed to be preconditioned to 160 C without the
necessity for joint preheat within the hot cell (contributing conditions would include: thermal
conditioning if required before moving into the hot cell, plus heating due to heat output from
the waste package contents).

The A 516 outer barrier, including both the shell top end and the lid, will require welding
preheat. Preheating of the outer shell top end will have to be performed in place in the hot
cell; the lid may possibly be heated in place concurrently, or instead heated in a separate
parallel operation. Preheating could possibly be performed using the same equipment as
required for postweld heat treatment of the outer barrier closure.

The circumstance of considerable heat output from most of the filled waste packages will no
doubt require that some cooling be provided to the hot cell, since the waste package surface
temperature will need to be kept below approximately 200'C. Furthermore, design features
will be required to ventilate welding fumes, which will include the welding cover gases. As a
result, continued heat input to the outer barrier closure joint will probably be required to
maintain preheat temperature >107'C. For example, it will require about 45 minutes to make
a single weld pass (one revolution) around a large MPC disposal container closure joint, so it
is unlikely that welding heat input alone would be sufficient to maintain preheat temperature.

Postweld Heat Treatment

No postweld heat treatment of Alloy 825 is required to maintain or restore corrosion
resistance. The thick A 516 carbon steel outer barrier will require postweld stress relief heat
treatment in the range of 5250 C to 675CC. Localized heating of the closure joint region may
be achieved using resistance heating techniques; however, the heat treatment equipment must
be designed to prevent possible overheating of the waste package contents.

Time Estimates

Following are the time estimates for those serial operations which must be performed in the
hot cell to accomplish waste package closure, excluding time for welding and for
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nondestructive evaluation. A further refinement would find outer barrier postweld heat
treatment time to be somewhat dependent on waste package size, the large waste package
having 20 to 30 percent greater weld circumference than the small package.

Unless otherwise indicated, the time for any of the following listed operation steps is a total
of time for the action plus time required for QC inspection and documentation.

Operation Time Estimate, hours

Inner closure lid

Lid placement 2.0
Mount/position welding equipment 2.0
Perform closure weld (1)
Dismount welding equipment 1.0
NDE inspection of closure weld (2)

Subtotal 5.0+

Outer closure lid

Mount preheat heaters (3) 1.0
Preheat shell top end (closure joint) 2.0
Preheated lid placement 2.0
Mount/position welding equipment 2.0
Perform closure weld (1)
Dismount welding equipment 1.0
Dismount preheat heater 1.0
Pre-NDE cooldown (in addition to prior two steps) 0.0
NDE inspection of closure weld (2)
Mount heat treatment heater (3) 1.0
Postweld joint heat treatment 2.0
Dismount heat treatment heater 1.0
Cooldown (in addition to prior step) 2.0

Subtotal 15.0+
Notes:
1) Narrow-gap closure weld times appear in the previous subsection.
2) NDE inspection time estimates appear in the previous subsection; the particular technique

is yet to be determined.
3) The preheat heater and heat treatment heater may or may not be one in the same set of

equipment; however, it is assumed that the heater must be removed and the joint allowed
to cool somewhat before performing NDE.

6.11.6 Waste Package Internal Filler Material

As part of the MGDS WP design and development activities, it has been determined that
addition of material (to fill the void spaces within some or all UCF WPs and/or MPCs) may
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be beneficial to criticality control, and be beneficial to long-term containment and isolation by
inhibiting corrosion and inhibiting release of radionuclides. The benefits to be derived
through the addition of filler material would have to be satisfactorily established by analyses,
including Performance Analysis, before the decision can be made whether filler materials
should be used, and under which circumstances a SNF WP should be exempted.

Preliminary results of both thermal investigations and neutronics investigations relative to
utilization of a specific candidate filler material (graded iron shot) have been reported in
Initial Review/Analysis of Thermal and Neutronic Characteristics of Potential MCPIWP Filler
Materials (M&O, 1994f). Further, more rigorous, evaluations are planned for the future.

6.11.6.1 Objective/Purpose of Using Filler Material

The use of waste package internal filler material versus filling the void space with an inert
gas is an issue to be resolved. The choice will be determined by the benefits or penalties
related to use of filler materials, as derived from future engineering studies and Performance
Analysis. Filler materials may be solids placed while in a liquid state such as low-melting-
temperature metals, graded granular solids such as small iron shot, or fine materials such as
dry cementitious mixes. Cementitious material would be placed in the dry unreacted state; at
such time as the barriers might breach, any water entering the waste package would react with
the material, causing it to solidify.

The neutronics and thermal studies must compare use of various candidate filler materials
versus only an inert gas in the void spaces within the WP. The primary purposes of adding
filler to the WP are: chemical buffering for radionuclides, and to provide or contribute to
long-term criticality control of the SNF by the moderator displacement criticality control
method. It may be expected that those WPs containing SNF with lower criticality potential
would be exempt from addition of filler material.

Addition of filler material would take place only at the MGDS, added remotely to a MPC or
WP containing SNF assemblies. For the MPC case, the MPC would probably have to be cut
open at the MGDS, filler added, and the MPC resealed. A means of measuring emplaced
quantity of filler material would be required to establish that placement of the proper total
quantity was accomplished, to confirm a minimum percentage fill of void spaces within the
MPC or WP.

Use of WP filler materials would assist in achieving several technical objectives; specific
materials would achieve some or all of the following:

1. Criticality control: moderator displacement by means of minimization of waste package
internal void space, to minimize the amount of water which could enter the waste package
in the event of repository flooding and a breach of the waste package containment barriers

2. Chemical buffering for radionuclides in the event of water intrusion into the waste
package upon breach of the containment barriers
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3. Cathodic protection by virtue of having highest electrochemical activity, in the event of
water intrusion into the waste package upon breach of the containment barriers

4. Function as mechanical packing to inhibit movement (collapse) of other materials internal
to the waste package (fuel rods, fuel pellets, and/or basket materials)

5. Improve thermal conductance, which would improve heat transfer and decrease fuel rod
temperatures.

However, use of filler material would significantly increase waste package weight and cost.

6.11.6.2 Candidate Filler Materials

Selection of candidate filler materials must consider the effects that the presence of such
material would have upon the SNF fuel rod cladding temperatures, as compared to having the
void space filled with only an inert gas. This concern would include the brief interval of
filler material placement, as well as the extended waste disposal containment period. Filler
materials which would be placed in a molten state should have melting temperatures
somewhat above the disposal period fuel cladding temperature limit, so that the filler would
remain in the solid state while in the repository. A brief, modest excursion above this
cladding temperature limit as a result of filler material placement may not cause consequential
cladding damage, as damage potential depends on a time-at-temperature integrated effect, in
addition to the absolute temperature.

Many candidate filler materials may be expected to increase WP internal thermal resistance.
In that instance, cladding temperature limitations would require: a) that the basket thermal
conductance be enhanced to offset the thermal resistance increase due to the filler, or b) a
reduction in WP size (fewer SNF assemblies).

Desirable attributes of candidate filler materials would include: ability to displace water from
the MPC/WP interior void spaces, provide cathodic protection, chemical buffering of
radionuclides, higher thermal conductivity, ease and rapidity of filler emplacement including
assurance of attaining minimum acceptable percent void fill, melting temperature within an
acceptable range if the material is to be placed in the molten state, lower density, naturally
plentiful, and inexpensive for the required material purity.

Sample materials which might be considered as candidate WP filler materials are listed in
Table 6.11.6-1.
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Table 6.11.6-1. Sample Materials for Consideration as Candidate Waste Package
Filler Materials

Material M.P., C Sp. Gr. k, W/m-K Comments

Tin (place molten) 232.0 7.31 64 Not plentiful, no US
source

Lead (place molten) 327.5 11.35 34.6 Considered toxic, very
heavy

Zinc (place molten) 419.6 7.13 115 (Use lower temper-
ature Zn-4AI alloy)

Zn-4AI alloy
(place molten)

Magnetite, Fe304
natural ore
(granular, graded)

381-387 6.6 113 AG40B die cast alloy,
inexpensive

Iron shot (graded)

2.67' 0.2842 Used at Nevada Test
Site, "flows like
water"

4.8-5.3' -1-42 k-solid iron=80.3
(solid/granular ratio
for magnetite 20)

2.40 (solid) 1.25 (solid) Boron content would
-1.6 (beads) -0.03 (est. aid in criticality

for beads) control

Chemically resistant
borosilicate glass
(e.g., PyrexTM)

(I) Granular form, not monolithic.
(2) Conductivity with a heavier fill gas (air, nitrogen, argon); bulk conductivity would increase with

He gas as filler.

Individual physical characteristics within this group of candidate materials are quite varied.
The thermal conductivity of natural magnetite would categorize it as a thermal insulator.
Borosilicate glass appears to be an even better insulator. Iron shot has about an order of
magnitude higher thermal conductivity than magnetite, but is still quite low. Tin is not suffi-
ciently plentiful. Lead is toxic, very heavy, and can cause embrittlement of other metal
components. Unalloyed zinc is rejected as it has been determined that the zinc will interact
with the Zircaloy fuel cladding material. Possibly the Zn-4AI alloy would be acceptable from
that standpoint, as it would have a lower tendency to interact with the cladding.

Of those candidates listed above, the comparison would come down to the zinc alloy and iron
shot. Zinc alloy mass would be about 50 percent higher, but the zinc alloy conductivity is
between one and two orders of magnitude higher. Zinc is a plentiful, low cost material. The
zinc alloy melting temperature of less than 400°C would not be considered harmful to the fuel
rod cladding due to the brief interval at this temperature. Other Zn-Al alloys could be chosen
if a somewhat higher melting temperature were desired.
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Iron shot has been chosen as the first candidate filler material to be investigated. Character-
istics of iron shot which lead to this choice include: relative ease of placement (near-
spherical shot "flows" readily), commercially available in a variety of graded sizes, inexpen-
sive, a plentiful natural resource, a reactive anodic material providing protection to the fuel
cladding and to 316 stainless steel components, and would inhibit radionuclide release. The
choice of iron shot is not exhaustive or exclusive, rather it is based on engineering judgment.

6.11.6.3 Development Testing

Waste package filler material development testing has been included as part of WP design
and development, as stated in the Waste Package Implementation Plan (YMP, 1993f) and the
Waste Package Engineering Development Task Plan (M&O, 19931). Filler material
development work would be applicable to both the UCF WP and the MPC engineering
development activities.

As noted in Waste Package Engineering Development Task Plan, a development testing
program is required to determine procedures for addition of filler material, as necessary to
achieve a high percentage fill of the void space around the simulated spent nuclear fuel
assembly. The testing program would utilize dummy SNF assemblies fabricated from
rejected fuel assembly parts. Each assembly would be installed in turn within a partial,
simulated SNF basket test fixture equivalent in size to a single cell within a MPC or WP
basket. Testing would be performed with various shot sizes, with the goal of achieving at
least 85 percent TBV void fill (excludes filler interstitial void space) under passive gravity-fed
fill conditions. The 85 percent figure is an engineering estimate believed to be reasonably
achievable. Methods to improve fill percentage above the 85 percent level would be
investigated.

Specific filler material development activities would include: material placement including
infiltration and uniformity of distribution around the in-place SNF assemblies within the
basket, filler material effective thermal conductivity measurements, and determination of
additional filler material properties at elevated temperatures as may be required.

6.11.6.4 Iron Shot Filler Material in a 21 PWR MPCIWP

The neutronics and thermal investigations were based on the large multibarrier WP design;
namely the 21 PWR (pressurized water reactor) case. The specific design is the 21 PWR
Bumup Credit MPC Conceptual Design, as specified in the MPC Implementation Program
Conceptual Design Phase Report (M&O 1993g). The 21 PWR case presents a higher thermal
output and higher criticality potential than the companion 40 BWR case, or any of the smaller
WPs.

Neutronics Investigations

Results of the neutronics investigations are presented in Section 6.8.3.11. The analysis
investigated SNF criticality control by the moderator displacement criticality control method,
to obtain a measure of the benefit of this approach. A system model was used to investigate
the circumstance of water (moderator) intrusion into a breached WP, flooding to completely
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fill the available void space (all free space filled uniformly with various compositions of iron
shot and water). This analysis considered no other measures in conjunction with the
moderator displacement method.

The effectiveness of moderator displacement criticality control depends on the quantity of
moderator displaced by the filler, which in turn depends upon the quantity of filler which may
be emplaced into the MPC/WP. The total quantity of iron shot filler is dependent on the
density of the bulk material and the percentage fill.

Based on manufacturer's data for graded shot (near-uniform size, see Section 6.11.6.5), bulk
density of about 4800 kg/m3 would indicate a bulk void fraction of about 39 percent (based
on iron density of 7870 kg/m3). By mixing grades of shot, bulk density may be increased to
about 5250 kg/m3, which would reduce the bulk void fraction to about 33 percent. However,
the possibility of selecting mixed grade shot would have to be deferred until successful
resolution of the potential problem of size separation and stratification (see Section 6.11.6.5),
which may result from waste package handling and emplacement in the repository. (An
additional, lower bulk density of about 3750 kg/m3 was obtained from one vendor; however,
this density is not consistent with expectations for near-spherical graded shot. Since graded
shot is readily available at 4800 kg/m3, and the lower density would increase criticality
potential, the lower density of 3750 kg/m3 was dismissed as being anomalous.)

The range of void fill was chosen as between the development target goal of 85 percent
(TBV) fill and a maximum fill of 100 percent. Combining the foregoing densities and fill
percentages resulted in moderator space ranging between 48 and 33 percent. The analysis
assumes access to all spaces within the waste package/canister; that is, none of the spaces
between the basket and the container inside diameter were sealed off, since corrosion through
that barrier would allow the sealed-off space to fill with moderator.

Basically, the shot conditions chosen do not result in sufficient moderator displacement. The
results do show a significant reduction of criticality potential, but that reduction alone is not
sufficient; a combination of burnup credit, and/or credit for supplemental neutron absorber
materials, would result in the moderator displacement criticality control approach being
viable. Refinement of the criticality analysis model is planned for the next fiscal year, which
may alter these results and conclusions.

The foregoing criticality analyses basically assumed a worst-case circumstance of: a) no
burnup credit, b) no neutron absorber materials, and c) the sudden catastrophic breaching and
flooding of the WP. Subsequent to this investigation, Performance Analysis should assess the
probability of such an extreme occurrence. The far more likely circumstance would be a non-
catastrophic WP breach resulting in slow intrusion of moderator (water), at a rate so slow as
to result in coincident oxidation of the iron shot. The slow intrusion of water and resultant
conversion of iron to iron oxide would slowly reduce available internal void space, thereby
slowly reducing criticality potential even further. A secondary aspect of oxidation of the iron
shot is the slow creation of a swelling, welding mass of iron oxide which would function as
mechanical packing to inhibit movement (collapse) of other materials internal to the WP (fuel
rods, fuel pellets, and/or basket materials). Furthermore, the swelling mass of iron oxide
would provide a degree of chemical buffering which would inhibit further corrosion.
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Thermal Investigations

Results of the neutronics investigations are presented in Section 6.6.9. The initial thermal
investigations regarding WP filler material focused on the effects of changes in thermal
resistance of the various pathways within: a) the fuel assemblies, b) the basket (being the
primary thermal shunt to the WP shell), and c) the spaces between the basket and the WP
barriers. The effect of adding filler material to the void spaces is to alter the operative heat
transfer mechanisms, from the combination of radiation plus gas conduction, to conduction
only in the iron shot bulk filler material.

No source of information was discovered to provide actual values for iron shot bulk thermal
conductivity. Prior work at the Nevada Test Site (RSN, 1992) had occasioned the
measurement of thermal conductivity of roughly-spherical granular magnetite, a naturally
occurring iron oxide ore (Fe304). The granular magnetite exhibited a thermal conductivity
approximately one-twentieth that of the crystalline material. Assuming that the same ratio
might apply to iron shot versus iron (pure iron conductivity = 80.3 W/m-K) would suggest
iron shot conductivity in the range of 4 W/m-K. The thermal calculation was therefore based
on a non-conservative iron shot thermal conductivity of 4 W/m-K, as well as a more
conservative lower value of I W/m.K.

The calculated thermal effect of using iron shot indicates that peak cladding temperature
would decrease somewhat for the higher assumed filler thermal conductivity, but would
increase slightly for the lower assumed filler conductivity. Results of these calculations
demonstrate that a filler material with a reasonable conductivity can reduce internal
temperatures compared to the case of helium fill gas only. However, if the filler material
bulk thermal conductivity is poor (such as the conservative I W/m-K case), internal
temperatures can be increased by the addition of filler material. This effect can seriously
impact large MPC/WPs where internal temperatures can approach maximum thermal
limitation goals.

Conclusions

Preliminary investigations have been conducted considering iron shot as a WP filler material.
From the preliminary criticality calculations, moderator displacement alone does not achieve
the needed level of control for the assumed conservative design basis fuel (fresh fuel, no
burnup). Other criticality control measures would be needed in conjunction with iron shot
filler, such as: adoption of burnup credit, and/or credit for supplemental neutron absorber
materials.

Preliminary thermal investigations of the effect of iron shot filler material indicate that WP
internal thermal conductance appears to possibly be improved. However, this cannot be
definitively stated due to the uncertainty of bulk iron shot thermal conductivity. The
bounding values of the estimated thermal conductivity resulted in one calculated peak fuel
cladding temperature slightly above, and the other slightly below, the peak cladding tempera-
ture calculated for the reference case with no filler material (filled with helium gas only).
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These preliminary results indicate that iron shot should continue to be considered a potentially
viable filler material. The investigations must be continued and expanded upon. Collection
of the physical properties of the filler material will be developed by the Waste Package
Engineering Development Task Plan (M&O, 19931). After the physical properties are better
defined, detailed evaluations can be performed to better quantify filler material worth.

6.11.6.5 Iron Shot Filler Material

The present choice of filler material is graded near-pure iron shot, in the nominal range of
0.5 to 1.5 mm diameter (SAE Size No. S170 to S390, SAE Specification J444). The purpose
of proposed development testing would be to demonstrate achieving a high level of void
filling about an SNF assembly resting within a test cell (simulated PWR basket cell). The
goal would be demonstration of at least 85 percent (TBV) void fill; that is, shot to fill the
given percentage of the total void space, but not counting the interstitial void space within the
bulk shot.

Iron/Steel Shot Suppliers

To date, BWFC has been in contact with two suppliers of steel/iron shot:

Metaltec Steel Abrasive Company, Canton, Ml
Contact: Gary Stevers, President, phone 313/459-7900

Ervin Amasteel, Ervin Industries, Ann Arbor, MI
Contact: Paul Reeves, phone 800/748-0055

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co.,Inc. (REECo) Purchasing Department, at the Nevada
Test Site, lists Metaltec as a supplier of steel shot. Mr. Reeves of Ervin Amasteel indicated
that only steel shot is being produced in the United States, that domestic cast iron shot
production ceased years ago, although some iron shot is being produced in Europe (England
and Scotland). Mr. Stevers of Metaltec indicated there are a total of six domestic producers
of steel shot, and that Metaltec is a major domestic producer of shot, producing about 40,000
tons/year. Total current domestic steel shot production is approximately 285,000 tons/year.
In addition to their standard steel shot product, Metaltec does in fact produce an iron shot, a
near-pure ferrite shot with a minimum 99.8 percent Fe which is used in the chemical industry.

Mr. Stevers stated that other producers heat treat their shot after the shot is cast, resulting in a
thin oxide coating which can flake off during handling. The Metaltec casting process
produces bainite steel shot which does not require heat treatment, so the product is used
as-cast, having a clean surface without scale.

Mr. Stevers stated in a letter (2/17/94) that Metaltec manufactures a ferrite material, with a
specification that the Fe content be 99.8 percent Fe minimum. Possibly this near-pure iron
shot would be a suitable WP filler material. However, the product must be investigated
further, both as to use as actual filler material, and the possibility of using the product for
development testing. Of concern is the fact that this is a special purpose product which is
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ordinarily delivered in a mixed grade condition, whereas present requirements for this
application require graded shot.

It is suggested that steel shot which has not been heat treated may also be considered for the
filler testing, as this type of steel shot would be cleaner and would have surface conditions
more like that of near-pure iron shot. Beyond this one concern, at this point there are no
other apparent reasons why steel shot would not be a satisfactory substitute for the filler
material volumetric testing.

When it was indicated that a 21 PWR WP would require approximately 16,000-20,000 kg (17
to 22 tons) of shot for 85 percent fill, Stevers suggested construction of a new dedicated shot
production plant in Nevada. Present common uses for steel shot are: as abrasives (grit made
from crushed shot), for shot peening of surfaces, and as structural/thermal backup to
thin-walled shell castings.

Shot Sizing

Shot is produced by atomizing molten metal, wherein the droplets assume nearly spherical
shape before solidification. Shot size may be as high as 6 mm (1/4") with current production
hardware. The product is normally graded into various sizes. According to Mr. Reeves of
Ervin Industries, newer production techniques are available to produce quite small shot
(-0.4 mm and smaller) with more uniform size distribution, improving yield within the nominal
size range.

To avoid any tendency of separation of various size shot within the WP void, it is likely that
shot size would be limited to a fairly narrow grading size band (apropos the question of why
the larger nuts rise to the top of the can during handling). Cost of the graded shot would
depend somewhat on the ability of the process to provide a reasonable yield in that size
range, as the rejected shot would have to be recycled back to the process. It is recognized
that mixed grade shot provides a denser bulk material (-10 percent) which reduces bulk
interstitial void space; however, there is no plan at present to pursue examination of mixed
grade shot unless reduction of void space is found necessary for reasons of neutronics.

SAE has specifications for shot screenings, such as Specification J444. Typically, any
specified shot size number has 3 or 4 combinations of screen sizes, each with a related
percentage of shot which must pass or not pass through. The central two screen sizes bound
the bulk (75 to 80 percent) of the shot in that SAE size; and the average of the two screen
sizes would be roughly the nominal shot size. For SAE J444 size numbers of S230 and
larger, the ratio of the central two screen sizes is approximately 1.4, whereas below that size
the ratio is closer to 1.7. The effect of the larger ratio for the smaller SAE sizes is that shot
bulk density is somewhat higher as a result of the greater variation in actual shot size.

Graded steel shot density is indicated to be in the range of 4800 kg/rn3 (300 lb/ft3); mixed
grade may run 10 percent higher. Calculated complete fill of the proposed single-cell test
fixture (D=223.5 mm, L=4570 mm (D=8.80", L=180")), deducting for a 5x15 BW PWR fuel
assembly estimated volume of 0.0714 m3 (2.52 ft3), is estimated as 753 kg (1660 lb) for the
above mentioned density. Mr. Stevers of Metaltec Steel Abrasive Company stated that the
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graded steel shot current market price is $0.50/kg ($0.225/Ib) plus shipping cost, for 1-ton
lots.

6.11.7 Disposal Container/Waste Package ACD Cost Estimates

Estimated unit production costs for selected MPC disposal containers/waste packages, UCF
waste packages, and DHLW waste packages are presented in Table 6.11.7-1. MPC cost
estimates are given in Table 6.11.7-2. These costs are engineering estimates for conceptual
designs; thus, the costs are subject to revision as both the designs and cost estimates are
refined in the future. To lend perspective to the waste package cost estimates, the following
discussion serves to reiterate and summarize the status of the conceptual designs.

By the nature of the Advanced Conceptual Design Phase, essentially all the design inputs
needed for the design work are as yet unverified. Those design inputs yet requiring
verification include: MPC physical characteristics including the number of SNF assemblies,
disposal container barrier materials and thicknesses, SNF criticality control material selection,
design basis fuel selections for thermal analyses and neutronics analyses, selection of
repository thermal loading design basis, and emplacement parameters including drift size and
WP spacing.

Six different SNF waste package preliminary designs have been developed thus far, two for
MPCs and four for UCFs. All of the designs incorporate the multibarrier disposal container
configuration. However, none of the design details may be considered final; the designs are
not only based on unverified design inputs, but the necessary analyses have yet to be
performed by the Waste Package Design group, so as to either validate or cause revision of
the choices for the various design details.

The present requirement to consider multiple waste package sizes results from two
considerations. In the case of the MPC, the two sizes are the largest which can be
accommodated based on reactor facility existing crane load limitations. The second
consideration is that of repository thermal loading; current thermal loading studies are
considering a range of waste package thermal outputs, corresponding to various waste
package sizes (SNF capacities). Thus, to support the repository thermal loading studies, two
different sizes of UCF waste packages, having SNF capacities equivalent to the MPC waste
packages, are also being investigated during ACD.

The MPC is being designed to 10 CFR 71 and 10 CFR 72, Transportation and Storage
respectively, and to be as compatible as possible with 10 CFR 60. The UCF waste package
is being specifically designed to 10 CFR 60.

The design cases which consider fuel burnup credit allowance are the 21 PWR MPC and all
UCF waste packages. Taking a fuel burnup credit allowance results in a less bulky SNF
basket design, reducing size and weight of the basket somewhat, and concurrently slightly
reducing size and weight of the MPC disposal container or UCF waste package as well. On
the basis of burnup credit, the MPC and UCF 21 PWR cases in Table 6.11.7-1 are generally
comparable, whereas the 12 PWR cases have dissimilar basket designs. However, it should
be noted that presently the MPC design and the UCF waste package design do not have a
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Table 6.11.7-1 Waste Package Overall Dimensions, Masses, and Unit Production Costs

Waste Package/Disposal Container" Large Small 21 PWR 12 PWR HLW
Interface Parameters and Costs MPC MPC UCF UCF Waste

Waste Waste Waste Waste Package (4
Waste Package/Disposal Container Configuration: Package Package Package Package Canisters
Inner Bamer Clad to Outer Barrier Savannah

(BU Credit) (Flux Trap) (BU Credit) (BU Credit) River)

Outside Diameter, D, mm 1802 1531 1653 1320 1800

Outside Length, L, mm 5682 5647 5335 5335 3763

Loaded Mass with MPC or UCF, without Filler(2), kg 65,900 47,752 51,706 35,140 36,351

Unit Production Cost of Waste Package/Disposal Container $154,950 $125,050 $327,540 $223,150 $118,650

Unit Cost including PWR MPC $508,950 $411,850

Unit Cost including BWR MPC $586,950 $401,050

Notes: to Waste Package (WP); Uncanistered Fuel (UCF); Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC); High Level Waste
(2) The use of filler material is a design option.

(HLW); Bumup (BU)

Table 6.11.7-2 MPC Unit Costs

21 PWR 40 BWR 12 PWR 24 BWR
Large Large Small Small
MPC MPC MPC MPC

MPC Cost ') $354,000 $432,000 $286,800 $276,000

Note: () MPC Conceptual Design Report, 9/93, Vol. IV, Section 2, MPC System Cost (p. 7)0

( (



common basket design and size, which results in the MPC disposal container and UCF waste
package having slightly different inside diameters. The UCF waste package design and costs
are for the interlocking type basket design.

The baseline MPC material is 316L stainless steel, whereas Alloy 825 is considered an
alternate material. Should the MPC design choose the alternate material Alloy 825, then the
MPC would qualify as the inner corrosion barrier. The cost of materials places Alloy 825 at
nearly three times the cost of 316L (fabricator's unit cost of approximately $12.13/kg versus
$4.15/kg, or $5.50/lb versus $1.88/lb). Whether made of stainless steel or Alloy 825, the
MPC wall thickness would be essentially the same in either case because the thickness is
driven by imposed container stresses when in the fully loaded condition.

Design of the DHLW waste package remains less certain than the designs for SNF owing to a
present uncertainty as to outer barrier material selection. The possibility exists that the
presence of iron may promote dissolution of the glass and thus the release of actinides, which
has led to consideration of alternate outer barrier materials such as Alloy 400 (70Ni/30Cu) or
C 71500 (3ONi/7OCu).

6.11.7.1 Waste Package Cost Estimates

The multibarrier disposal container configuration nominally consists of a 100 mm A 516
carbon steel outer barrier plus a 20 mm Alloy 825 inner barrier. The cylindrical portion of
the inner barrier is clad to the outer barrier, whereas the lids are not clad and are separately ,
welded in place. Outer and inner lid thicknesses are 110 mm and 25 mm, respectiveLy. The
nominal UCF waste package design is an interlocking type basket design. An alternate baskets
design configuration is the tube type design. The waste package nominal handling feature is
the skirt extension of each end of the outer barrier. DHLW waste packages are presently
assumed to have the same multibarrier disposal container configuration, materials, and
thicknesses as for SNF.

It should be noted that present MPC disposal container and UCF disposal container (waste
package without basket) costs are based on two vendor budgetary estimates. The task of
obtaining additional and improved unit cost estimates is scheduled to begin next fiscal year.
No contingency factor has been added to any of the conceptual design cost estimates. Freight
cost is not included; representative values which may be used are: $1000 for 100 mm outer
barrier cases, $1800 for 200 mm outer barrier cases, and $2500 for an optional concrete
shield. Cost of closure operations performed at the MGDS surface facilities is not included.

Dimensions, masses, and estimated unit production costs for selected MPC disposal
containers/waste packages, UCF waste packages, and DHLW waste packages are presented in
Table 6.11.7-1. The length dimension is measured to the end of the skirt extension on each
end of the waste package. MPC cost estimates, listed in Table 6.11.7-2, were obtained from
the 1993 MPC Conceptual Design Report.
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6.11.7.2 Self Shielded Waste Package Costs

Two waste package design options have been examined relating to waste package radiation
shielding: 1) increasing outer barrier thickness from 100 mm to 200 mm, and 2) a concrete
shield container to encase the sealed waste package. The shielding analyses only examined
the case of MPC SNF. -For costing purposes, it was assumed that same shield thickness
would be appropriate for UCF SNF and DHLW waste packages; however, analyses would no
doubt result in different thicknesses for each of those cases. The design option to utilize a
concrete shield is called into question from a thermal standpoint, as waste package internal
temperature limitations would be exceeded due to the insulating effect of the shield. For this
reason, the self shielded waste package is not considered a viable option; however, the costing
study is included herein for completeness.

Shielded waste package costs are presented in Table 6.11.7-3. Figure 6.11.7-1 is a sketch of
a possible conceptual design of the shield showing trunnion locations and trunnion support
steel bands. Two different shield design configurations were examined, both 420 mm thick:
1) bare unclad concrete, and 2) concrete clad with 10 mm thickness of 304L stainless steel
inside and outside (hermetically sealed to prevent loss of water from the concrete mass).
Stainless steel is chosen for cladding costing purposes, as carbon steel corrosion (the material
originally chosen) is likely to be unacceptable for the 100 year or more retrieval period. Cost
of 304L stainless steel is about three times that of A 516 carbon steel. Should the repository
be designed to be a hot dry repository, then possibly carbon steel could be used for shield
cladding.

Costs for the disposal containers/waste packages in Table 6.11.7-3 are slightly less than in
Table 6.1 1.7-1; this is due to the waste package bottom end skirt being omitted for the case
of overpacking the waste package with a radiation shield. In addition to the shielded cases,
Table 6.11.7-3 presents configurations with a 200 mm thick outer barrier.
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Table 6.11.7-3 Waste Package/Disposal Container and Concrete Shield Unit Production Costs

21 PWR 12 PWR 21 PWR 12 PWR HLW 21 PWR 12 PWR 21 PWR 12 PWR HLW
Waste Package/Disposal Container MPC or MPC or UCF or UCF or Waste MPC or MPC or UCF or UCF or Waste
Unit Production Costs (1.2) 40 BWR 24 BWR 40 BWR 24 BWR Package 40 BWR 24 BWR 40 BWR 24 BWR Package
Waste Package/Disposal Container Configuration: MPC MPC UCF (3) UCF (3) (4 Canisters MPC MPC UCF (3) UCF (3) (4 Canisters

Inner Barrier Clad to Outer Barrier Disposal Disposal Waste Waste Savannah Disposal Disposal Waste Waste Savannah
Interlocking Basket Design for UCF WP Container Container Package Package River) Container Container Package Package River)

(Outer Barrier Thickness=) (100 mm) (100 n) (10 un) (100 mm) (100 mm) (200 mm) (200 mm) (200 mm) (200 mm) (200 mm)

Disposal Container/Waste Package $153,750 $124,040 S326,440 $222,280 $117,450 S226,440 5184,720 $389.230 $271.760 $169,460

Disposal Container plus Unclad Concrete Shield (4) $196,860 S159,580 $363,300 $251,320 S146,850 ..-- --

Disposal Container plus Clad Concrete Shield (4) $218,790 $178,830 $382,860 S267,760 $163,400 ..

PWR MPC with Disposal Container S507,750 $410,840 -- -- --..

PWR MPC with Disposal Container plus Unclad Shiel S550.860 $446,380 ..

PWR MPC with Disposal Container plus Clad Shield $572,790 $465,630 ..

BWR MPC with Disposal Container S585,750 $400,040 .

BWR MPC with Disposal Container plus Unclad S628,860 $435,580 . -; -: :_
Shield _

_ -~~ -, .,- -. . . .

BWR MPC with Disposal Container plus Clad Shield $650.790 $454,830 . _ . _ *.

A -.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

-1

I
_S

o~0_M5

Notes: I) Waste Package (WP); Uncanistered Fuel (UCF); Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC); High Level Waste (HlW); Burnup (U)
2) Excludes cost of any filler material (addition of filler material is a desigit boon)
3) Estimated: BWR UCF WP designs have not progressed to the same levelias for PWK costs assumed approximately equal
4) Concrete shield total thickness of 420 mm; clad case 10 mm stainless stel sheathinmgnside/ontside - -
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7. SURFACE REPOSITORY DESIGN DESCRIPTION

7.1 WASTE HANDLING BUILDING (WHB)

7.1.1 Reference Conceptual WHB Design

The reference concept of the WHB is the one produced and baselined in the 1987 SCP-CDR.
The sections below describe the salient features of the reference concept and compare the
features to the present conceptual thinking on the WHB.

7.1.1.1 Waste Forms

Reference Concept

The WHB is designed to handle specific waste forms. The waste forms that the reference
WHB is designed to handle are: 1) Bare spent fuel assemblies (SFAs); and 2) Defense high
level waste canisters (HLWC).

Current Concept

The waste forms currently expected to be handled in the WHB are: 1) Bare SFAs; 2) HLWC;
and 3) Multi-purpose canisters (MPCs). The MPCs are sealed metal canisters each carrying
SFAs. Two models of the MPCs are expected at the MGDS: 75T and 125T.

Whereas in the reference concept 100 percent of the fuel assemblies come bare, the current
scenario brings only I I percent of the SFAs bare while 89 percent of the SFAs come in
MPCs. This change makes waste handling more efficient: for example, twenty bare SFAs
require twenty maneuvers of the overhead crane in the cell to transfer while twenty SFAs
packaged in an MPC require only one crane maneuver to transfer. The resulting efficiency
tends to reduce the utilization of the waste handling lines in the WHB, thus reducing the
number of waste handling lines required.

7.1.1.2 Shipment Scenario

Reference Concept

The rate at which waste arrives and flows through the WHB determines the size of the WHB.
For the reference case in the SCP-CDR, the shipment schedule, in terms of rail and truck
casks, is shown in the table below.
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Table 7-1. Rail and Truck Cask Shipment Schedule

Year SFA Shipments

Rail I Truck

1 HLWC Shipments

Rail ! Truck

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

18

18

18

41

83

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

139

51

2,870

ii
I

I

I

304

304

304

685

1369

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

2282

837

47,161

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

194

436

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

15,030Total
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Current Concept

Table 7-2. Current Shipment Scenario

Year SFA Shipments

Rail Truck

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

51

110

191

297

411

422

403

421

398

378

405

390

392

402

393

403

395

402

398

425

407

409

413

265

8,581

10

27

66

54

76

58

72

56

47

49

32

35

46

36

28

58

I 37

i 36

61

32

34

27

90

16

1,083

-

10

0

0

iO
0

0

0

0

10

10

lo

1

io
10

0IIo
Io

I o

io

HLWC Shipments
--- I 1 - -

Rail Truck
.-4

ii

.I

0

0

0

0

0

159

161

160

160

159

161

159

161

160

159

160

160

160

j160

161

74

73

I60

0

2,607Total
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While the reference shipment scenario is a predominantly truck scenario, the current scenario
is a predominantly rail scenario: in the reference scenario, only 4 percent of the waste comes
by rail; in the current scenario, 91 percent of the waste comes by rail. Rail shipments bring
large amounts of waste at once per shipment, which makes rail waste handling a more
efficient operation than truck waste handling. Again, the efficiency tends to reduce the
utilization of the waste handling lines in the WHB, thus reducing the number of waste
handling lines required.

7.1.1.3 Number of WHs

Reference Concept

In order to start receiving waste by 1998, the date stipulated by the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act, the DOE elected to construct and operate the repository in two stages: construct one
WHB, called WHB 1, first to start receiving SFAs by 1998, and then construct WHB 2.
When WHB 2 comes on line, WHB 1 is relegated to handling HLWC only. Figures 7.1-1
and 7.1-2 show WHB 1 and WHB 2 respectively.

Current Concept

Due to programmatic changes in the direction of the CRWMS, the two WHBs of the
reference concept have been merged into one WHB. Figures 7.1-3 to 7.1-10 show the current
concept of the WHB. The sections below describe how the current WHB compares with
WHB 2, the main WHB of the reference concept.

7.1.1.4 WB Cask Receipt Concept and Operations

Reference Concept

The shipments of the reference concept are predominantly truck shipments. Trucks bring
smaller quantities of waste at a time than do rail shipments. This means truck shipments
require more cask handling, for which reason the SCP-CDR WHBs have four truck receipt
areas and no rail receipt areas in WHB I and eight truck areas and only four rail areas in
WHB 2. Each receipt area has its own air lock, which renders WHB 2 with eight airlocks.

An overview of cask receipt operations for the reference concept is shown in Figure 7.1-1 1.
Note that once a cask enters a slot in the WHB receiving area, the slot is held until the cask
is unloaded and exits the WHB.

Current Concept

The current shipment scenario is a predominantly rail scenario. Rail shipments bring large
amounts of waste at a time, which helps in reducing the size of the WHB. In the current
WHB concept, the WHB has a single receiving area for both rail and truck. Entry to the
receiving area is through a single air lock. Rail shipments enter and exit through the same air
lock while truck shipments enter from one end of the receiving area and exit through the
other end.
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Figure 7.1-11. Reference Concept: Receipt Operation
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An overview of the current cask receipt operations is shown in Figure 7.1-12. In this
concept, the carrier is prepared for unloading in a shed outside the WHB. This helps in
reducing the number of receiving slots required inside the WHB. Even when the carrier does
bring the cask into the WHB, the carrier does not stay in the WHB. The cask is taken off the
carrier, and then the empty carrier is taken outside the WHB, where it waits until the cask has
been unloaded and is ready to leave the WHB. Then the carrier is brought back into the
WHB on the unloaded cask lane. The cask is loaded on the carrier, and the carrier is moved
out of the WHB. The carrier is prepared for dispatch outside the WHB. Preparing carriers
for receipt and dispatch are time consuming operations. Moving these operations out of the
WHB helps in reducing the size of and simplifying the receiving area.

7.1.1.5 WHB Cask Preparation Area Concept and Operations

In the cask preparation area, a loaded cask is prepared for unloading and an unloaded cask is
sealed and prepared for dispatch.

Reference Concept

The preparation area in the reference concept is a trench that runs the length of the WHB. In
the preparation area, a cart accepts the cask. After the cask is prepared for unloading, the
cart moves the cask into the port room, where the cask mates with the cell port. The port
room is separated from the preparation area by a roll-up door. A shadow shield drops down
to prevent neutron streaming into the preparation area.

The WHB 2 preparation area has eight preparation stations, one for each slot in the receiving
bay, and also one for each port in the transfer cell. Each preparation station accommodates
only one cask at a time. Thus in the reference concept, operations for preparation, unloading,
and preparation for dispatch are done in series on one cask at a time.

Current Concept

The preparation area in the current concept of the WHB is at the same level as the bay.
Shield doors, instead of shadow shields, protect the preparation area from neutron streaming
out of the port rooms. The preparation area has four preparation stations, one for each port of
the transfer cell. Each station accommodates two casks. While one cask is being unloaded at
the cell, another cask is being prepared either for unloading or for dispatch. Thus in the
current concept, the operations for preparation, unloading, and preparation for dispatch can be
done in parallel between two casks, which helps in reducing the number of ports required in
the cell and hence in reducing the overall size of the WHB.

7.1.1.6 WHB Transfer Cell Concept and Operations

The transfer cell is where waste forms are transferred from transport casks to waste packages.
This is also where the waste packages are closed and temporarily stored until transfer to the
underground transporter.
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Figure 7.1-12. Current Concept: Receipt Operations
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Reference Concept

The transfer cell of the reference concept has eight cask ports. The cell has no lag storage.
Instead, the cell has ten carts, each capable of carrying six SFAs, two of the carts reserved for
SFAs found damaged and overpacked into canisters. The carts double as lag storage,
providing a buffer between the transfer cell and the downstream areas.

The downstream areas are the consolidation cells, packaging cells, and the vault. The
consolidation cells, four of them, are where the fuel rods are cut from the SFA frames and
fittings. In the packaging cell, two of them, the rods are packaged separately and the frames
and end fittings are compacted and packaged separately. The resulting packages, called waste
packages, are closed by friction welding. The closed packages are stored in the vault until
pick up by the underground. The vault accommodates 112 waste packages.

An overview of the cell operations for the reference concept is shown in Figure 7.1-13.

Current Concept

Programmatic changes have eliminated rod consolidation, and therefore, the consolidation
cell.

Further, computer simulations done in FY 1993 have shown that doubling carts as lag storage
creates severe bottlenecks. In-cell lag storage serviced by cell cranes is a more efficient lag
storage. The carts, by the very nature of their operation, enforced a rigid link between the
front and tail ends of the facility in the reference concept. The in-cell lag storage in the
current concept effectively separates the two ends so that, for an adequately sized lag storage,
delays in the tail end do not impact cask handling upstream. This improves cask turnaround
time.

With the elimination of the consolidation cell and the carts plying between cells, the WHB in
the current concept is a simpler facility.

Since 89 percent of the SFAs are expected to come in MPCs, inspection time is significantly
reduced. For example, in the reference concept, which is designed for handling bare SFAs
only, each SFA is inspected. Assume that the truck casks assumed in the reference concept
are the GA-4 and GA-9. A GA-4 brings 4 PWR SFAs; a GA-9 brings 9 BWR SFAs.
Assume that the mix of GA-4/GA-9 shipments is 50/50. Then the number of PWRs handled
in the reference concept is: 94,322; number of BWRs handled: 212,224. Assume time per
inspection per SFA: 5 minutes, which is optimistic. Then total time spent in SFA inspection
with eight inspection stations is: 133 days, non-stop: that is, assuming round the clock
operation. Clearly, and as computer simulations also showed during the simulation efforts of
FY 1993, inspection consumes unreasonable time in the reference concept. The current
concept does not eliminate the inspection but streamlines the process. In the preparation area,
where the cask is prepared for unloading prior to its mating with the cell port, the cask cavity
is sampled. If a cask shows indication of a breached SFA, then the SFAs of only that cask
are inspected in the cell. Further, in the current concept, due to the MPC, inspection time is
eliminated for the MPCs.
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Figure 7.1-13. Reference Concept: Cell Operations
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The current concept has no carts. Further, the waste package in the reference concept
accommodates 3 intact PWR and 6 intact BWR SFAs. (The term "intact" implies
unconsolidated SFAs.) In the current concept, the waste package accommodates up to 21
intact PWR and 40 intact BWR SFAs. The larger waste package reduces the size of the
vault. Computer simulations show that a vault capacity of 40 suffices for steady state
operations between the surface and the underground.

An overview of the cell operations for the reference concept is shown in Figure 7.1-14.

7.1.1.7 Design Methodology

Reference Concept

The reference concept of the WHB was developed from the given shipment scenarios through
largely manual computations. A list of operations was developed; times were assigned to the
operations; interferences were checked; and the reference concept developed to suit the
operations.

Current Concept

The current concept of the WHB has been developed through computer simulations of WHB
operations. Computer simulations help design the WHB for realistic conditions of operations
something quite difficult to achieve with manual and purely mathematical calculations.

The WHB receives hundreds of shipments of several different waste forms simultaneously.
Waste arrives in casks with different operational features, such as on-carrier or off-carrier
storage of personnel barriers and impact limiters. Shipments may come by rail or on truck.
Each shipment has a different capacity. Each shipment competes with others for limited
resources. Resources suffer breakdowns or simply go off line routinely for preventive
maintenance. Some operations occur in series; others occur in parallel. Some shipments
undergo lengthy operations such as weeping decontamination; other shipments move swiftly
though the facility.

All these realistic conditions, operational, make it difficult for manual calculations to
accurately size and optimize the WHB's resources. Computer simulation, on the other hand,
takes all these realistic conditions into account. Therefore, computer simulations have been
relied on extensively for the development of the current concept of the WHB.

The computer simulations were developed as follows.

First, detailed operations flow charts were developed. Flow charting is a superior method of
sequencing operations rather than mere listings. The operations flow charts of the current
concept show what operations occur when, for how long, and what resources the operations
tie up. Serial and parallel operations are clearly marked. The flow charts also show decision
points and the outcome of the decisions and the probabilities of the outcome. The
probabilities are based on field data: for example, field data, reported in a paper based on data
collected on actual cask shipments, suggests that the probability of a cask arriving weeping is
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Figure 7.1-14. Current Concept: Cell Operations
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8 percent. This field data is reflected in the flow charts. Similarly, the mean time between
failures and repair for key resources such as cranes, prime movers, etc. has been collected
from existing DOE nuclear installations and put into the flow charts and simulations.
Appendix E shows the WHB operations flow charts for the current concepts. The overall
layout of the operations flow charts is shown in Figure 7.1-15.

Second, computer simulation is derived from the operations flow charts. The simulation is
developed with an off-the-shelf, commercially available simulation software called
Slamsystem. The simulation developed is verified and validated by systems modeling
professionals, per quality assurance procedures. The verification and validation ensure that:
(a) the simulation follows the logic of the operations flow charts; (b) operational durations
and decision probabilities in the simulation are the same as in the flow charts; (c) all
materials are accounted for: that is, a cask that enters the facility does indeed exit or is
otherwise accounted for, and likewise for each waste form. The current concepts of the WHB
are derived from this simulation effort.
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8. SUBSURFACE REPOSITORY DESIGN DESCRIPTION

This report section summarizes much of the work completed by the repository subsurface
design group during the 1994 fiscal year (FY94), and represents a portion of the ongoing,
repository Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD) effort. Information is drawn from other ACD
reports prepared and submitted during the year, and from other program studies, including the
Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) Title II design. Site specific data gathered by the
Surface-Based Testing (SBT) program has been included to the extent that it became available
early enough for use in the designs presented herein.

The work that was performed in support of the repository subsurface designs presented in this
section was of a conceptual nature. None of the repository layout work presented herein
should be construed as having been developed through, or as a product of, detailed design
evaluations. Rather, it should be regarded as the result of iterative thought processes that
present ideas in a format that facilitates further review and refinement as the ACD program
develops.

Geological and geoengineering information that is provided is based, in part, on a review of
available literature and data specific to Yucca Mountain. The latest information from the
SBT program is included to the extent that it became available early enough to be
incorporated into the conceptual designs presented herein. This information has been collected
in a design analysis (M&O, 1994s) that presents topographic, structural contour, faulting,
water table and other base maps that were used in developing the repository layouts included
in this section. Many of these maps were developed using the Lynx geologic computer
model, a program that has been approved for use in quality affecting work. However, the
bulk of the geologic borehole data used by the model was not collected in accordance with an
approved QA program. While much of the borehole data are of indeterminate quality, the
information is the best that was readily available when the work was performed and its use is
consistent with past YMP design efforts.

Current waste package ACD and systems studies efforts are evaluating a wide range of
potential package configurations and capacities. The conceptual repository layout designs
presented in this section utilize one of the larger, MPC-based package sizes. Ultimate
selection of a recommended package configuration will influence the required subsurface
opening sizes, so any dimensional data provided herein should be considered as very
preliminary in nature. If the YMP program were to adopt one of the smaller (6 PWR
assembly +/-) waste packages, then entirely different layout concepts might be warranted.

Discussions of thermal considerations represent a compilation of the more relevant work that
has been performed in the past, little of which considered in-drift emplacement of waste
packages as a potential emplacement mode. The layout work described in this section
emphasizes the in-drift mode, but does not have the support of detailed thermal,
thermomechanical, and thermal-hydrological evaluations.

Rather than adopt a particular thermal loading as a design basis, the layouts that are presented
were designed to maximize the utilization of available subsurface area consistent with a set of
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design assumptions and/or objectives. The minimum thermal loading that the available area
could support, based on emplacement of an assumed total waste inventory, was then back-
calculated using the net area available after standoffs and other, non-emplaced zones were
subtracted.

Details regarding optimal emplacement drift spacing and waste package spacing are not
provided. Determination of these parameters is part of a much larger problem involving the
potential systems that are defined by specific waste package sizes and thermal characteristics;
drift sizes; drift and package spacings; thermal loading strategies; host rock thermal,
thermomechanical, and hydrologic properties; and thermal goals. Ultimately, through the use
of broad ranging systems studies, a design will be developed that optimizes this system,
consistent with meeting all of the final thermal goals and stability constraints that will bound
the problem. Concepts presented in this report did not have the support of any such analysis.

The emplacement concepts and operational schemes discussed are very preliminary in nature
and have not undergone detailed reviews with regard to personnel radiological safety or long
term performance assessment considerations. They are presented as potential methods of
storing the waste in configurations that include retrieval as one of the primary requirements
that must be accommodated. The schemes are purely conceptual in nature and will likely be
subject to much refinement or revision in the future.

The conceptual repository layout work presented in this section was performed by inspection
and using engineering judgment. In other words, the geologic base maps (included in M&O,
1994s) were used as control in an iterative process of manually sketching lines on overlay
sheets until a layout was established that provided a logistical framework of subsurface
openings that fit within various physical boundaries set by both the fundamental program
requirements, and the objectives/assumptions adopted for the particular layout.

None of the layout work has benefitted from long-term performance evaluations, but results
do not appear to differ significantly from previously baselined concepts in any way that is
considered to be less capable of providing the long-term isolation that is needed.

A great deal of work remains to be performed in the area of repository subsurface design.
This work requires the application of mining engineering techniques normally exercised in
developing the layouts and operational systems for underground mines, but using a primary
excavation tool, the TBM, that has historically been employed only in civil engineering
tunnelling projects because of the reduced flexibility inherent in this excavation method. It is
doubtful that the TBM has ever been used in what would be called a "production mode" in an
underground mine, and certainly not on the scale that is necessary for an underground
repository. If one contemplates the logistical problem of developing a functional repository
layout that is readily constructable using TBMs, together with the inter-related, yet separate
problem of defining an emplacement mode and technique that will perform well in terms of
personnel radiological safety and waste isolation concerns, one can begin to appreciate the
task that is ahead.
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8.1 REFERENCE CONCEPTUAL REPOSITORY DESIGN

A conceptual design of a potential, high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain is
described in Chapter 6 of the SCP (DOE,1988) and is based on evaluations presented in the
SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987a). The configuration of the SCP-CDR repository layout, using the
vertical emplacement mode, is shown in Figure 8.1-1. Another conceptual layout, carried as
an alternative in the SCP-CDR, used a horizontal emplacement mode. The vertical mode
waste emplacement geometry, the horizontal mode layout, and the horizontal mode
emplacement geometry are shown on Figures 8.1-2, 8.1-3, and 8.1-4 respectively.

A later report, the Exploratory Studies Facility Alternative Study (ESFAS) (SNL, 1991a),
evaluated 34 different, integrated ESF/repository configurations. The study concluded that the
alternative identified as Option 30 was most preferred, based on a multi-attribute decision
analysis that considered waste-isolation, operability, programmatic, and other features of the
various designs. This option included two 7.6 m diameter ramps excavated by TBM and two
7.6 m diameter shafts for repository access. Figure 8.1-5 shows the general layout features of
the Option 30 configuration (SNL, 1991a). This layout facilitated the use of the TBM
excavation method for construction of ramps, access drifts, and emplacement drifts. Option
30 contained the dedicated main test level (MTL) area in the southeast area of the repository
footprint, but was later modified to move the MTL into the northeast corner of the repository
footprint and to include an optional shaft for site characterization purposes. The resulting
layout was called "Modified Option 30."

The Modified Option 30 layout became the starting point for Title I ESF design via a
document (YMP, 1991a) that also stressed the need to pursue development of other
ESF/Repository layouts that incorporate all of the favorable waste-isolation design features
identified in the ESFAS. The Modified Option 30 repository configuration (Figure 8.1-6)
showed the north Topopah Spring Level (TSL) ramp at a slope of 9.52 percent and the main
TSL drift sloping at 5.92 percent.

A revision to the slopes of the North Ramp and Main Drift was made during ESF Title I
design. The revision consisted of changing the elevation of the "entry point," which is the
point where the curve of the North Ramp ends and the TSL Main Drift begins. Reevaluation
of the TSw1ITSw2 geologic contact in drillhole cores allowed the entry point to be raised by
42.7 m, thereby reducing the North Ramp slope to 6.9 percent and the TSL main drift slope
to 4.7 percent. The configuration of the ESF and the potential repository in plan view were
generally unaffected by the change in elevation at the entry point.

An enhanced ESF layout that offers numerous advantages to the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Project (YMP) was developed by the CRWMS M&O in 1993 and has been
submitted to and accepted by the YMP Change Control Board (CCB).
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Entitled, "Description and Rationale for Enhancement to the Baseline ESF Configuration"
(M&O, 1993e), the document proposes changes that are consistent with recommendations
made in YMP (1991a), i.e., to examine potential ESF/repository layouts that incorporate
waste-isolation attributes of other highly-ranked alternatives included in the ESFAS but which
were not incorporated in the selected ESFAS option. Additionally, the repository subsurface
design group completed a repository conceptual design report entitled Repository Subsurface
Layout Options and ESF Interface (M&O, 1993b) that was submitted to the DOE in
December 1993. That report described various operational elements and features of the
conceptual repository layout that was presented with the proposed ESF reconfiguration.

Finally, a new set of ESF/potential repository interface drawings (M&O, 1994o) was
developed and submitted to the DOE on February 28, 1994, supported by a design analysis
(M&O, 1994a) that brought forward results from M&O, 1993a and M&O, 1993b. These
drawings have been baselined and provide an interim reference for ongoing ESF Title II
design regarding ESF/repository subsurface layout geometry and functional relationships. One
of these drawings is presented here as Figure 8.1-7.

The current conceptual repository design, presented as the interim layout in Section 8.6.3, is
considered to be a refinement to the baselined repository configuration presented in
Figure 8.1-7.
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8.2 GEOENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

8.2.1 Repository Horizon Selection

8.2.1.1 Stratigraphic Criteria for Constructibility and Emplacement

A. Constructibility and Maintenance

The TBM starter tunnel for the ESF North Ramp is in the upper lithophysal zone of the
Tiva Canyon member described as having abundant lithophysae up to 300 mm in diameter
(USBR, 1992). Actual percentages of lithophysal cavities are not known. Observations
during excavation of the starter tunnel indicate that drilling holes and placing rock bolts
are more difficult in ground containing lithophysae cavities. Drill holes tend to block off
and additional grout is needed to anchor rock bolts. In addition, the starter tunnel work
indicates that long-term maintenance of unsupported or lightly supported openings may be
increased by ground with significant lithophysae. As a cautionary note, the near-surface
location of the starter tunnel indicates that weathering could have aggravated the behavior
of the high lithophysal ground. Conclusions based on these observations are thus
preliminary. Moreover, a lithophysal cavity density that precludes an effective support
system for repository development has not been identified.

Based on the ESF experience, there appear to be constructural and operational advantages,
at least for certain support systems such as rock bolts, to locating underground openings
as well as ground support elements in tuff that contains few or no lithophysal cavities.
Thus, in regard to ground support for typical 7.6-m-diameter drifts, a 5-meter-thick zone
containing less than 10 percent lithophysal cavities at the crown and sidewalls of an
opening, is determined to be adequate for installation of rock reinforcement. A 5-meter-
thick zone allows for a nominal rockbolt length of 3.0 m, such as planned for the North
Ramp (M&O, 1994t), plus an additional allowance for longer support elements should
they be required.

B. Rock Quality

There are no empirical data yet available on the performance of TBM driven tunnels in
the tuff at Yucca Mountain. Excavation of the TS North Ramp will provide the first
information of this sort. Thus, the relationship between rock quality, as evidenced by
RQD, Q-index, and RMR-index, and the behavior of openings has not been determined.
Also, within the TSw2 there do not appear to be continuous zones or strata of uniform
rock quality that could be used to define appropriate repository limits, therefore RQD and
rock classification parameters are not considered useful as factors in determining suitable
boundaries (Section 5.2).

C. Thermal Property Considerations

Based on information given in Section 5.2 on thermal conductivity, it appears conservative
to avoid rock containing more than 10 percent cavities on the assumption that adverse
temperature effects will result.
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D. Thermal Goal Considerations

Thermal goals cited in Section 8.3 and Table 8.3.1-1 require assessment of the effect of
waste-induced temperature on the ground surface and on certain stratigraphic horizons.
Vertical, as well as horizontal, adjustments may be required in repository configuration to
meet these goals. For example, goals 4 and 5 are intended to limit surface temperature
rise and surface uplift, respectively. Changes in repository elevation would be one way to
control such perturbations. Goals 1 and 2, on the other hand, limit the temperature of the
CHn and TSw3 units, respectively, to less than I 15C in order that zeolites contained in
these and lower strata not be altered. Analysis is required to determine specific standoff
distances (mainly vertical, but perhaps horizontal as well) resulting from application of
these goals. Results will depend on inputs such as thermal loads and repository layout
geometry, but not directly on the definition of repository block limits as presented herein.

Preliminary analyses, done for the vertical emplacement mode (M&O, 1993b, Section
5.1.4), have determined possible standoffs due to meeting goals I and 2. The distance to
the top of the TSw3 is considered critical in meeting these goals because the TSw3 unit is
shallower (closer to the repository horizon) than the CHn; therefore, meeting the
temperature goal for TSw3 automatically satisfies the goal for CHn. Results show the
relationship between local areal power density (LAPD) and the TSw2/TSw3 contact
temperature. For LAPDs above 28.2 W/m2 (114 kW/acre), the 15C goal is exceeded at
the TSw2/TSw3 contact at a distance of 60 m or less from the repository horizon to the
contact. For LAPDs of 22.2 W/m2 (90 kW/acre), the critical distance is 40 m. The
influence of repository "edge effects," which serve to reduce temperatures at the margins
of an emplacement area, may lessen the impact of this criterion in certain areas of the
repository. More detailed analyses, for all applicable thermal goals, are required to
provide an accurate basis for actual design standoffs.

E. Potential Repository Block Limits

Repository block limits given here are not intended to preclude or constrain the use of
different criteria that may be developed as the result of future studies regarding the
definition of repository block limits. Conclusions on repository block limits apply only to
the current conceptual repository design (ACD) and are based on currently available data.
In addition, conclusions apply to a potential repository development area generally defined
by the primary area but not necessarily to potential expansion areas (Section 8.2.1.5).
Limits for potential repository development in the vicinity of the primary area are
summarized as shown below. (Repository block limits are not necessarily listed in the
order of importance; section numbers are called out for reference.)

Lateral Limits - Lateral limits are defined mainly by faults plus standoffs applied to major
faults. For example, Figures 5.1.2-3, 5.1.2-4, and 5.1.5-2 show fault traces that can be
used to define repository limits at given elevations. Lateral limits are also set to the
extent practical by standoffs from the major faults; for example, the 60-meter standoff
from presumed Type I faults and the 120-meter standoff on the west side of the Ghost
Dance fault. The area available for repository development at a given elevation would lie
outside the zone established by the fault trace and the appropriate standoff.
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In addition, the 200-meter overburden requirement (Figure 5.1.1-2) results in a lateral
constraint.

Upper Limits - The 200-meter overburden requirement (Section 5.1.1 and Figure 5.1.1-2)
establishes an upper vertical limit for defining the usable repository block for ACD.

Within the TSw1 and TSw2, there do not appear to be zones or strata with consistent
RQD having sufficient lateral continuity to define appropriate repository limits; therefore,
RQD and rock classification parameters do not appear particularly useful as factors in
determining repository boundaries.

In regard to lithophysal cavity density, extensive zones of high cavity content (>10
percent) do not occur within the TSw2. Also, the three lithophysal zones mapped within
the TSw2 rarely contain greater than 5 percent lithophysal cavity content; therefore, the
TSw2 can be treated as one unit so far as lithophysal content is concerned. The apparent
presence of a zone of relatively high lithophysal cavity density in the lowermost part of
the TSwl unit appears to be one of the only stratigraphic features that could be considered
an upper vertical bound to repository development due to possible waste emplacement and
constructibility concerns. Such conclusions are tentative and are intended only as a
preliminary assessment for conceptual design (ACD). Thus, more detailed criteria in
regard to opening stability, constructibility, and waste emplacement are ultimately needed
to determine the limitations of this lithophysal zone as an upper boundary. A possible
outcome of further investigations could be that the entire TSwl unit is acceptable for
repository development with the only bound being that due to overburden. The current
approach, however, is to regard zones of relatively high lithophysal porosity as important
to design.

For ACD, the upper limit for repository development, excluding accesses, is considered to
be determined by a standoff of 5 m from the base of the zone marked on Figures 5.1.2-2,
5.1.2-5, and 5.2-1. as ">10 percent." Current data are insufficient to create a structure
contour map of the base of the >10 percent zone; however, elevations of this surface are
noted on Figure 5.1.2-3. In the northern part of the primary area, this surface ranges from
24 to 49 m above the TSwl/TSw2 contact; while at the south end, the surface is 12 m
(USW G-3/GU-3) above the TSwl/TSw2 contact.

Additional upper limits that must be considered are defined by the application of the
thermal goals (Section 8.2.1 D). Adjustments to the vertical position of the repository
layout could be necessary to meet these goals.

Lower limits - Even though there are no lithophysal cavities in the TSw3 (vitrophyre), and
RQD values are consistently greater than 50 percent, brittle behavior may affect
development of openings in the TSw3 (Section 5.2.1.2). Thus, avoidance of the TSw3
may be prudent for reasons of ground control. No standoff is considered necessary.
Since the TSw3 is very thin in places (USGS, 1984c), the underlying CHn1 unit (Calico
Hills) could be encountered, although this appears to be a remote possibility. The CHnI
unit is of relatively low strength (Section 5.2.1.2); therefore, it is considered prudent for
excavation stability to establish a minimum standoff requirement from the CHn1 to
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provide ground of sufficient strength and thickness. A standoff of 5 m is arbitrarily
selected for this purpose.

A lower limit for repository development is also defined by a thermal load standoff from
the TSw3 that is yet to be determined, since the required distance depends on repository
thermal load, emplacement mode, and overall repository configuration (refer to Thermal
Goal Considerations above).

Additional criteria, not yet evaluated, will study the presence of perched groundwater at
the top of the TSw3 unit. A hydrologic assessment is required to determine the impact of
the perched groundwater condition on repository development.

8.2.1.2 Rock Parameters for Mechanical Excavation

In addition to machine characteristics, the cutting performance of a tunnel boring machine in
hard rock is primarily a function of unconfined compressive strength, tensile strength,
abrasivity, joint frequency or RQD, and density. Physical and mechanical data for use in the
design and production estimation of mechanical excavation systems are given in RSN (1992).
Compiled in this report are mineralogical, porosity, density, strength, deformability, hardness,
and abrasivity data from tests on intact samples of principal rock units at Yucca Mountain.
For further details on data for mechanical excavation refer to SNL (1992b), and SNL (1992a).
Rock parameters for the TSw2 unit that are important to mechanical excavation are given in
Table 8.2.1-1.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.2.1, lithophysal porosity appears to be the most mappable feature
of the Topopah Spring member. Bulk density and intact (non-jointed) strength are correlative
with porosity and thus variations in these properties can be anticipated on the basis of
porosity. TSw2 has an intact compressive strength comparable to TSwl; however, the
strength of the lithophysae-rich TSw1 is only about one tenth of the intact TSw2 (YMP
1994a, Section 1.1322). RQD and joint frequency, although relatively consistent for
thicknesses of TSw2 as great as 60 to 90 m according to data in SNL (1993c, Appendix C) is
not laterally predictable (Section 5.2). Quartz content is uniform throughout TSw2 except in
fractures where quartz content is much higher, for example 67 percent in one case.

8.2.1.3 Preferred Orientation of Drifts

The designation of a favorable drift alignment does not mean that other alignments are not
feasible, but that, based on current information, drifts are likely to be more self-supporting
along certain orientations. The preferred alignment for a drift relative to steeply dipping
planar structures such as joints or faults is perpendicular to the joint or fault strike (SNL,
1987a, Section 6.4.2). Likewise, the preferred alignment for a drift that crosses the
intersection of a shallow joint set and a steep joint set is perpendicular to the line of
intersection.

Data in Table 5.1.6-1 show a joint set with dips from 10 to 20 degrees that appears in at least
three of the borings. The intersection of this low-angled set with the steeply-dipping sets
forms wedges and blocks that are a worst case for drifts oriented parallel to the line of
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intersection or close to the strike of the steeply-dipping joint sets. A parallel drift/joint-
intersection orientation also may result in an irregular profile due to overbreak. In addition,
sidewall buckling could result where thin slabs occur between vertical joints parallel to the
opening, although this is not as likely with a TBM-produced circular cross section.

A drift oriented perpendicular to a zone of jointed rock encounters the least amount of
potentially unstable wedges or blocks. At drift/joint angles less than 900 a greater length of
jointed ground will be encountered. The length of jointed ground is increased 1.4 times at
450, 2 times at 300, and 3 times at 200. For intersections less than 200 the drift length in
jointed ground increases rapidly. As a preliminary criterion, the preferred drift alignment is
one that makes an angle of at least 300 with the dominate joint orientations.

In the case of two intersecting joint sets, the line of intersection is steep, and the optimum
orientation for drifts will be close to the bisector of the larger angle between the strikes of the
joint sets (SNL, 1987a, Section 6.4.2). Applying the 30° standoff, the most favorable drift
alignments for the joint set trends in Table 5.1.6-1 are between N700W and S750 W.

Table 8.2.1-1. Rock Parameters Important to Mechanical Excavation

Parameter Mean | Range Source

Unconfined 161 MPa 98 to 224 MPa SNL (1993d,
compressive Table 3-1)
strength l

Tensile strength 3.62 MPa 0.35 to 10.67 MPa SNL (1993d,
Table 6-2, rock 
mass values)

RQD 41 % 16 to 84 % SNL (1993c,
Table 5-9)

Joint frequency 19.64 m-3 5.41 to 40.61 nY3 SNL (1993c,
(volumetric) Table 3-12)

Bulk density 2.297 kg/m3 2.209 to 2.385 YMP (1994a, item
kg/rm3 1.1325, 4/4)

Quartz content 33 % 29 to 38 % LANL (1989,
Appendix A,
USW G-4)
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8.2.1A Joint Parameters

Joints are abundant in the tuff rock mass at Yucca Mountain, especially in the densely welded
tuff of the Topopah Spring Member (SNL, 1993c, Section 6). Since the state of stress at the
proposed repository horizon is relatively low, jointing is expected to control the mode of
deformation of the underground openings (Section 5.1.3). Design analysis, therefore, must
consider the effect of jointing. Empirical and analytical methods, used to examine excavation
stability and select rock reinforcement, require joint parameters as input. The Q and RMR
systems, for example, are based on such joint-related parameters as RQD (Section 5.2),
number of joint sets, joint roughness, and joint alteration. Additional parameters include rock
intact strength, groundwater, and stress state. Numerical codes designed to model jointing
require information on joint geometry such as orientation, spacing, and continuity as well as
joint strength and stiffness properties.

Sources of joint data for the TSw2 unit are SNL (1991b, Section 12.2) and SNL (1993c and
1993d). Based on these sources and borehole data from current drilling (SNL, 1993a and
1994a), the TSw2 unit is a densely welded tuff with one to three near-vertical joint sets that
account for the majority of joints and one sub-horizontal joint set that occurs infrequently.
The frequency of joints dipping from 60 to 90° ranges from 0.19 to 24.07 joints/m, which
corresponds to joint spacings from 5.26 m to 41 mm, respectively. Joint roughness ranges
from smooth and undulating to discontinuous. Fracture fillings are thin and consist of
manganese oxide and calcite.

Rock classifications for the TSw2 unit are given in Table 8.2.1-2 based on the above sources.
These data and preliminary RQD values from Section 5.2 indicate a highly jointed rock mass.
However, joint roughness and the lack of significant fracture fillings also indicate the TSw2
unit is an interlocking rock mass.

Table 8.2.1-2. Rock Classifications for the TSw2 Unit

TSw2 Rock J l l
Quality Category | 1 2 3 45

RQD 16 26 41 62 84
very poor poor poor fair good

Q 0.21 0.57 1.94 12.30 64.96
very poor very poor poor good very

____ ___ __ ___ ___ good

RMR 49 57 62 73 82
fair fair good good very

good
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8.2.1.5 Expansion of the Usable Portion of the Primary Area

Areas to the north, west, and south of the primary repository area are identified in the SCP-
CDR (SNL 1987a, Chapter 8, p. 8-14, "Usable area and flexibility evaluation") as proposed
expansion areas. The areas are considered potentially usable because they are geologically
similar to the primary area but await further characterization. This implies that the expansion
areas are in the same category as the primary area and depend on further subsurface
investigation to determine ultimate acceptability.

Except for the Ghost Dance fault zone, the primary area contains relatively few faults, most
of which have minor offsets (20 m or less) and rare fault breccias (SNL 1987a). The
potential expansion areas also have a relatively low fault density. For example, the boundary
between the primary area and the expansion area immediately to the southeast is only
approximate since the two areas are considered geologically similar. Available thickness of
the TSw2 is not well documented in the expansion area, but indications are a suitable TSw2
thickness exists. Thus, there do not appear to be any stratigraphic or structural constraints to
preclude using the expansion areas for repository development.
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8.3 THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS

83.1 Thermal Goals

To obtain a license to emplace nuclear waste, a potential repository must comply with certain
performance standards for both postclosure and preclosure, and meet the performance goals
established in the regulations. To demonstrate compliance with regulations it must be shown
with "a reasonable assurance . . . that the objectives and criteria will be met" based on
"accelerated tests and predictive models that are supported by such measures as field and
laboratory tests, monitoring data and natural analog studies. (10 CFR 60.101(a)(2))"

Performance measures are the parameters used to determine whether the potential repository
system meets regulatory criteria and objectives. Thus, these performance measures should be
used in the selection of system options. However, early in the design stages it is difficult, if
not impossible, to predict the complete performance of the system due to lack of mature
("validated") predictive models and adequate test data. Additionally, performance standards
have not been reestablished for the Yucca Mountain site since the EPA standards in 40 CFR
191 were remanded as not applicable to the Yucca Mountain site. EPA standards for Yucca
Mountain are due to be repromulgated in late 1995. Therefore it is necessary, for the present,
to define surrogate or derived criteria which if met, it is believed, should result in adequate
performance of the potential repository and the natural and engineered barrier systems, and
which could be used to evaluate and rank thermal loading options.

The SCP (DOE, 1988) attempted to define surrogate criteria that could be used to establish
performance of the potential repository. The SCP started from the regulations and defined
four steps which were: (1) functions; (2) processes; (3) performance measures; and
(4) performance goals and confidence. The functions step comprised four functions, derived
from 10 CFR 60.133, which it was believed would provide compliance with the regulations.
The fourth function focuses on postclosure performance and was the primary basis for
developing a set of thermal goals for the potential repository. This function is stated as:

"Design thermal loading taking into account performance objectives and thermomechanical
response of host rock. (10 CFR 60.133 (i), 10 CFR 60.133 (e) (2), and 10 CFR 60.133
(h))" (DOE, 1988)

Based on this function, process steps were identified describing how the function will be
accomplished. Performance measures were developed which identify a parameter or
measurement (temperature, for example) that will be used to determine how well the process
is being performed. Finally, based on the performance measures, a goal was developed which
provides a performance measure value allowing the process to be favorably resolved.

The SCP thermal goals established in 1988 were developed from knowledge existing at the
time and, as a reference case, emphasized performance for waste emplacement in a vertical
borehole. Since that time, new knowledge (data and theories) has become available and
additional analyses of thermal loading have been performed. Additionally, other emplacement
modes, such as in-drift emplacement, are being considered to accommodate larger WPs. New
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concepts such as "extended hot" are also being considered as possible methods to achieve
improved waste isolation. The thermal goals established in the SCP were reevaluated to
address these matters.

The DOE Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Office authorized a two-month effort
to reevaluate the SCP thermal goals. This effort, conducted between March 24, 1993, and
May 31, 1993, established a working group of experts that utilized existing information and
performed limited analyses as necessary.

The objectives of the effort were to: 1) provide thermal criteria that would support the FY
1993 Thermal Loading Systems Study; 2) help focus planned testing and analysis efforts; and
3) acquire information that potentially could be used to initiate a change to the project
technical baseline. The working group was organized into five teams plus
Licensing/Regulatory and Performance Assessment. The five teams were composed of
members with disciplines oriented towards thermal-hydrological, thermal-geochemical,
thermal-mechanical, engineered barrier, and operations and safety considerations.

Fifteen thermal goals identified in various sections of the SCP were evaluated by the
Working Group. The group recommended that two goals be deleted: 1) to keep borehole
wall temperature less than 275C and 2) keep the mid-drift temperature less than 100C.
They recommended adding one goal to establish a thermal loading that would not degrade the
Upper Paintbrush Tuff Formation (PTn) barrier, which consists of the Lowermost Tiva
Canyon, Yucca Mountain, Pah Canyon, and Uppermost Topopah Spring Members (Vitric
nonwelded). Two other thermal goals and a process statement were reworded to afford
compatibility with any emplacement mode, not just the vertical borehole. A recommendation
was made to increase the conservatism of a goal to limit potential surface impact by limiting
temperature rise at the ground surface to less than 20C rather than less than 60C.

Additionally, and probably more important, is that based on the evaluation, additional tests
and analyses were recommended to reduce the uncertainty associated with some of these
goals. A synopsis of these goals is presented in Table 8.3.1-1, and the details can be found in
an M&O report (1994u). These goals have been included in the CDA document. As further
analyses and more test data (site and laboratory) become available the thermal goals will be
reexamined and possibly revised.

8.3.2 Repository Thermal Loading

A great deal of work has been performed by various program participants to analyze and
develop a thermal loading strategy for Yucca Mountain. Common units of measure used by
original investigators included APD, or a synonymous term, ATL to relate the average initial
heat generated by WPs at the time of emplacement to the two-dimensional space (area)
occupied by the WPs in the subsurface. Units were in kW/acre, defined in the most basic
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Table 8.3.1-1. Revised SCP Thermal Goals

Process Performance Measure T Thermal Goal

1 Limit temperature changes in Temperature 4-0' Limit temperature of CHn to
selected barriers <1150C

2
4-P Limit temperature of TSw3 to

16** <1 150C

4-AD Establish a thermal loading which
would not degrade PTn barrier*

3 Limit deleterious rock Rock displacement 4-Q Relative motion <1 m at the top of
movement or preferred TSw1
pathways - no intact rock failure

- no continuous joint slip

4 Limited impact on surface Temperature 4-R Rise in surface temperature <20
environment

5 Surface Uplift 4-S Surface uplift <0.5 cm/year

6 Vary the details of the Thermal loading 4-T Design basis thermal loading less
potential repository than allowable thermal loading
configuration and WP spacing
to control thermal loading and
WP container temperature*

7 Borehole wall temperature 4-U Deleted*

8 Rock mass temperature 4-V Keep the rock mass temperature at
1-m from vertical borehole <200'C

Keep in-drift wall temperatures <200'C*

0J

( ( (



( ( C

Table 8.3.1-1. Revised SCP Thermal Goals (Continued)

Process Performance Measure Thermal Goal

9 Limit potential for borehole Stress, deformation, factor of safety, 4-W Boreholes that do not load container
collapse and potential rock fall beyond limits imposed under Issue 1.10

10 Limit corrosiveness of Time container is above boiling 4-X Maximize the time the WP container
container temperature stays above boiling consistent with the
environment of water thermal strategy developed*

11 Limit degradation of fuel Temperature 4-Y Fuel cladding temperature <350'C
matrix or cladding

12 Temperature 4-Z High level radioactive waste
glass temperature <500C

13 Limit access drift temperature Temperature 4-AA Temperature in access drift <50'C
for first 50 years, any emplacement
mode*

14 Provide for hydrologic Temperature 4-AB Delete*
drainage

15 Limit Emplacement drift Temperature 4-AC Emplacement drift wall temperature
temperature (horizontal
borehole) <50'C for first 50 years for horizontal

borehole

a4-O indicates function 4 (thermal loading) and goal 0. Original Table 8.3.2.2-4 of the thermal goals in the SCP went only to
4-X; the remainder of the goals from other areas of the SCP such as 1.10 were assigned a designator (e.g., 4-Z) consistent with
the numbering system. *Revised from SCP Goal.
*Revised from SCP Goal
**Added Goal



form as the initial heat output of an individual, "average" WP divided by its area of influence
in plan view. The area of influence has been referred to as the "unit cell" as shown in Figure
8.3.2-1 and is obtained by multiplying the emplacement drift spacing by the WP spacing.
However, the APD/ATL approach has several shortcomings, primarily because it does not
address the wide variability in the thermal characteristics of the waste stream.

The thermal output of a WP varies with time depending primarily upon its age (time out of
reactor) and its burnup. Burnup varies from about 5,000 to 60,000 MWd/MTU, depending
upon the amount of fissile material consumed (or the amount of power produced) while the
fuel was in the reactor. The majority of the heat generated by spent fuel WPs during the
short-term (within 100 years out of reactor) is produced by radioactive isotopes created in the
fission process. Spent fuel that was kept in a reactor for longer periods of time, i.e., higher
burnup fuel, has produced more of these fission byproducts, and therefore results in higher
initial heat output than spent fuel with lower burnups.

The high heat producing fission products decay in a relatively short period of time following
removal from the reactor, resulting in lower package heat output with time as shown on
Figure 8.3.2-2. The amount of time that spent fuel delivered to the repository has been "out-
of-reactor," the age, is predicted to vary from about 10 to 60 years (SNL, 1992c) based on
waste emplacement beginning in the year 2010 (M&O, 1994m).

Taking into account the two independent variables, age and burnup, together with variable
MPC-based and other WP capacities ranging from approximately 3.8 to 9.0 MTU, results in
initial heat outputs at the time of emplacement that could vary from about 0.5 to more than
25 kW per package (M&O, 1994n). It may be necessary to limit the maximum initial heat
output of packages for transportation and disposal through methods such as derating (limiting
the number of assemblies actually loaded into a canister) or aging so that thermal limits in the
very-near-field are not exceeded. Repository operators will require some method or approach
for spacing highly variable heat output WPs in the emplacement drifts that satisfies short-
term, near-field temperature limits as well as long-term performance goals associated with the
thermal-mechanical/thermal-hydrological system.

Using a constant emplacement drift spacing, and spacing the WPs in the drift according to
their initial heat output (the APD or ATL approach) would result in non-uniform thermal
conditions in the repository after a relatively short period of time because of the extreme
variability in the thermal decay characteristics of the waste. But predictive, long-term
thermal-hydrological models require uniformity. In view of this problem and to overcome the
shortcomings of the APD/ATL approach, recent work utilizes the concept of AML. Using
the same unit cell definition but with units of MTU/acre, the AML method recognizes that
WP heat output will be nearly the same after several hundred years for packages containing
equal amounts of waste. This suggests package spacings based only on MTU content in order
to provide more uniform thermal conditions over the long-term performance period.
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Figure 8.3.2-1. Unit Cell Concept
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The difficulty with the AML approach is that it does not address the short-term problem of
young, and/or high burnup, high-initial-heat-output waste that might exceed near-field thermal
limits if spaced the same as cooler fuel of the same MTU content. One way around this
problem might be to set the emplacement drift spacing close enough to permit wider package
spacings in the drifts. This method could be excessively costly (more emplacement drift
required per package), and would not address potential effects associated with short-term non-
uniformity in the repository thermal environment.

Another thermal loading approach is to use the total heat energy produced by a WP over
given lengths of time as the "yardstick" from which package spacings can be derived.
Termed the Equivalent Energy Density (EED) concept in Appendix G of the SCP-CDR
(SNL, 1987a), this method promises to be a reasonable compromise between the APD/ATL
and the AML approaches. A key element of concern using the EED method is the time, or
"deposition period" over which the total thermal output is to be equalized. The total energy is
obtained through integration and is equal to the area under the appropriate thermal decay
curve (refer to Figure 8.3.2-2) over the desired deposition period.

With the EED approach, the two limiting cases with respect to time represent the APD/ATL
and AML cases. In other words, if package spacings are based on the instantaneous thermal
energy produced by packages at the time of emplacement, then there is no difference between
results obtained using the EED method and those derived from an APD/ATL approach.
Conversely, if the total thermal energy produced over a very long period of time (for instance,
1 million years) were studied, EED results would differ very little from those obtained using
the AML approach.

SNL (1992c) has evaluated different deposition periods ranging from 20 to 300 years in terms
of the thermal effects at various near- and far-field points of interest. His work has indicated
the importance of properly selecting a deposition period that provides acceptable compromise
between short- and long-term performance goals.

Table 8.3.2-1 presents an example of WP spacings derived using the APD/ATL, the AML,
and the EED approaches. The table represents a hypothetical case wherein the spacing of 21
PWR packages of differing initial heat outputs resulting from various ages and bumups are
compared assuming a constant drift spacing of 22.5 meters. Package spacings derived using
the EED method are provided for deposition periods of 50, 100, 300 and 1000 years.
Equivalency between the EED and the other methods is provided by setting package spacings
equal for the case that best represents the design basis average fuel stipulated in the CDA
(Key 004), a 21 PWR package (9.0 MTU) that is 22.5 years old, with 42,200 MWd/MTU
bumup and an initial thermal output of 10.2 kW. Based on this "average fuel," and an AML
of 100 MTU/acre, the equivalent APD/ATL would be 114 kW/acre. Given a 22.5 meter drift
spacing, the spacing for this average package that will result in an AML of 100 MTU/acre or
an APD/ATL of 114 kW/acre is 16.1 meters. Setting the EED spacing equal to 16.1 meters
for this same average package, and then adjusting the EED spacings of the other, non-average
packages so that their total energy contribution per unit area over various deposition periods
is equal to that of the average case should provide, in theory, a more uniform thermal loading
than either of the other approaches.
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The information in Table 8.3.2-1 shows a significant difference between package spacings
derived using the AML approach and those obtained using the EED approach, even for the
case using a 1000 year deposition period. Also notable are the trends observed in package
spacings for different deposition periods when using the EED approach. WPs above the
shaded line produce more thermal energy over the first 1000 years than does the "average
package" represented by the shaded line. But the relative difference in energy output is more
pronounced during the earlier years following disposal, which is why the EED package
spacing decreases with increasing deposition periods, approaching the AML spacing as would
be predicted. The two entries just below the shaded line produce more thermal energy during
the first 1000 years than the average package, but because it is older waste with initial heat
output that is equivalent to the average package, its thermal decay is on a flatter portion of a
higher burnup decay curve, resulting in the relative difference in total thermal energy being
more pronounced with increasing time, although eventually the package spacing should
approach a constant value. The last two entries in the table represent packages that produce
lower total thermal energy during the first 1000 years than the average package. Therefore,
the package spacing increases with increasing deposition periods, approaching the AML
spacing as the relative difference in total energy output decreases.

The CDA (M&O, 1994m, Key 019) assumes two different thermal loading strategies for
Yucca Mountain. One, a "hot" or "above-boiling" case is represented by higher loads in the
range of 80 to 100 MTU/acre. For average-age, average-burnup PWR spent fuel as defined
above, this range of mass loading is equivalent to 91 to 114 kW/acre ATUAPD at the time of
emplacement. The alternative, or "low thermal load" is defined as mass loadings in the range
of 25 to 35 MTU/acre, equivalent to 28 to 40 kW/acre ATL/APD at the time of emplacement
for the average PWR fuel. Assuming a total inventory of 70,000 MTU (M&O, 1994m, Key
003, 005), the net subsurface emplacement area required for the 80 to 100 MTU/acre high-
loading case would be 875 to 700 acres respectively. The net emplacement area required for
the 25 to 35 MTU/acre lower loading case would be 2800 to 2000 acres, far in excess of the
area that can be developed within the confines of the primary area (located within Area 1
shown on Figure 8.3.2-3). According to M&O (1993b), the net emplacement area that can be
logically developed within the primary area is about 4,649,000 square meters (approximately
1150 acres). Based on the repository subsurface layouts included in that report, the primary
area could accommodate only about 40 to 50 percent of the 70,000 MTU inventory if the
lower thermal load strategy is adopted, unless a facility is constructed to age the fuel prior to
emplacement.

There is insufficient understanding regarding the long-term performance ramifications of
higher versus lower thermal loading strategies to go forward with repository ACD using a
single approach at this time. This is why the CDA has adopted the two thermal loading cases
as mentioned above. This strategy is consistent with 10 CFR 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D), which
requires that alternatives to major repository features that are important to waste isolation be
considered in the design of the facility.
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Table 8.3.2-1. Comparison of Waste Package Spacings Derived Using Different Loading Concepts

WP? Spacing in Meters
Wl? Thermal Characteristics (1) (Drift spacing assumed @ 22.5 m for all cases)

Initial EED Concept Using Various
Spent Fuel Fuel Thermal APD/ATL AML Deposition Periods (4)

Content Age Burnup output Concept Concept _____I00 00 1000
(MTU/pkg) (yrs) (GWd/MTU) (kW/pkg) (2) (3) r s s

9.0 10 45 14.2 22.4 J 16.1 20.8___19.9 19.2 18.3

9.0 20 55 14.2 22.4 J 16.1 22.0___21.6 21.3 20.5

9.0 I '20 J 2I 1. I 161 I 1. 61 I 6.4 6.1 .1 16.1

9.0 30 49 10.2 16.1 j 16.1 16.5___16.6 17.2 17.4

9.0 40 57 10.2 16.1 J 16.1 16.9___17.2 18.2 18.8

9.0 40 25 4.0 6.3 16.1 J 6.8 6.8 7.5 8.6

9.0 60 33 4.0 6.3 J 16.1 7.2__ 7.4 8.9 10.2

(1) Approximate values for various 21 PWR NMP WPs.
(2) Package spacing to achieve 114 kW/acre based on initial thermal output.
(3) Package spacing to achieve 100 MKWJacre based on 9.0 NMT/pkg.
(4) Total energy was calculated based on the thermal decay function listed in Table 2, Section 2.1.1 of YMP (1994a).
(5) Shading indicates thermal characteristics most closely conforming to design basis average fuel, and is used as a reference

or datum from which EED spacings for non-average fuel is derived by proportioning to maintain equivalent total energy
per unit area.
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The following are several general observations hypothesized at this time:

A. If a higher thermal load strategy is adopted, the heat emitted by the WPs can be
considered as a resource to aid in maintaining an extended low-humidity, elevated
temperature environment in the vicinity of the packages to inhibit corrosion. This
philosophy suggests that it may be desirable to "manage" the thermal environment
during the operational period by moving the packages closer together prior to
repository closure, i.e., after they have aged sufficiently to permit higher loadings
without overshooting near-field temperature limits. Conceptual design of emplacement
methods should recognize this potential need and be designed with sufficient flexibility
to facilitate repositioning of the packages in the emplacement drift.

B. One key to accommodating higher loadings is to maintain a close enough
emplacement drift spacing so that geometric considerations such as package length do
not limit the loading to a value lower than what might otherwise be desirable. It is
not suggested that emplacement drift spacing be set so close that the openings and
pillars might be regarded as potentially unstable, but that the closest spacing judged
to be stable over the long term be given ample consideration. Other factors being
equal, the more closely spaced drifts permit emplacement of higher initial heat output
packages because package spacings inside the drift increase with decreasing drift
spacing. This may be an important factor in determining the maximum initial heat
output package that can be accommodated, i.e., it may set a higher value for derating.

C. It is both unnecessary and impractical to vary emplacement drift spacing in order to
achieve a particular thermal loading strategy. To do so will limit flexibility with
regard to potential changes that might be considered during operations such as
repositioning of packages to facilitate extended dryout or other thermal management
decisions. It could also complicate development operational systems such as those
that utilize a service platform concept as described in Section 8.7.7.1.

D. Thermal evaluations performed by LLNL (1994b) for a hot repository suggest that it
may be desirable to vary the emplacement density so that higher thermal loads exist at
the edges of the emplacement area (relative to the center) in order to mitigate effects
associated with edge cooling.

E. In order to ensure wide enough spacings for the higher thermal energy packages and
to permit close enough spacings for cooler packages that might otherwise be limited
by their physical length (for in-drift emplacement), the preferred method is to
intermingle packages of different waste types, quantities, and thermal characteristics in
the emplacement drifts. A sizeable lag storage facility may be required, but the
blending thus facilitated will tend to reduce the average package spacing, resulting in
lower development costs (less emplacement drift required per package), while helping
to establish a more uniform thermal environment across the repository.

F. The CDA (M&O, 1994m, Key 020) assumes that a final decision regarding thermal
loading will not be confirmed until sometime during repository operations. But most
likely the drift spacing preferred for a higher thermal load repository is very different
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than that judged suitable for a lower thermal load repository, i.e., if close drift
spacings are warranted for a high-loading case, then it would not be logical to use the
same drift spacing for a low-loading case because the package spacing for much of the
waste would exceed the drift spacing. However, the delayed decision may require
that, initially, drifts are excavated at the high-loading spacing, but only every other
drift is actually emplaced with waste in order to simulate a low-loading thermal
environment. This would be very costly, but would maintain the requirement
stipulating separation of emplacement and development ventilation systems (10 CFR
60.133(g)(3)), besides avoiding interference between the two very different operations
if they were attempted in close proximity of one another.

G. Calculation of the total emplacement area required as a function of thermal loading,
whether based on an AML approach (total MTU inventory divided by allowable
MTU/acre) or an APD approach (total initial heat output of the inventory in kW
divided by allowable initial kW/acre), can be somewhat misleading because of
difficulties associated with determination of appropriate thermal characteristics for the
"average package." Past work has used the thermal characteristics of an assumed
average package in various thermal analyses directed toward derivation of upper
limits for both the high and the low thermal loading scenarios. Peak temperatures
reached within the first 100 years after emplacement, at various near-field points of
interest, tended to limit the upper range of allowable thermal density. Obviously, if
the "average package" used in these calculations is not truly representative of the
entire inventory, then the derived thermal loadings and resultant area requirements are
incorrect. The EED approach provides a better method for determination of both the
"average package" and the total area requirements. The average package can be
defined from the average total thermal energy output of an individual waste package
over an appropriate deposition period, calculated by dividing the total thermal energy
output of the entire inventory during the deposition period by the total number of
packages. Total emplacement area requirements can be derived by dividing the
allowable energy density (determined by converting the results of thermal analyses
performed for the "average package" used in past work to an allowable EED) into the
total thermal energy output of the entire inventory during an appropriate deposition
period. If the average package (21 PWR, 22.5-year old, 42.2 GWd/MTU burnup) used
in most percent calculations is actually "hotter" than what a truly average package
would be, then chances are that the total emplacement area required calculated using
the EED approach will be somewhat smaller than that calculated using other methods.

H. Regardless of the thermal load that is determined to be appropriate for Yucca
Mountain, it is important to adopt an approach toward derivation of WP spacing that is
consistent between various investigators and that addresses the entire range of potential
WP thermal characteristics. This is necessary in order to support efforts geared
toward determination of an appropriate emplacement drift spacing that provides the
necessary flexibility to accommodate the range of package variability over a range of
thermal loads. Closer emplacement drift spacings tend to widen individual package
spacings for a given thermal load, which, while potentially more costly, may be
necessary in order to achieve some of the higher loadings currently under
consideration in the program. The wider package spacings should help mitigate
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thermal "spikes" caused by packages that generate more thermal energy than the
average case, while helping to eliminate conditions in which the cooler-than-average
packages cannot be spaced close enough to achieve a desired loading due to physical,
geometric constraints. The EED approach promises to provide results that will
maintain compliance with thermal limits while providing a more uniform thermal
environment.

8.3.3 Standoff of WPs from Access Drifts

Defined as the distance that WPs are set back from the nearest accessway, a thermal buffer,
or "standoff distance" is desirable in order to limit the maximum rock temperature in the
access drift. This is considered important in terms of both the working environment in the
access drift and the influence that elevated temperatures might have on the stability of the
drift. While few studies have been performed to determine appropriate standoffs as a
function of thermal loading, past repository layouts, such as in the SCP (DOE, 1988), have
allowed adequate standoff to limit the access drift wall temperature to less than 500C for the
first 50 years after waste emplacement.

Table 8.3.3-1 is derived from various sources as indicated therein and summarizes standoff
distances for both the vertical and horizontal waste emplacement modes as defined in the
SCP. The standoff for the vertical emplacement cases is the distance from the centerline of
the closest emplacement borehole to the panel access drift wall, whereas for the horizontal
emplacement cases, it is the distance from the end of the closest WP to the wall of the
emplacement drift. Based on the data shown, standoff distances for vertical emplacement
range between 28 and 34 meters for thermal loadings of approximately 17.3 to 23.0 W/m2 (70
to 93 kW/acre). Standoff distances for horizontal emplacement are 33 to 41 meters for
loadings of approximately 17.3 W/m2 (70 kW/acre).
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Table 8.3.3-1. Summary of Drift Standoff Distance for Vertical and Horizontal Emplacement

Initial I
Heat Waste Borehole Drift Borehole Drift Stand

Empl . Output Age LAPD Dia. Wdth. Spacing Spacing off
Mode (kW/pkg) (yr) (W/m2

) (cm) (m) (m) (m) (m). Ref.

vert. 3.0 10 -7 | 74 4.9 4.6 38.4 28 1

vert. 3.0 10 -19 71 - 4.9 32.6 34 2

vert. 2-4 10 19-23 74 - 2.9-6.9 30 30 3

hori. 3.0 10 -17 94 7.0 20.7 228 41 1

hon. 3.0 10 -17 79 - 33 - 35 2

hon-b 6-12 10 20-26 94 - 7.2-18.2 65 354 3

hori. -10 -17 84 5.5 31 33 4

Notes:
a) Standoff refers to the panel access drift for vertical emplacement and to the emplacement drift for horizontal

emplacement, unless otherwise noted. Only spent fuel is considered.
b) Short horizontal emplacement.
c) Total borehole loading.
d) This value is for panel access drift.

References:
I-DOE, 1988
2-SNL, 1985a
3-SNL, 991c
4-SNL, 1987b
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Studies have not been conducted to evaluate standoff distances for thermal loads of less than
17.3 W/m2 (70 kW/acre) or higher than 24.7 W/m2 (100 kW/acre). However, it appears that
standoff distances for loadings of 5 to 28.2 W/m2 (20 to 114 kW/acre) may remain in the
same range, within approximately 10 meters deviation for different WP and drift spacings.

To date, standoff distances for in-drift emplacement have not been evaluated. Since the
temperature distribution around an emplacement drift is similar for both the vertical and the
in-drift emplacement modes, it may be expected that standoff distances for both of these
modes will also be similar. However, it must be pointed out that the studies mentioned above
did not consider the cooling effect of ventilation air in the access drifts (panel accesses or
mains, as applicable to the layout) and most used smaller packages containing younger waste.
Future work should consider ventilated access drifts as results could differ significantly from
the unventilated case.

In addition to limiting rock temperatures in the access drift, the standoff also serves as a
radiation buffer between packages emplaced in the open emplacement drift and personnel
working in the access drift, supplementing the shielding afforded by a radiation door or other
fixture situated across the end of the emplacement drift. While it is generally accepted that
radiation dose rates fall off as a function of the square of the distance from the source,
detailed analyses need to be performed to confirm the actual dose level at the ends of the
emplacement drift.

For purposes of this initial report, a standoff distance of 35 m is used (refer to
Figure 8.3.3-1), and is considered conservative in recognition of the fact that previous
analyses did not consider the cooling effect of ventilation air in the access drift.

8.3.4 Thermal and Hydrothermal Models

A number of different organizations are involved in thermal analyses and have developed a
number of codes. The following is a partial list of groups involved in thermal modeling for
the YMP:

* Buscheck and Nitao (LLNL), using V-TOUGH
* Pruess and Tsang (LBL), using TOUGH2
* Ryder (SNL), using COYOTE and an analytical solution package
* Mishra, Reeves and Lingineni (M&O), using V-TOUGH, TOUGH2 AND FEHM
* Bahney (M&O), using ANSYS.

The word code refers to a numerical program for solving partial differential equations
describing heat and/or fluid flow, whereas the word model refers to the application of a code
to a specific problem.

A brief synopsis of the contributions of the various groups is as follows:

Pruess and Tsang (of LBL) have developed repository-scale radial (r-z) and Cartesian (x-z)
coordinate models for coupled heat and fluid flow which are TOUGH and TOUGH2.
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They have also performed some scoping calculations to address the issues of heterogeneity
and spatial variability.

Buscheck and Nitao (of LLNL) have developed several 2-D axisymmetric (r-z) models to
simulate repository-scale coupled heat and fluid flow which is the V-TOUGH code. They
have also developed some two-dimensional, cross-section (x-z) models to simulate heat and
fluid flow at the drift-scale, and also to provide pre-test predictions for thermal tests.

Ryder (of SNL) has developed several models of heat flow (conduction-only calculations)
incorporating the three-dimensional emplacement geometry of individual canisters.

Mishra (of M&O-PA) developed a panel-scale r-z model of coupled heat and fluid flow to
predict temperature and saturation distributions for the M&O's TSPA-1993 calculations.
Reeves and Lingineni (of M&O-PA) are developing models of coupled heat and fluid flow at
the WP/drift scale for improving the representation of the near-field thermohydrologic
environment in the next iteration of the TSPA.

Bahney (of M&O-WP) has implemented heat flow models to predict temperatures within the
emplacement drift and inside the WPs.

The codes described above broadly fall into two groups:

* TOUGH2, V-TOUGH and FEHM can simulate coupled heat and fluid flow
* COYOTE and ANSYS are limited to heat transfer calculations.

V-TOUGH was developed from TOUGH, the predecessor of TOUGH2. All three codes are
based on the integrated finite difference formulation and essentially have the same capabilities
in terms of process modeling. FEHM is based on the finite element method and can model
virtually all of the processes included in the TOUGH-family of codes.

COYOTE is a finite-difference and ANSYS a finite-element code for modeling heat transfer
processes, and have similar capabilities.

A comparison of TOUGH2 and FEHM (and similar codes) is presented in a recent report by
the M&O (1994k). Note that TOUGH2 is currently being used at LBL to develop the three-
dimensional site-scale unsaturated zone flow model (groundwater only), and FEHM is planned
for use at LANL to develop the three-dimensional site-scale unsaturated zone transport model
(groundwater and radionulides).

A thermal model comparison exercise was done in 1993 on the hydrothermal models. The
main finding from this comparative exercise was that the repository-scale r-z models of
Buscheck and Nitao and Pruess and Tsang, as well as the panel-scale model of Mishra,
produce very similar results. This was not surprising in view of the fact the input parameters
to the various models were mostly similar (based on SNL, 1986), the codes were similar
(TOUGH family), and all models used the equivalent continuum assumption (fractures and
matrix lumped into an equivalent medium).
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A comparison of the heat conduction codes COYOTE and ANSYS was done informally in
1994. The results showed a reasonably good comparison once input parameters were
standardized.

The main difference between the various analyses is from the interpretation of model results,
i.e., in generalizing the repository-scale results to near-field conditions and in assuming the
validity of the equivalent continuum and other simplifying assumptions. The role of non-
equilibrium fracture flow, rock heterogeneity, spatial variability in thermal loading, ambient
infiltration, etc., in affecting the predictions of simpler models have recently been discussed in
the LBL report by Pruess and Tsang (1994).

There are limits to the applicability of computationally convenient, equivalent-continuum
based, repository-scale, two-dimensional axisymmetric models of heat and fluid flow at Yucca
Mountain. It is possible that these limits may have already been reached-particularly in view
of the schedule for site suitability determination in the Proposed Program Approach.
Assuming heater test results may not be available in the time frame of interest (and in any
case, they could be inconclusive), there is an urgent need to carefully design the next
generation of numerical analyses addressing thermohydrologic performance.

8.3.5 Opening Stability

Assessment of opening stability depends on estimates of thermal loads, but must also include
determination of in situ loads and seismic loads since the effect on repository structures
depends on combinations of the three load types. Of the three load types the greatest
uncertainty is associated with thermally induced stress since the prediction of magnitude,
distribution, and effects of thermal stress depend mainly on numerical methods of analysis.
In contrast, for in situ and seismic loads, empirical methods can often provide sufficient basis
for design.

In the following, stability of subsurface openings at Yucca Mountain is reviewed with regard
to the potential for surface subsidence, emplacement drift behavior, and the behavior of
accesses, namely ramps and shafts.

8.3.5.1 Extraction Ratio Considerations

A simple means to estimate pillar loads and evaluate subsidence of the ground surface is the
"tributary area" approach which uses the concept of "extraction ratio" (Brady and Brown,
1985, Chap. 3; Bieniawski, 1984, Chap. 9). The approach is applied to the analysis of
rectangular pillars in a mining layout subjected mainly to in situ overburden load. This
method is overly conservative for repository design and should be followed up by more
detailed analysis, however, it provides a preliminary assessment of rock mass stability for
different emplacement drift spacings.

Basically, the ratio of excavated volume to total volume of a mineral deposit is defined as
"volumetric extraction ratio." If the system of openings is mainly horizontal in extent, the
ratio is "areal extraction ratio" (or simply "extraction ratio") and is equal to the excavated
area (in plan view) divided by the total area considered. Average pillar stress for an
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essentially rectangular system of underground openings can be expressed as a function of
extraction ratio and in situ vertical stress. The larger the extraction ratio the greater the pillar
stress. When pillar stress exceeds pillar strength, pillar failure will occur, which in some
circumstances may cause subsidence of the ground surface.

To limit the potential for subsidence in WP emplacement areas, extraction ratios of less than
30 percent for vertical emplacement and less than 10 percent for horizontal emplacement have
been recommended as design goals according to Section 8.3.2.2 of the SCP (DOE, 1988).
For other areas, such as shop and support areas, these limits are not applied. For the in-drift
emplacement concept. assumed in the current repository ACD, the maximum extraction ratio
for openings in the emplacement drift area is assumed to be 30 percent (M&O, 1994m,
DCSS-006 ). Pillar stability in the emplacement area is enhanced by not exceeding this
extraction ratio since the induced pillar stress remains quite small compared with the strength
of the rock (the TSw2 unit) at the repository location. In addition, the potential for surface
subsidence is minimized with a 30 percent extraction ratio and a typical overburden depth of
300 m.

8.3.5.2 Drift Stability

The response of emplacement drifts at Yucca Mountain subjected to combined in situ and
thermal loads has been examined in preliminary analyses by SNL (1987b) for horizontal and
vertical emplacement modes. In general, thermally induced stress, caused by the heat output
of emplaced WPs at the repository horizon, has been found to cause a pronounced increase in
compressive stress in the roof and floor of an emplacement drift and may produce tensile
stress in the drift sidewalls. The analyses indicated general stability despite areas of
overstressed rock and joint movement.

The effects of thermal loading on ground support have been examined by SNL (1991b) who
studied emplacement drift stability and ground support for the SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987a) layout
(vertical emplacement). Results are given for a range of ground conditions for combined in
situ, seismic, and thermal loads. In the analysis, criteria could not be met for maximum
compressive strain for poorer rock types and tensile strength for better rock types. In
addition, evaluation of rockbolt and shotcrete stresses shows that allowable stresses for these
components are exceeded in most cases. Indications are that shotcrete may not by suitable
for emplacement drifts, and alternative support systems, such as rockbolts and mesh, should
be considered.

Drift stability has also been examined for in-drift emplacement in a study by SNL (1992d).
The study uses the following inputs and assumptions: (1) local areal power density (LAPD) of
24.7 W/m2, (2) WPs containing 21 PWR assemblies using 30 year old fuel with an average
burnup of 33 GWdIMTU, (3) emplacement drifts with a diameter of 7.92 m on 30.5 m
centers with an extraction ratio of 26%, and (4) an in situ horizontal stress assumed to be 0.5
times the vertical stress.

Results of the SNL study (1992d) show that the maximum tangential stress after excavation
ranges from 17 to 22 MPa for rock mass categories (RMC) of I (extremely poor), 3 (poor),
and 5 (good). However, after 75 years of waste emplacement the maximum stress
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Figure 8.3.5-1. Stress Distribution Around Opening
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reaches 79 to 90 MPa, considerably greater than the excavation-induced stress. Figure 8.3.5-1
shows the stress distribution around the opening for an LAPD of 24.7 W/m2 and an RMC of
3. The increase in stress in the roof and floor as well as the change of stress state in the
sidewall from compression to tension due to the thermal loading can be seen in the figure.
However, no intact rock failure was predicted for any of the three rock mass categories used
in the analysis. Although areas of potential joint slip occur around the drift, predicted
magnitudes of slip are small and general instability is not indicated. Results also indicate that
vertical joint apertures above and below the drifts close significantly with the application of
thermal load to the rock mass.

The burnup and age of the fuel used in the SNL study (1992d) are not the same as stated in
the CDA (M&O, 1994m, Key 004) - 22-year-old average fuel with a 42.2 GWd/MTU burnup
- but the general behavior of the openings predicted by the study is expected to be similar for
the same thermal loading. In addition, since the size of the emplacement drift (5 m) and
extraction ratio (22 percent) for the current repository ACD study are smaller than those used
by SNL (1992d), the current ACD emplacement drift is expected to be stable both after
excavation and after waste has been
emplaced for thermal loadings up to 24.7 W/m2. For thermal loads greater than 24.7 Wlm2,
no thermomechanical studies have been performed.

If drift cooling is necessary, such as rapid cooling for retrieval (see Section 8.12.5),
ventilation effects on drift stability are expected to be more pronounced for in-drift
emplacement than for vertical and horizontal emplacement, especially for the larger WPs with
high thermal outputs that are now being considered. Since larger and hotter WPs are
considered for in-drift emplacement, a larger quantity of ventilation air will be necessary to
cool an emplacement drift. Consideration should be given to the effect of thermal gradients
that may be produced during rapid cooling.

8.3.5.3 Shaft and Ramp Stability

Shafts and ramps are located at the periphery of emplacement areas at locations where
thermally-induced stress and displacement are expected to be lower than in emplacement
areas. As a consequence of their locations, there is less potential for thermally-induced
instability of these accesses. Preliminary information on rock behavior around repository
shafts and ramps subjected to thermal loading is provided in the work by SNL (1987b), SNL
(1991b), and SNL (1990). General conclusions from these studies regarding shafts and ramps
are:

* Thermally-induced horizontal stress is greatest at the repository horizon and
immediately adjacent to the emplacement area

* Thermally-induced stress rapidly decays away from the emplacement area, however,
standoff should be considered to maintain low thermal loads at shaft locations

* There is little potential for the development of new fractures in the rock mass
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* There is potential for joint activation in the vicinity of openings, however, regions of
joint activation are localized at the roof and sidewalls.

Recent studies by Bonabian (M&O, 1994j) regarding ESF North Ramp design estimate low
thermal loads for the North Ramp during a repository operational life of 100 years. No
failure is predicted and loads are small relative to strength for ground support consisting of
rock bolts and shotcrete. Current ESF design philosophy anticipates the installation of
additional support to accommodate changes in repository thermal loading.

8.4 EXCAVATION METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

Early repository conceptual design studies, including SNL (1984a) and the SCP-CDR
(SNL, 1987a), focused on the use of traditional drill/blast techniques for repository
emplacement drift and panel access drift excavation. In the SCP-CDR, the use of mechanical
excavation techniques (the TBM) was limited to the main access ramps and drifts and the
perimeter ventilation drifts. Comments and concerns expressed by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC, 1989), the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board
(NWTRB, 1990), regarding the large-scale use of drill/blast excavation concepts resulted in a
programmatic shift toward emphasizing the use of mechanical excavation techniques for
practically all areas of repository subsurface design.

Comments and concerns expressed regarding the use of drill/blast techniques included:

* Excess fracturing of the wall rock could potentially produce pathways for radionuclide
migration.

* Blasting by-products could compromise long-term repository performance.

* Opening stability could be compromised, necessitating more extensive ground support
measures and increased opening maintenance requirements.

* Potentially, greater excavation productivity could be achieved using mechanical
excavation techniques such as the TBM.

The ESF Alternatives Study was undertaken in 1989 (SNL, 1991a) and evaluated numerous,
integrated ESF/potential repository layouts, including options that emphasized mechanical
over drill/blast methods. The selected option from that study proposed the use of TBMs for
the majority of ESF and repository development and was used as a basis for preparing a
revised ESF Title I Design Summary Report (YMP, 1993g). This report included
ESF/Repository interface drawings that were based on the use of TBMs for the excavation of
all subsurface openings except for shafts (drill/blast) and minor support and testing/training
facility development (unspecified mechanical excavation).

This report section discusses primary excavation methods, as well as several smaller-scale,
secondary techniques that are available for minor excavations. A distinction is made between
primary and secondary methods, and the suitability of various methods or machines in either
a primary or secondary mode is addressed. More in-depth descriptions for most methods,
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along with diagrams and figures, may be found in SNL (1992b). Performance predictions in
Yucca Mountain tuff formations targeted for potential repository development can be found in
SNL (1992b) and SNL (1992a).

8.4.1 Primary Method

For repository design, the TBM is considered to be the preferred, primary method of
excavation because of its potential for excavating large or small diameter openings at advance
rates far in excess of those attainable using other excavation methods in the relatively high
strength rock typical of the TSw2 thermomechanical unit, and because these machines
produce relatively smooth excavated surfaces with minimal rock damage.

Compared with drill-and-blast methods, flexibility for development of alternative subsurface
layouts using TBM designs produced by most major manufacturers is limited because of the
machine and backup system's inability to make sharp or short-radius turns, and because of
difficulties associated with moving the TBM intact from one location to another.

Tunnel boring machines, by nature of design, excavate fixed diameter circular openings. This
can be considered a potential disadvantage of using TBMs in cases where the primary
operating functions that a subsurface opening must accommodate may not be efficiently suited
to the circular cross-section produced. In some instances, portions of an opening excavated
using a TBM may have to be enlarged, or otherwise modified for the intended purpose. For
example, the floor of a 7.6 meter diameter opening excavated using a TBM may require up to

K> one meter of fill to create the same operational envelope available in the 6.7 meter high by 5
meter wide vertical emplacement openings included in the SCP conceptual design. In this
example, the TBM opening would produce approximately one-third more excavated rock to
handle and dispose of compared to the custom shaped rectangular opening.

However, the benefits of using a TBM for the development of a repository at Yucca
Mountain far outweigh any potential disadvantages. Various advantages of using this
excavation system are summarized as follows:

* Minimized wall rock fracturing or damage

* Elimination of blasting by-products which could impair waste isolation performance

* Circular shaped opening is optimal in terms of long-term stability

* Potential for higher productivity/lower unit costs substantially enhanced when
compared to any other large-scale excavation method in the TSw2 unit.

8.4.1.1 Tunnel Boring Machine Excavation Method

In hard rock excavation, the TBM system consists of several key components that, together,
form a unique excavation method. The main component is the TBM, a robust machine that

K.i weighs, for instance, an estimated 635 tonnes in the case of the 7.62 meter diameter machine
recently manufactured for the YMP site characterization program. Each TBM is built to the
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diameter of the tunnel for which it was originally intended; major modification is necessary to
change its diameter and can only be considered in small increments relative to the original
diameter of the machine.

Hard rock TBMs function by thrusting a rotating, full-face, circular cutterhead against the
rock surface in the direction of opening advance. The cutterhead is outfitted with disc-type
cutters appropriate for breaking the material to be excavated. The thrust necessary for
loading the cutters to the level necessary to effect rock breakage is supplied by hydraulic
propel cylinders, one end of which is attached to the cutterhead support; the other end is
attached to a set of grippers. The grippers are located some distance back from the
cutterhead support and function by using large, radial acting hydraulic cylinders to press two
or more gripper pads, or shoes, against the excavated surfaces of the opening. The total force
generated by the grippers is on the order of two to three times the total exerted by the propel
cylinders. The resistance to sliding friction which is generated between the gripper shoe and
the rock surface is what anchors the machine to react to the propelling thrust necessary to
advance the cutters a slight distance into the rock face. The length of a TBM, in proportion
to its diameter, varies according to its design and/or manufacturer, but is usually on the order
of one to three tunnel diameters.

Behind the TBM, and pulled along by it, is a string of decks called, interchangeably, the
"trailing floor," "trailing gear," "gantry," "backup system," or simply, "backup." These decks
provide space for materials and supplies offloading and storage, house various pieces of
support equipment such as the electrical transformers, and serve as the muck handling
interface between the TBM and whatever system is used to transport the muck to the surface.
These backup systems can be on the order of 100 meters or more in length, depending upon
the various operational functions they are required to support.

Another major equipment component in a TBM excavation system is the muck removal or
handling system. Continuous conveyor systems are gaining acceptance in the commercial
market, but their use has been limited to straight tunnels or those with long radius curves.
The alternative, and more commonly used method, has been muck train setups, where an
underground locomotive is used to move trains of two to four muck cars into and out of the
subsurface or to a shaft.

The final major system component, the service system, includes the equipment used to
transport various elements of ground support (rock bolts, ring steel, lagging, etc.), TBM
lubrication supplies and replacement parts, utilities piping, electrical supplies and equipment,
ventilation ductwork and fans, rail and ties, personnel, etc., into the tunnel. Rail-based
transport cars are used more or less universally to supply TBM headings whenever possible as
rail lends itself to the delivery of a large volume of material using a single locomotive as the
prime mover. In tunnels using precast concrete segments for full-circle support, or in the
invert to form a stable or wider roadway, special rail cars are usually fabricated to transport
the segments, forming a major portion of the overall materials transport equipment fleet.

Figure 8.4.1-1 is an artist's rendition of the 7.62 meter diameter TBM and backup purchased
for the site characterization program at Yucca Mountain.
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The Robbins Co. of Kent, Washington, has developed a small diameter TBM with a portable
launch mechanism called the Borpac." This machine uses pneumatic packers as grippers and
is designed for small diameter applications (approximately 2 meters or less) where clearances
are inadequate for conventional TBM operating systems to function.

8.4.2 Secondary Methods

8.4.2.1 Excavation by Roadheader or Roadheader Variations

Early designs of roadheaders for underground applications were of relatively lightweight
construction, and as a consequence, were only applicable to softer rock conditions of
approximately 70 MPa unconfined compressive strength (UCS) or less. To increase the
possible range of application, the weight and power of these machines was increased, and
boom designs were changed in an effort to economically cut the higher strength rocks. Long-
cantilever soft rock booms used in-line "milling" (spiral auger) heads, and a boom mounted
cutter motor as a load carrying member. These were replaced for harder rock formations with
stiff, heavy-duty, cylinder supported booms outfitted with transverse "ripper" cutting heads
and the practice of using the motor as a load carrying member was eliminated. Machines of
this design (refer to Figure 8.4.2-1) are now considered to be capable of economically cutting
some rock formations in the 60 to 100 MPa UCS range (Whittaker, 1990) and, in some cases,
as high as 130 MPa UCS (Kogelmann, 1992).

The degree of fracturing in the rock formation is an important factor in determining the
applicability of roadheaders. More fracturing in the rock formation can enhance cutting
performance. For rock formations above 150 MPa UCS, successful excavation cannot be
guaranteed (Whittaker, 1990). Presently, carbide-tipped picks are considered to be one of the
limiting factors for rock cutting, although special picks tipped with carbide and diamonds
have cut rocks up to plus 200 MPa UCS (Kogelmann, 1992, and Whittaker, 1990). It should
be pointed out however, that while the higher strength rocks may have been cut on a limited
basis in various research and development type tests, many roadheaders have failed when
used to excavate in the harder, 100 MPa plus rock types on a day-in, day-out basis.

Table 8.4.2-1 presents basic geomechanical data for the TSw2 thernomechanical unit.
Unconfined compressive strength data are from drill holes USW A-1, USW G-1, USW G-2,
USW GU-3, and USW G-4, as listed in SNL (1993d, p. B-2), as well as RIB data (YMP,
1994a, R3, Section 1.1322). Some published strength values are from tests on saturated
samples (SNL, 1984d), which may underestimate the strength of the in-situ rock. Ranges of
the degree of fracturing are also presented, based upon data presented in SNL, (1993c, pp. 23
and D-6) for the same drill holes, both per linear meter of core and as a function of unit
volume of rock. Prudence must be exercised when applying the referenced data to roadheader
suitability, as the strengths and fracturing indicated may not be fully representative of the
materials which may be encountered during excavation.
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Figure 8.4.2-1. AM- 105 Roadheader
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Table 8.4.2-1. Unconfined Compressive Strength and Fracture Data

SNL (1993d) RIB
Unconfined Unconfined Linear Fracture Volumetric Fracture

TSw2 Compressive Compressive Frequency Frequency Ranges
T/M Unit Strength Ranges Strength Ranges Ranges (per cu. meter)

(MPa) (MPa) (per meter)

Range 12 - 326 Not Listed 1.7 - 5.7 5.4 - 40.6

Mean/ I
Std. Dev. 161 63 155 59 3.0 19.6

From examination of Table 8.4.2-1, portions of the TSw2 unit appear to be in the range of
suitable application of roadheaders; however, "average" strength material is above the range
where successful excavation of the material can be guaranteed. Based upon predictions of
roadheader performance previously made for the TSw2 unit, it is currently considered that the
TSw2 unit would require a machine with capabilities that are at the edge of, or go beyond,
current roadheader technology, and that low productivities and associated high costs would
result (SNL, 1992b). The degree of fracturing within the formation may help extend the
limits of practical applicability somewhat.

Specific testing on fully representative samples of all types of TSw2 material that could be
encountered during repository construction is required to make an actual determination of
roadheader suitability. At the present time, a standard, heavy-duty commercial roadheader is
not considered to be suitable for use as a production (primary excavation) machine, but may
be useful as a tool for secondary excavations (SNL, 1992a, p. 4-31).

A promising development is underway at the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) research
facility that may result in secondary, mechanical excavation tools that are useful for
repository development and that are targeted toward cutting the higher strength rocks typical
of the TSw2 unit. The CSM researchers (Friant et al., 1993) have designed and tested a small
diameter (127 mm) disc-type cutter as shown on Figure 8.4.2-2. The "mini-disc" cutters have
been installed and tested on a small diameter (813 mm) cutting head that functions like a
TBM cutterhead. Designs for larger cutterheads, on the order of 1500-2000 mm diameter,
have also been developed. For these designs, the mini-disc cutters would be mounted on the
face and sides of the rotating head to permit cutting in both a sumping mode and in a sewing
mode.

A conceptual design has also been developed by CSM for an "alcove miner" that can be
transported on a railcar and set up to excavate alcoves of various dimensions starting from a
7.6 meter diameter drift. The alcove miner would be outfitted with the mini-disk cutterhead
and is designed to excavate to a depth sufficient to provide a starter cut for a heavy-duty
roadheader, allowing the roadheader to work without blocking traffic in the larger, 7.6 meter
diameter opening and providing anchoring positions for the roadheader's stabilizing jacks.
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Preliminary designs for adapting the mini-disc cutter to a roadheader cutting head are also
being investigated (Rostami, et al., 1993); results so far look promising. The CSM work is
being performed in support of, and under a contract funded by, the YMP.

8.4.2.2 Excavation by Mobile Miner

The Mobile Miner (Figure 8.4.2-3) is a relatively new mechanical excavator developed by the
Robbins Company for both soft and hard rock formations. The Mobile Miner consists of a
heavy, tracked carrier with a massive cutter boom to which a rotating cutting wheel is
attached. The cutting wheel rotational axis is perpendicular to both the main axis of the
machine and the direction of heading advance. The boom moves up and down and from side
to side while the cutter wheel rotates. The cutting wheel is equipped with a single row of
cutters around its perimeter. It is the only machine currently available, other than a
roadheader, that can mechanically excavate rectangular shaped openings in rock. It can also
produce a pseudo-arched profile by incorporating a different cutting boom configuration.

The Mobile Miner is a partial-face cutting machine (compared to a TBM which is a full-face
machine), and because of this, it cannot match TBM production rates (SNL, 1992b, p. 1-2).
The nominal minimum opening size for the smallest available machine is 3.5 m by 3.5 m (12
in2). The Mobile Miner's size and weight limit mobility and make its use questionable as a
machine for secondary excavation.

8.4.2.3 Excavation by Boring Machines Other Than TBAs

Some boring machines use rock fragmentation techniques similar to a TBM, but they differ in
their method of applying thrust to the cutting head. The TBM advances its thrust reaction
point (the grippers) along the drift as it advances; other boring machines thrust from a fixed
reaction point, and are therefore limited in terms of the horizontal distance they can bore.
Another distinction is that operating personnel usually work within the TBM opening during
excavation, while personnel are not normally inside of an opening being excavated by a non-
TBM boring machine. (An exception is the V-mole discussed below.)

Boring machines other than a TBM might be applied to repository construction in the
following ways:

* Shaft development using raise boring, or pilot boring with down-hole reaming
* Horizontal long boreholes (small diameter) for emplacement of low heat output WPs
* Vertical boreholes for emplacement of low heat output WPs
* Short ventilation cross-cuts or raises.
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Two other types of boring machines that may be usable at the repository include:

* A conventional type boring machine where the cutting head receives its thrust in the
direction of advance through a string of steel drill pipe extending from a vehicle or
thrusting device blocked into the access opening.

* A "raise boring" or back-reaming type machine where the cutting head receives its
thrust through a string of steel drill pipe pulled through a previously drilled pilot hole.

A third type of boring machine that operates vertically but employs gripping/thrusting features
similar to a TBM is the V-mole, as shown on Figure 8.4.2-4. The V-mole is a machine that
is considered potentially applicable at Yucca mountain for repository shaft construction
(M&O, 1993a, p. 6-4). However, given the emphasis on minimizing the introduction of water
into the repository during construction and limited historical success in dry muck removal
from blind shaft boring operations, use of the V-mole in a pilot bore and ream shaft
construction mode is considered to be most viable. In this mode a pilot bore would be
constructed with a raise boring machine as discussed above, and the V-mole would ream the
pilot bore to the full shaft diameter. Cuttings would drop down the pilot bore during shaft
reaming.

Several other shaft reaming machines, which in principle operate similarly to the V-mole, are
also considered applicable if shaft diameters do not exceed approximately 6 to 7 m (M&O,
1993a, p. 5-98). These machines use a drill string to provide vertical and in some cases
circular movement in the shaft.

8.4.2A Minor Excavations Using Other Methods

While mechanized excavation will undoubtedly retain favor as the preferred, principal
repository excavation method, there is still the possibility that specific applications will favor
the drill/blast technique because of its flexibility and its suitability in creating custom
excavation shapes or profiles. Some potential applications of the drill/blast method include:

* Invert excavation to obtain a squared off floor
* TBM launch chambers
* Specific test room alcoves
* Sub-surface shops and utility room alcoves
* Excavation of raises
* Excavation of shaft sumps.

The state-of-the-art using controlled blasting has developed to a point that allows the
excavation of fairly precise openings with little wall rock damage. Such methods use closely
spaced, accurately drilled holes in a pattern that reduces wall rock damaging fractures.
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Figure 8.4.2-4. Wirth "V-Mole" Shaft Reaming Machine
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By-products of blasting include: dust, oxides of carbon, oxides of nitrogen, and other
compounds. Potentially, significant quantities of these could combine with moisture to
produce corrosive agents or agents that may help to mobilize radionuclides. In addition to
fracturing of the wall rock, this consideration suggests minimizing drill/blast methods to
small, specialized applications.

A new, pseudo-drill/blast technique that offers advantages in terms of energy efficiency and
limited flyrock problems is called the Penetrating Cone Fracture (PCF) method (Micke, et al.,
1994). This recent development is predicated upon the initiation and propagation of a
controlled fracture from the bottom of a shallow and rapidly pressurized borehole. A stepped
bit is used to drill a hole to a depth of approximately 450 mm to 750 mm. The hole is then
pressurized using a "mine gun," which is inserted to the bottom of the drill hole and which
fires a charge of commercially available gun propellant. Expansion of the propellant gases
results in a rapid increase in pressure at the bottom of the hole, causing fractures that extend
radially from the bottom of the hole toward the face of the excavation, and resulting in a cone
shaped depression in the rock face. Flyrock is substantially reduced when compared with
conventional blasting operations.

The PCF technology has been developed by Sunburst Excavation, Inc. of Denver, Colorado.
Sunburst has teamed with Swiss and German firms which manufacture the ITC/Schaeff
carrier, a tracked unit equipped with a backhoe style boom used to gather muck onto a
loading apron, then conveys the material to the rear of the carrier and discharges it into truck
beds or other haulage equipment. As shown on Figure 8.4.2-5, the muck gathering boom is
outfitted with a variable flow hydraulic impact breaker used for perimeter trimming and
breaking oversized rocks, while a second boom has been added to carry the drill and mine
gun used for primary breakage.

The mine gun equipment and technology is still in the developmental stage, but offers
enhanced flexibility and shows sufficient promise to warrant ongoing monitoring of
performance as it enters its first commercial application driving a development opening for
the Perseverance Nickel Mine in Western Australia beginning in mid to late 1994.

Other, non-blast, pseudo-mechanical methods that are available for local, specialized
excavations include: (1) drilling and hydraulic splitting, (2) drilling and chemical agent
splitting, (3) ultra-high pressure water jet cutting, or (4) a technique using drilling and a
splitting system known as the Core Cracker." As depicted in Figure 8.4.2-6, the "Core
Cracker" system uses a principle known as impact hydraulics, where a soft metal sphere is
placed in a short hole (1 m + deep) and is deformed using a hydraulic impact hammer. The
deformed metal produces high pressures at the bottom of the hole which are sufficient to
break a conical section of rock away from the rock face (Klemens and Hodson, 1991).
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8.5 WASTE EMPLACEMENT CONCEPTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Three major waste emplacement concepts have been considered in past conceptual repository
design studies: vertical borehole, horizontal borehole, and in-drift emplacement. Both the
vertical and horizontal borehole emplacement methods were considered and developed as a
part of the SCP-CD (SNL, 1987a). In the vertical borehole emplacement concept, one small
single-purpose canister-based WP was placed in a vertical borehole located in an
emplacement drift floor. Multiple boreholes were located within an emplacement drift. In
the horizontal emplacement mode, the same type of WPs were placed in a horizontal borehole
located in the emplacement drift walls. A short borehole was used for a single or a few
packages and a long borehole for multiple WPs. Multiple boreholes were located on each
wall of the emplacement drift.

More recently, one of the most significant changes affecting emplacement (and retrieval) is
the adoption of MPC-based WPs. Significant considerations include:

* Individual WP concepts resulting in package weights of up to approximately 86
tonnes, and diameters of approximately 1.8 meters, impact all areas of waste transport
and emplacement design. As a comparison, the heaviest WPs in the SCP-CD were in
the range of 6 tonnes.

* WPs containing as many as 21 PWR or 40 BWR spent nuclear fuel assemblies, with
individual initial package heat outputs of more than 10 kW, are being given strong
consideration. As a comparison, the SCP-CD type packages were estimated to have
initial potential heat output in the range of 3 kW per package.

Figure 8.5-1 is a pictorial weight comparison of the current 21 PWR MPC WP concept and
the WP adopted in the SCP-CD.

Studies by SNL (1992e) have indicated that a WP with a heat output of more than 5 kW may
not be suitable for emplacement in a borehole sized just large enough for insertion. This
work has been confirmed by preliminary thermal analyses prepared in support of various WP
ACD studies, which showed that WPs containing 12 or more PWR spent fuel assemblies will
generate sufficient heat to exceed the current maximum thermal constraint of 350'C at the
canister centerline if emplaced in a borehole.

Since numerous other studies are available for discussions of vertical and long horizontal
borehole emplacement, and because of thermal limitations as discussed in the preceding
paragraph regarding the size of packages that can be emplaced in boreholes, this report will
not attempt to address these emplacement modes further. Rather, discussions will be limited
to emplacement modes which can accommodate the large diameter, high heat output MPC-
based WPs that are currently in the process of being baselined in the YMP program.
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Various in-drift emplacement concepts have been developed as a result of these changes in
WP characteristics with limited studies performed in FY 1993 (M&O, 1993b and
M&O, 1993c) and FY 1994 (M&O, 1994b).

8.5.1 General Emplacement Concepts

Six general alternative concepts that are applicable to emplacement of large diameter, high
heat output, MPC-based WPs have been given preliminary consideration in ACD. The basic
emplacement configurations can be divided into two broad categories: in-drift and alcove.
The general configurations of the six alternatives, minus such details as drift size, shielding
method, and WP spacing, are shown in Figure 8.5.1-1.

A. Center-In-Drift - The Center-In-Drift concept consists of WPs placed on the centerline
of a horizontal emplacement drift. The concept was used as the basis for developing
ESF/Repository interface drawings in early FY 1994 (M&O, 1994o).

B. Off-Center-In-Drift - The Off-Center-In-Drift concept consists of WPs placed
sufficiently far off the center of an emplacement drift to permit movement of WPs for
selective retrieval operations, repositioning of packages for thermal management, or
operation of maintenance equipment for minor repairs next to emplaced WPs.

C. In-Sub-Drift - The In-Sub-Drift concept is a variation of the Center-In-Drift concept
and consists of a moderate length horizontal emplacement sub-drift excavated between
two emplacement access drifts. Multiple WPs are placed on the centerline of the sub-
drift.

D. In-Short-Perpendicular-Alcove - The In-Short-Perpendicular-Alcove concept is a
variation to the general in-drift concept, and consists of one or two WPs emplaced in a
horizontal alcove excavated adjacent, and at a 90° angle, to an emplacement access
drift.

E. In-Short-Parallel-Alcove - The In-Short-Parallel-Alcove concept consists of a long and
relatively narrow alcove excavated in the rib of an emplacement access drift. The WP
is oriented in the alcove with its longitudinal axis parallel to the emplacement access
drift.

F. In-Short-Angled-Alcove - The In-Short-Angled-Alcove concept is identical to the In-
Short-Perpendicular-Alcove concept, except that the alcove is excavated at a 45° angle
to the emplacement access drift.

General advantages and disadvantages for each of the six concepts are summarized in Table
8.5.1-1. Sections 8.5.1.1 and 8.5.1.2 provide more specific discussions of the relative merits
and shortcomings of both the in-drift and alcove emplacement concepts.
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Table 8.5.1-1. Comparison of Initial Emplacement Concepts

( Emplacement l
Configuration Advantages Disadvantages

(1) Center-In- Good opening stability characteristics with Unless a large opening size is used,
Drift small drift diameter. retrieval of individual WPs and

maintenance and repair of emplacement
Minimal secondary excavation. drifts could be very difficult to accomplish

unless the WPs are first removed from the
Smallest emplacement opening size. drift.

Excavation and emplacement simplicity. Backfilling would be more difficult than
for alcove concepts.

Conducive to emplacement/retrieval
remote handling.

From a cost standpoint, drifts are
individually shielded rather than individual
alcoves, thus reducing the total amount of
shielding fixtures required.

Flexibility to adjust WP spacing if needed.

Drift cooling by ventilation is
straightforward.

Good heat transfer characteristics.
(2) Off- Good opening stability characteristics with Compared to Center-In-Drift, requires

Center-In- small drift diameter. either a greater amount of primary
Drift excavation due to a greater emplacement

Minimal secondary excavation. opening size, and/or greater invert fill
quantities.

Emplacement simplicity.
Backfilling would be more difficult than

Conducive to emplacement/retrieval for alcove concepts.
remote handling.

Drift shielding advantages identical to (1).

Good flexibility to adjust WP spacing if
needed or to place WPs side-by-side in
special cases.

Selective WP retrieval is possible.

More conducive to minor drift repair and
maintenance without package removal if
this is considered feasible from a
personnel radiological safety viewpoint.

Drift cooling by ventilation is
straightforward.

Good heat transfer characteristics.
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Table 8.5.1-1. Comparison of Initial Emplacement Concepts (Continued)

Emplacement l
Configuration Advantages | Disadvantages

(3) In-Sub- Similar to (1), except that secondary Similar to (1), but less pronounced as sub-
Drift excavation and shielding will be greater. drift length decreases.

Similar to (4), but retrieval and backfill Similar to (4), but less pronounced,
advantages less pronounced as sub-drift although term "alcove" does not apply.
length increases, although term "alcove"
does not apply. Uses larger amounts of available storage

area.
WP emplacement could be performed
from either side of the sub-drift. Difficult to obtain uniform repository-wide

heat distribution.

Increased excavation requirements.

(4) In-Short- WP isolation from travelway possible. Requires a substantial amount of
Angled- secondary excavation..
Alcove Selective WP retrieval possible.

Alcove excavation will be more difficult to
Backfill operations in the access drifts accomplish than a drift.
adjacent to the alcoves are relatively
simple. Could require large emplacement alcove

opening size to meet thermal goals.

Requires a large amount of shielding if
individual alcove shielding is used.

Little flexibility to adjust WP spacing if
needed.

Backfill operations in the alcoves may be
difficult.

Cooling of alcoves could be difficult.
(5) In-Short- Same as (4). Same as (4).

Perpendic-
ular- Can accommodate a higher thermal load
Alcove than (4).

(6) In-Short- Same as (4). Similar to (4).
Parallel-
Alcove Very difficult to shield individual alcoves

because of large door areas required.

Opening stability could be a problem
because of long roof spans.
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8.5.1.1 In-Drift Emplacement

In-drift emplacement can basically be defined as WPs placed horizontally within a drift. This
general form of emplacement is a key assumption currently made in the CDA (M&O, 1994m,
Key 011).

In-drift emplacement concepts vary primarily by three general characteristics: 1) where the
WP is situated in the drift, 2) how the WP is permanently supported in the drift once
emplaced which closely relates to the choice of emplacement equipment, and 3) by the length
of the drift. Of the three characteristics, 1) and 2) have the greatest influence on the diameter
of the drift, and characteristic 3) has the greatest influence on the overall configuration of the
repository layout.

For large, MPC-based WPs such as those containing approximately 21 PWR or 40 BWR
spent fuel assemblies, the diameter of the emplacement drift must be sufficient to provide
adequate surface area to allow for effective transfer of heat radiated from the WP. This heat
must be conducted away through the rock mass at a rate sufficient to maintain a package core
temperature that does not exceed thermal limits.

Preliminary thermal analyses have indicated that WPs placed on the drift centerline and
containing up to 21 PWR fuel assemblies, assuming 22 year old average fuel with a 42.2
GWd bumup as stated in the CDA (M&O, 1994m, Key 004), should maintain core
temperatures within acceptable limits in a 4.3 meter diameter drift. High heat output
packages, typically those containing 21 PWR fuel assemblies, will generally control the
minimum opening size design unless special provisions for cooling by aging or ventilation are
used. It is not practical, using a TBM as the machine for primary excavation (M&O, 1994m,
DCSS-005), to provide minor adjustments in drift diameter based upon the lower heat output
of packages such as 12 PWR/24 BWR (M&O, 1994d).

The method of WP support also has an influence on the drift diameter due to the type of
emplacement equipment that must be used. From an equipment standpoint, the emplacement
drift diameter must permit the passage of the WP and prime mover through the drift.

Prime movers considered at this stage of ACD include a locomotive and a self-propelled
gantry and are discussed in greater detail in Section 8.7.2.2. Equipment surveys have
indicated that underground locomotives that could be used for pushing or pulling a cart-
mounted, 21 PWR WP placed on rail in the center of the opening would fit inside drift
diameters as small as 3.7 meters, but as discussed above, thermal constraints will generally
limit the minimum drift size. A 4.3 m diameter drift has been advanced in previous studies
using rail car emplacement (M&O, 1993b, p. 5-44).

Several gantry concepts developed during ACD for placement of WPs in the center of the
drift suggest an emplacement drift diameter of approximately 5.0 m. This diameter is based
upon the estimated operating envelope required for the gantry, plus an additional allowance of
700 mm outside of the operating envelope for ground support and excavation misalignment
tolerance.
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In-drift emplacement concepts allow good flexibility in terms of repository thermal
management, both for initial placement and for subsequent WP spacing adjustments, subject
to some limitations when packages are closely spaced. The potential need for flexibility to
allow WP spacing adjustments after emplacement is discussed in Section 8.3.2.

In-drift emplacement can readily accommodate a mixed waste stream consisting of SNF WPs
containing both 21 PWR/40 BWR assemblies and 12 PWR/24 BWR assemblies, and high
level WPs containing 4 DHLW canisters as currently defined in M&O (1994d).

Of the six alternative concepts identified in Section 8.5.1, three involve in-drift emplacement:
Center-In-Drift, Off-Center-In-Drift, and In-Sub-Drift. The first, Center-In-Drift, currently
uses two variations or modes relating to how the WP is emplaced. One variation includes
placement of the WP resting on a permanently emplaced rail cart. This configuration is
termed "In-Small-Drift-on-Rail" (ISDOR). The second variation places the WP on permanent
pedestals and is termed "In-Small-Drift-on-Pedestal" (ISDOP).

The ISDOR concept utilizes rail systems for emplacement of WPs on permanent railbound
carriers in the emplacement drift. Obvious advantages of using rail transport include: the
ability to accommodate extremely heavy loads without proportional increases in the carrier's
operating envelope, as compared with rubber-tired vehicles, and the relative ease with which
railbound systems can be reliably automated or controlled from remote locations. Railbound
systems in which the WP carrier remains with the package also facilitate retrieval in a
relatively straightforward manner, although it has not yet been determined what the long-term
effectiveness of rail cars permanently emplaced in a hot and high radiation drift environment
would be, particularly in regard to retrieval.

The ISDOP concept places WPs on permanent pedestals that are prepositioned in the drift and
is considered as an alternative to the ISDOR method. The choice of pedestal dimensions,
material type, and the number required per package, as well as whether to premanufacture or
construct them in place, has not been addressed at this point. Gantry emplacement equipment
concepts have been developed to accommodate this type of WP support (M&O, 1994b).

The Center-In-Drift emplacement concept has the following positive features:

* Compared to an alcove concept, requires the smallest opening size, resulting in the
lowest excavation and backfill (if used) volume

* Excavation and emplacement operations are relatively straightforward

* Compared to alcove concepts, would likely require a lesser amount of total shielding

* Excavation costs are significantly lower when compared to alcove concepts

* Drift/package configuration provides good heat transfer area to the surrounding rock

* Relatively small drift diameter enhances opening stability
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* Allows good flexibility to adjust WP spacing for thermal management or to avoid
local geologic features.

On the other hand, there are several potentially negative features to the Center-In-Drift
concept, when used with a relatively small drift (such as the 4.3 m diameter described in
M&O, 1993b and M&O, 1994a), coupled with the long length of each emplacement drift:

• Selective retrieval of WPs for such reasons as a breached WP or performance
confirmation is relatively difficult. All WPs in an emplacement drift preceding the
package to be retrieved would need to be moved out of the emplacement drift and
stored temporarily in another location. However, the need to perform selective
retrieval of a breached WP appears to be unlikely. According to assumption EBDRD
3.2.5.1.2.B.1 in the CDA (M&O, 1994m), packages are to be designed with a less-than
2.2 x 1O percent incidence of breaching during the preclosure period. For a total of
approximately 12,000 packages, this equates to less than one package breached.
Performance confirmation activities which might require selective retrieval is a subject
not well defined to-date. Its effect on the need for selective retrieval can therefore not
be fully established.

* Access to sections of the emplacement drift without first removing any intervening
packages would be difficult, if not impossible, if drift maintenance and repair were
required. Again, temporary removal and storage of WPs would be needed. For
maintenance of only an isolated section of drift, package removal only up to the area
requiring repair may be needed. For complete drift maintenance, the entire drift would
need to be emptied. However, considering the difficult nature of performing
maintenance in an emplacement drift while unshielded WPs are present, drift
maintenance with packages present may not be practical even if sufficient room were
available.

* Limited access space around the WP may make backfill (if used) operations and
consistent backfill placement quality potentially difficult to achieve.

The Off-Center-In-Drift concept is presented as a variation of the basic Center-In-Drift
concept. The concept consists of WPs placed sufficiently far off the center of an
emplacement drift to provide an operating corridor alongside a line of emplaced WPs. This
would permit passage of a WP being individually retrieved, would permit minor drift repair
and maintenance equipment to move alongside a line of emplaced WPs, or would permit
repositioning of packages for thermal management using a remotely operated locomotive on
the clear track. This locomotive could be equipped with a special coupling device that could
reach over to the adjacent track to move packages one at a time.

The Off-Center-In-Drift concept is in many ways similar to the Center-In-Drift concept.
Considered to be a compromise concept, Off-Center-In-Drift improves on some of the
potentially negative features that are inherent to the Center-In-Drift concept. As with the
Center-In-Drift concept, WPs can be placed on permanently emplaced rail carts or on
pedestals, although pedestal support may require a larger diameter opening.
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Positive features of the Off-Center-In-Drift concept include:

* Compared to an alcove concept, requires a smaller opening size, and a lower
excavation and backfill (if used) volume

* Excavation and emplacement operations are relatively straightforward

* Compared to alcove concepts, would likely require a lesser total amount of shielding

* Excavation costs are significantly lower when compared to alcove concepts

* Drift/package configuration provides good heat transfer to the surrounding rock

* Relatively small drift diameter enhances opening stability

* Allows good flexibility to adjust WP spacing for thermal management or to avoid
local geologic features

* Individual retrieval of WPs is possible without moving all WPs preceding the package
to be retrieved out of the emplacement drift (see center-in-drift-discussion, above)

* If determined to be feasible from a personnel safety or operational standpoint, access
to sections of the emplacement drift would be available if minor drift maintenance and
repair is required without temporary removal and associated temporary storage of WPs

* Allows the flexibility for side-by-side emplacement of WPs for special emplacement
cases or as a tool for thermal management at repository closure.

A negative feature of the Off-Center-In-Drift concept is that limited access space around the
WP may make backfill (if used) operations and consistent backfill emplacement quality
potentially difficult to achieve.

The In-Sub-Drift concept is basically a variation to a Center-In-Drift repository layout
configuration, rather than a significantly different emplacement alternative. The In-Sub-Drift
concept is similar to Center-In-Drift in that WPs are placed in center of the drifts, yet the
drift length is much shorter. Due to its short length, the flexibility to adjust WP spacing is
reduced. Also, because of its short length, more shielding doors will be required than with
the Center-In-Drift or Off-Center-In-Drift concepts, and a considerable amount of disposal
area would be lost to the system of access drifts and thermal buffers, if needed. It has
similarities to several of the alcove concepts discussed in Section 8.5.1.2 because WPs are
isolated from the access drift by shielding doors placed at each end of the sub-drift, but since
the sub-drift is longer than an alcove, the alcove concepts have advantages with respect to
selective retrieval of WPs.
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8.5.1.2 Alcove Emplacement

Alcove emplacement is an alternative that is somewhat analogous to the vertical borehole
mode of the SCP-CD. However, considerations in alcove design and applicability related to
the size and heat output of current WP concepts make a direct comparison misleading.
Although emplacement of WPs in an alcove is not currently a key YMP assumption, this
concept is being examined to meet requirements such as those mandated by 10 CFR
60.21(c)(1)(ii)(F)(6) regarding identification and justification for the selection of variables that
are determined to be probable subjects of license applications. Of the six alternative
emplacement concepts identified in Section 8.5.1, three involve alcoves.

In order to simplify the discussions in this section, the concepts of AML and initial APD
assuming an average WP with 22 year old fuel and a burnup of 42.2 GWd; (M&O, 1994m,
Key 004) are used. As was discussed in Section 8.3.2, this approach may be an oversimplifi-
cation given the variability likely to be present in the waste stream. Nevertheless, these terms
are useful to illustrate limitations inherent with alcove emplacement. The discussions also
incorporate several types of MPC-based WPs as follows: 21 PWR/40 BWR, 12 PWR/24
BWR, and 4 DHLW (M&O, 1994d).

During preliminary evaluations of the alcove concepts, several factors were found to be
particularly significant. One factor was that for a given thermal load, in order to maintain an
extraction ratio of less than 30 percent in the emplacement areas, there are limitations on the
number of WPs that can be accommodated in a single alcove, or there are limitations on the
number of alcoves that can be excavated. The significance of the 30 percent extraction ratio
was discussed in Section 8.3.5.1, and it is currently recognized as a YMP limit (M&O,
1994m, DCSS-006).

Another significant factor in alcove emplacement is that the stability of the pillars between
neighboring alcoves will be reduced due to the superpositioning effect of stress concentrations
if they are spaced too closely. From a long-term stability viewpoint, a rule-of-thumb is that
alcoves located on the same side of the emplacement access drift (see Figure 8.5.1-1) should
be spaced three times the alcove width for the perpendicular or angled alcove concepts, or
three times the alcove length for the parallel alcove concept.

Considering the discussions in previous paragraphs, the In-Short-Parallel-Alcove concept has
three major shortcomings. The first is the long length of the alcove, which greatly reduces
the AML (or initial APD) that can be emplaced if an extraction ratio of less than 30 percent
and reasonable pillar sizes between alcoves are to be maintained. This is exacerbated if
DHLW is placed in the same alcove, which requires a greater alcove length. The maximum
AML and initial APD that a WP containing average SNF (M&O, 1994m, Key 004) can be
emplaced at in the parallel alcove concept, without violating the above two considerations, are
shown in Table 8.5.1-2 for several potential combinations of WP emplacement configurations.

For comparison, key assumptions specify that AMLs in the high range of 80 to 100
MTU/Acre (19.8 to 24.7 kgU/m2) and in the low range of 25 to 35 MTU/acre (6.2 to 8.6
kgU/m 2) be considered (M&O, 1994m, Key 019). As can be seen from the values in
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Table 8.5.1-2, it is not feasible to meet the high range AML assumptions with the parallel
alcove concept without violating the general extraction ratio or pillar width criteria.

A second major shortcoming of the parallel alcove concept is the long roof span that would
be present from the far edge of the emplacement access drift (see Figure 8.5.1-1) to the edge
of the alcove, approximately 13 m, and the inherent potential for reduced opening stability.

The third major shortcoming of the parallel alcove concept is the physical size of the
shielding that would be necessary to isolate the waste in the alcove from personnel in the
access drift adjacent to the alcove. Shielding could be provided by doors located at the
entrance of the alcove; however, for an alcove containing both SNF and DHLW packages,
massive doors would be necessary, on the order of 20 m long by 4 to 5 m high. Splitting the
doors into halves would alleviate the problem somewhat, but nevertheless, the concept is still
considered to be impractical over others available because of both the potential cost and
weight of each door.

The In-Short-Angled-Alcove concept has one major shortcoming. As in the case of the
parallel alcove concept, the AML or initial APD that can be achieved can greatly limit the
feasibility of this concept. For the angled alcove concept, the maximum AMLs and initial
APDs that waste can be emplaced at without violating maximum extraction ratio or minimum
pillar considerations are also shown in Table 8.5.1-2 for several potential WP emplacement
configurations.

Again, referring to the values in Table 8.5.1-2, it is not feasible to meet the high range AML
assumptions of 80 to 100 MTU/Acre (19.8 to 24.7 kgU/m2) with the angled alcove concept
without violating the general extraction ratio or pillar width criteria.

The In-Short-Perpendicular-Alcove concept also has one major shortcoming, similar to the
angled alcove concept. The maximum AMLs and initial APDs that waste can be emplaced at
in the perpendicular concept, without violating maximum extraction ratio or minimum pillar
considerations, are shown in Table 8.5.1-2 for the same combinations of WP emplacement
configurations as the other alcove concepts.

From the values in Table 8.5.1-2, the high range AML assumption of 80 to 100 MTU/Acre
(19.8 to 24.7 kgU/m2) cannot be consistently met for all required types of WPs without
violating the general extraction ratio or pillar width criteria.

The most significant conclusion that can be drawn from the discussions in this section is that
the key assumption to develop a surface/subsurface configuration that will accommodate a
primary high thermal load of 80 to 100 MTU/Acre (91 to 114 kW/Acre) (M&O, 1994m, Key
019) cannot reasonably be met with alcove emplacement. To meet the assumption would
require more detailed analyses that consider higher extraction ratios and reduced pillar width
criteria, and the ramifications of making such changes.
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Table 8.5.1-2. Maximum AML and Initial APD for Alcove Concepts

Emplacement Concept/WP Alcove Alcove Spacing' Maximum Achievable Maximum Achievable
Configuration Length AML3Y4 Initial APD'

(m) (kgU/m2) (W/ml)
I )(i)

|Parallel'" ll1

(I) 21 PWR/ 10 30 14.3 16.3
40 BWR

(1) 12PWR/ 10 30 8.4 9.6
24 BWR

(I) 21 PWRI 15 45 9.6 10.9
40 BWR Plus (1)4
DHLW

(2) 12PWR/ 17 51 9.8 11.1
24 BWR

Angled`7

(1) 21 PWRI 10 15 16.5 18.8
40 BWR

(1) 12PWR/ 10 IS 9.7 11.0
24 BWR

(1) 21 PWR/ IS IS 14.1 16.0
40 BWR
Plus (1)4 DHLW

(2) 12 PWR/ 17 15 15.6 17.7
24 BWR

PerpendiculaI

(1) 21 PWR/ 10 15 22.1 25.1
40 BWR

(1) 12PWRI 10 IS 12.9 14.7
24 BWR

(1) 21 PWRI 15 15 18.0 20.5
40 BWR
Plus (1)4 DHLW

(2) 12PWR/ 17 15 19.6 22.3
24BWR

Notes:
I) The minimum allowable center-to-center alcove spacing, for stability reasons, is set at 3 times the alcove length for the parallel concept

and three times the alcove width for the angled and perpendicular concepts.
2) The above AMLs are calculated to achieve an extraction ratio of 0.30.
3) Only SNP is considered in the calculation. DHLW has been neglected.
4) I MTU/Acre = I kgU/m2 x 4.047.
5) The initial APDs in the table, resulting from a particular AML, are calculated based upon 22 year old average SNF with a 42.2

GWdlMTU burnup. and a conversion factor of 1.137 kW/MTU as derived from M&O (1993o). (I MTU = 1000 kgU).
6) The alcove width is set at 5 m. and the emplacement access drift width is set at 8 m to approximate the width of shielding door cutout

excavations.
7) Alcoves are oriented at 45' to the emplacement access drift.
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If such criteria modifications were determined feasible in the future, of the three alcove
concepts, the perpendicular configuration or a similar variation to it will allow the greatest
flexibility to achieve the highest thermal load while leaving the greatest amount of intact
rock.

When comparing the In-Short-Perpendicular-Alcove concept to the in-drift emplacement
concepts of Section 8.5.1.1, the major positive feature of the concept include:

* Individual retrieval of WPs is possible without moving other emplaced WPs.

The major negative features of the perpendicular alcove concept include:

* Requires a greater volume of primary excavation (the emplacement access drifts) and a
substantially greater amount of secondary excavation (the alcoves) than in-drift
concepts. Excavation difficulty is increased. Construction costs are expected to be
significantly higher than in-drift concepts.

* Requires a greater backfill (if used) volume than in-drift concepts because both
alcoves and emplacement access drifts must be backfilled compared to just the
emplacement drifts. Backfill costs are expected to be higher as a result.

* The closed space of an alcove provides less rock surface area for heat transfer to the
surrounding rock compared to in-drift concepts.

* Compared to in-drift concepts, opening stability potential will be reduced by the
potential for stress concentration due to the sharp comers of the alcove.

* An enormous amount of shielding, and resulting higher cost, will be required if each
alcove is shielded.

* Does not allow flexibility to adjust WP spacing for different thermal loadings or to
avoid local geologic features, without abandoning an alcove.

A more comprehensive study of alcove emplacement including preliminary operational
aspects was made in support of 1994 system studies. Details of this work can be found in a
1994 M&O report (M&O, 1994b).

8.5.2 Interim Emplacement Configuration(s)

Consistent with the CDA (M&O, 1994m, Key 011), in-drift emplacement in a horizontal
mode is used as the basis for repository layout and emplacement operations discussions in
later sections of this report. In-drift is preferred over alcove emplacement at this time for two
major reasons: 1) Alcove emplacement does not provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate
the higher range, 80 to 100 MTU/acre thermal loading case stipulated in the CDA (M&O,
1994m, Key 019), 2) The constructed cost of alcove emplacement, based on engineering
judgment, is expected to be significantly higher than with in-drift emplacement. It is
recognized that final selection of an emplacement mode during ACD requires a more
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comprehensive evaluation of radiological safety, total life cycle costs, as well as other
operational factors and occupational safety issues. This work will be performed at a later
date as design concepts are more completely developed.

Given that in-drift emplacement is used as the basis for further discussions in this report, the
choice of where to place the WPs in the emplacement drift, how they are to be handled inside
the drift, and how they are to be permanently supported remain to be addressed. As indicated
in Section 8.5.1.1, advantages for both the Center-In-Drift and Off-Center-in-Drift Concepts
are similar. The Off-Center-In-Drift concept offers the flexibility for limited access through
the emplacement drift that the Center-In-Drift concept cannot provide unless a larger drift is
used. But personnel radiological safety issues suggest that access alongside WPs may not be
a truly desirable feature, while material handling and drift and WP monitoring issues suggest
that such access may warrant consideration. Further evaluations are needed in this area.

The decision to permanently emplace the packages on wheeled carts, on pre-installed
pedestals, or perhaps some combination of these two concepts is another area that needs
further evaluation. Whether to use a locomotive/cart handling system or a gantry/pedestal
system to carry out the emplacement operation inside the drift must also be further analyzed.

Rather than adopt a particular variation of the general in-drift concept at this time, it is
suggested that an emplacement drift diameter be selected for use in ongoing ACD work that
is as small as practical but that offers sufficient flexibility to accommodate several specific in-
drift emplacement configurations.

Based on preliminary locomotive/cart and gantry/pedestal equipment concepts that have been
developed, indications are that a 5.0 m diameter drift provides a reasonable operating
clearance allowance for these variations of in-drift emplacement, and provides additional
space for ground support and excavation misalignment tolerance. Therefore, an excavated
diameter of 5.0 m is used for emplacement drifts in the layouts and discussions presented
hereafter in this report. Examples using this diameter are shown in the emplacement drift
cross sections of Figures 8.5.2-1, 8.5.2-2, and 8.5.2-3.
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